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REPORT OF THE NORTH SEA ROUNDFISH WORKING GROUP 
1. PARTICIPANTS 
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Federal Republic of Germany 
K Hoydal, ICES Statistician, also attended the meeting, 
2. TERMS OF REFERENCE 




assess catch options for 1985 inside safe biological limits for cod, haddock and whiting in Sub-areas IV 
and VI and vrhiting in Divisions VIId,e; 
take into account the levels of predation mortality implied by the results of the stomach sampling project; 
analyse the effect of changes in the data sets of i•reight at age and age at first maturity on the time 
series of stock and spaivning stock biomass. 
Subsequently, the Working Group was asked, in addition, to estimate the effects on whiting of an increase in mesh size to 90 mm in Sub-area IV. As a result of this addition to the terms of reference, the period of the meeting was changed to 12-24 .March 1984, 
3· DETERMINATION OF FISHING .MORTALITY IN THE LAST DATA YEAR 
For the North Sea stocks, two methods were employed: the Rho method and the Armstrong-Cook method. For technical reasons,it was not possible to 
use the Lewy method, For the stocks in Division VIa, it was possible to use only the Rho method. The individual fleet data used are given in the text table below. 
North Sea West of Scotland Fleet 
Cod Haddock Whiting Cod Haddock Whiting 
Scottish trawl + + + + + Scottish seine X X X + + + Scottish light travrl + + + j_+ + + Netherlands beam trawl + 
Key: + used in Rho method. 
x used in Rho method and in Armstrong-Cook method. 
I 
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These were the same fleet data sets as used last year except that 
English data could not be used since the 1983 data were not available. 
The input catch and effort data, and the resultant estimates of 
Rho and terminal Fs in 1983, are given in Tables 3.1- 3.12. Trends 
in Rho with time are plotted by age gToup in Fig~es 3.1 - 3,6, 
Table 3.13 gives a comparison of Fs as estimated by the Rho and 
Armstrong-Cook methods, For cod and haddock, the t\vo methods give 
comparable results, but in whiting the Rho method produced higher 
values. It was considered preferable to use the results as estimated 
by the Rho method, on the grounds of consistency \'li th previous 
years, and also because the Armstrong-Cook method is not at present 
implemented in the ICES computer. 
The decision as to vrhether to accept the Rho-estimated Fs or not \•ras 
based on their magnitude in relation to recently observed Fs in the 
VPA and on an inspection of the degree of scatter in the Rho plots •. 
On this basis, the Rho-estimated Fs were accepted for all stocks 
except haddock and whiting in Division VIa. In these latter stocks, 
the input Fs vrere based on recent average ·•ralues, Where possible, 
Fs on the youngest age groups were adjusted to correspond to 
abundances as estimated from the IYFS data. Further details are given 
in the relevant sections for each stock, 
At last year's meeting, both methods gave unacceptably high estimates 
of F for some age groups in North Sea haddock. During the course of 
the year, it was discovered that the problem was due to inconsistencies 
between estimates of year class strength in the Rho data and in the 
VPA. Revisions to the VPA data base were, thej~efore, made, and the 
Fs estimated by the Rho method are now considered to be acceptable. 
Further details are given in Section 9. 
4• ESTIMATION OF RECRUITMENT 
Only some of the participating countries have so far provided exchange 
data tapes containing the 1983 IYFS data. Therefore, the indices for 
the 1983 IYFS are still preliminary. 
Because the 1984 IYFS ended shortly before the meeting of the Working 
Grou:p, only :preliminary indices for the 1983 year classes were 
available. No indices were available for the 2-group fish. 
The IYFS indices are tabulated together with English groundfish 
survey indices and VPA year class strength estimates in Tables 
4.1 - 4·3· As far as the index for cod is concerned it must be taken 
into account that last year the International Gadoid Survey Working 
Group revised the standard area for the calculation of the abundance 
index. Four coastal rectangles in the German Bight were excluded 
because of irregularly high catches of young cod (Doe. C,M,l983/G:62). 
Plots of IYFS indices against VPA year class strength estimates, and 
for the North Sea/West of Scotland relationship for VPA year class 
estimates are given in Figures 4.1 to 4.6. 
The indications from the IYFS are that the 1983 year classes for cod 
and whiting are at least of intermediate strength, whereas the 1983 
year class of haddock is a strong one. 
Interpretation of the recruitment data is discussed for each stock 
in the appropriate section. 
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5, NORTH SEA COD 
5.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 5.1 and graphed in Figure 5.l.A. Provisional nominal landings in 1983 were 232 328 tonnes, 
compared to 258 102 tonnes in 1982. The TACs agreed between EEC and Norway were 235 000 tonnes in 1982 and 240 000 tonnes in 1983. 
5.2 Age Composition 
; I 
VPA input data are given in Table 5.2; they do not include discards or industrial fishery by-catches. Details of countries supplying age 
composition data are given in the text table below. For 1982, there 
were only minor changes to the data provided at last year's meeting. The same countries supplied data for 1983, with the exception of England, for whom computing difficulties prevented submission of data in time for the meeting. 
! Year ! Category 





































l 4 212 
I 
Not known 
257 825 95 
Not known 
--------------------t------------------------i--------------









232 546 75 
Not known 
5.3 Recruitment 
Revised estimates of abundance indices at ages 1 and 2 from the IYFS 
were provided by the International Young Gadoid Survey Working Group. A preliminary index at age 1 was available for the 1983 year class from the 1984 survey but, in contrast to last year's meeting, not for age 2. 
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~2~g_;r~~E-~!~~~ 
Two estimates of abundance are potentially available from the IYFS: 
at age 1 in 1983 and at age 2 in 1984. Although the correlation at 
age 2 between VPA and IYFS is quite good (Figure 4.2.A), as stated 
above the IYFS estimate vras not available. At age 1, the VPA/IYFS 
plot (Figure 4.1.A) shows a 1'1ide scatter of points such that it 
cannot be used for prediction. The IYFS does, however, indicate that 
this year class is below average, of similar magnitude as the 1980 
year class, and this is supported by the English Groundfish Survey. 
The value of 131 millions for the 1982 year class, which results from 
the F produced by the Rho method and the catch, compares with a VPA 
estimate of 154 millions for the 1980 year class. These abundance 
estimates are not inconsistent with those indicated by the research 
vessel surveys, and the value of 131 millions was, therefore, accepted 
for the 1982 year class at age 1. 
~2~2-;r~~E-~!~~~ 
Estimates of abundance were available at age 1 (IYFS 1984) and at 
age 0 from English and Dutch groundfish surveys. Both the latter 
sources indicate an abundance similar to the 1981 year class 
(currently estimated at 290 millions from VPA), but the efficiency 
of sampling at age 0 on these surveys is uncertain, Problems with 
the IYFS data are explained above and so it was decided to set the 
abundance of the 1983 year class to 214 millioas at age 1, vrhich 
is the mean recruitmentfor the period 1963-80, 
~2~1-;r~~E-~!~~~-
Average recruitment of 214 millions was also assumed for this 
year class. 
5.4 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age in the stock (Table 5.3) was assumed to be the same 
as that in the landings. For predictions of catch in 1984 and 1985, 
mean weights were calculated as arithmetic means for the period 
1978-83. 
5.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1983 
~-~!-~~~-! 
The estimate of 0.27 as derived from the Rho method was adopted 
for this age group, since it results in a recruitment estimate which 
corresponds to that indicated by research vessel surveys (see 
Section 5.3). This value is higher than the mean of recent years 
but is similar to that in 1982, 
~-~~-£~!:~:£-~~~~ 
These were estimated using the Rho method, as described in Section 3· 
Values from the Armstrong-Cook method were broadly similar to the 
Rho estimates. Data from two Scottish fleets and Dutch beam 
trawlers were included in the Rho analysis, English data being un-
available. The F values estimated are similar to those seen in recent 
years, with the exception of F at age 3 which is somewhat larger. 
5.6 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities are given in Table 5·4 and mean F at ages 3 to 8 
are graphed in Figure 5.1.A. Mean F increased sharply in the early 
1970s and then stabilised, However, a further sharp increase appears to 
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have occurred between 1979 and 1982, Historical SSB was calculated 
using a maturity ogive and not, as in previous years, assuming knife-
edge maturity (see Section 17). A comparison of results from the two 
methods is shown in Figure 17.1.A. Stock numbers and biomasses are 
given in Table 5.5, while recruitment at age 1 and spa1ming stock 
biomass (SSB) are graphed in Figure 5.1.B. Recruitment has fluctuated 
between about lOO and 400 millions over the period shovm, but no marked 
trend is apparent. SSB appears to have stabilised at a historically 
low level in recent years, but is expected to show a further decline 
in 1984 and 1985. 
5·7 Equilibrium Yield and Spawning Stock Biomass for Average Recruitment 
These are shovm in Figure 5 ,l,C, Values averaged over the period 
1978-83 were used for stock weights and fishing mortalities, Mean 
recruitment of 214 millions (1963-80) was used in the calculations. 
5.8 Catch Predictions 
Input data are given in Table 5.6. The mean weights and exploitation 
pattern are the averages for the period 1978-83. The results are given 
in Tables 5·7 and 5.8 and graphed in Figure 5.1.D (Assumption 1). 
!2~1 
Two assumptions ivere considered: 
Assumption 1: 
In this case, landings in 1984 of 196 000 tonnes are predicted at a mean 
F of 0.91. This compares with a prediction of 183 000 tonnes at a 
mean F of 0.73 made at last year's meeting. 
Assumption 2: Catch84 = TAC = 215 000 tonnes 
In this case, F in 1984 is predicted to increase by 17% over F in 
1983, to reach a mean F of 1.07. 
Catches and spa1·:ning biomasscs were calculated for a range of Fs. If 
F95 = F94, landings of 188 000 tonnes (F = 0.91) are expected under 
Assumption 1 (Table 5.7), and the corresponding figure under 
Assumption 2 (Table 5.8) is also 188 000 tonnes but at a higher F of 
1.07. 
Attention is drawn to the decline in spawning biomass in 1985 and 1986 
under the catch assumptions made. Under Assumption 1, it is expected 
to fall to 86 000 tonnes in 1986, well below any previously recorded 
value, 
6. COD IN DIVISION VIa 
6.1 Catch Trends 
Recent nominal landings are given in Table 6.1 and graphed in 
Figure 6.l.A. Provisional nominal landings in 1983 were 22 005 tonnes, 
similar to the 1982 figure of 21 924 tonnes. 
6.2 Age Composition 
VPA input data are given in Table 6.2; these do not include discards or 
industrial fishery by-catches. Details of data supplied for the past 



















i 1982 Human consumption! Ireland, England, ! landings France,Scotland 21 485 21 795 99 
1 Discards I Scotland 424 ~-~;~;-t--~~-~~~~~;·~~~f,-~~~~~~~~-;~~~~~~--1--~~-~~~--- Not known ------=-----1 l ' land1.ngs Sco,;land 
l____ I Dieoarda I Scotland 57 Not 





Since there is no correlation between VPA estimates at age 1 in the 
North Sea and in Division VIa (Figure 4.1.B), at last year's meeting 
this age group 1·ras estimated using an average F value. However, 
using the current data this procedure results in an estimate of about 
30 million fish at age 1, which would be the largest year class yet 
seen. Scottish cpue data (Table 3.2) do not support such a high 
abundance, and it was, therefore, decided to adopt the value of 
16.1 million fish at age 1 inferred by the Rho-estimated F value of 
0,18. This is consistent with Scottish cpue data which suggest 
that the year class is above average but smaller than the 1981 year 
class. 
~2~2-~~£-~~~~E-l~::!:E_£~::!:~~~~ 
In the absence of other information these year classes were assumed to 
be of average strength. To take account of an apparent upvrard trend 
in recruitment (Figure 6.l.B), the average was calculated for the 
recent period 1976-80. This produced a value of 12.5 million fish 
at age 1. 
6.4 Weight at Age 
The stock weights (Table 6.3) were assumed to be the same as the catch 
weights. Unfortunately no revision of the values for the period 
1967-78 (a nominal constant series set at the 1978 level) was possible 
at the meeting. Biomass estimates for this period should therefore 
be treated with caution, 
6.5 Fishing Mortalities in 1983 
For all age groups these were estimated using the Rho method as 
described in Section 3. Data from the same three Scottish fleets 
as used at last year's meeting were included. The estimated values are 
in reasonable agreement with recent Fs although F at age 1 is 
rather higher. 
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6.6 VPA Results 
Fishing mortalities are given in Table 6.4 and mean F at ages 3 and 4 
are graphed in Figure 6 .l.A. Mean F has sho'm considerable fluctuations 
and also an upward trend, although in recent years F seems to have 
stabilised, Stook numbers and biomasses are given in Table 6.5, while 
recruitment and spawning stook biomass are graphed in Figure 6.l.B. 
Recruitment shows considerable fluctuations, and an upward trend is 
apparent. The SSB data were calculated using a maturity ogive and a 
comparison with results using knife-edge maturity (as used previously) 
is shown in Figure 17.1.B. The SSB data for years prior to 1978 should 
be treated with caution (see Section 6.4). 
A sharp increase in SSB is predicted for 1984 due to the recruitment to 
the spawning stook of the 1981 year class. 
6,7 Equilibrium Yield and Spawning Stook Biomass at Average Recruitment 
These are shown in Figure 6,l.C. An average recruitment of 12.5 millions (1976-80) was used. For stook ,.,eights and fishing mortalities, values 
averaged over the period 1978-83 were used. 
6.8 Catch Predictions 
Input data are given in Table 6.6. The mean weights and exploitation 
pattern are the averages for the period 1978-83. The results are given 
in Tables 6.7 and 6,8 and graphed in Figure 6.l.D (Assumption 1), 
!2~1 
Two assumptions ,.,ere considered: 
Assumption 1: 
In this case, landings in 1984 of 29 000 tonnes at a mean F of 0.76 
are predicted, This compares with 23 200 tonnes at a mean F of 0.84 
as predicted at last year's assessment. The increase is largely due to 
revised estimates of the 1981 and 1982 year classes. 
Assumption 2: Catch84 = TAC = 24 500 tonnes. 
In this case a 20% reduction in F to a value of 0.60 is predicted. 
!2~2-
Catches and spawning biomasses were calculated for a range of Fs. 
If F85 = Fe4 , landings of 29 000 tonnes are expected under Assumption 1 (Table 6.7), and the corresponding value under Assumption 2 (Table 6.8) 
is 27 000 tonnes. 
7, COD IN DIVISION VIb 
No age compositions from commercial landings are available for this 
stock, Nominal landings are quite small and are given in Table 7.1 
8. COD IN SUB-AREA VII 
8.1 Cod in Divisions VIId and e 
Age composition data were supplied by France for 1982 and 1983, and by 
England for 1982. Due to the lack of sufficiently long time series of 
age composition data, no analytical assessment was attempted. Historical 
landings data are given in Table 8.1. 
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8.2 Cod in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k 
No age composition data are available for these areas. Landings data 
are given in Table 8,2, 
9· NORTH SEA HADDOCK 
9.1 Catch Trends 
Total international landings and total international catches as 
estimated by the Working Group are given in Table 1,2 and in Figure 9.1.A 
for the period 1960-83, 
The TAG for 1983 was 181 000 tonnes, and provisional nominal landings 
for that year were 168 247 tonnes. The Working Group's estimate of 
total landings for 1983 is 174 163 tonnes, Discards for 1983 were 
estimated at 65 179 tonnes. 
9.2 Age Composition 
Year 
1983 
Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations for 
1983 (provisional) are summarised in the text table below. No amend-
ments were made to the data set for 1982 prepared at last year's 
Working Group meeting. 
Nations ~' Weight I Total Percentage weight represented by Category supplying epresented I caught age compositions 
age by age 
compositions I compositions 
Industrial Denmark, 15 382 16 032 96 
Norway 
Human con- :Belgium,Denmark 138 695 157 531 88 






Discards U .I<:. Scotland 41 420 65 179 64 
Prior to the meeting some anomalies in the French and Danish human con-
sumption landings' age frequencies were noted, Preliminary corrections 
were made of these data sets, and the total international data sets '\'/ere 
modified accordingly (Table 9.2). 
9·3 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age data for the total catch (used as stock weights) are 
given in Table 9·3· 
9·4 Recruitment 
~2~2-l~~E-~~~~~-!~-~2~1 
A preliminary recruitment index for the 1983 year class at age 1 in 
1984 was available from the IYFS. Inspection of the scatter diagram of 
VPA stock number at age 1 vs IYFS index (Figure 4.3.A) indicated that 
I 
1 
the 1983 year class in 1984 has an abundance of about 3000 million. at age 1 
(4419 millions at age 0) and this value was adopted by the Working Group. 
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~~~g_l~~~-~!~~~-!~-!~~2 
At last year's Working Group the abundance of this year class was 
estimated by inspection of the VPA/IYFS scatter diagram as 760 millions, 
This estimate vras confirmed at the current meeting, The Rho method 
and the Armstrong-Cook tuning method both produced estimates of F on 
this year class at age 1 such that the stock number at age 1 was in 
good agreement with the IYFS results. For the reasons given 
in Section 3, it was decided to accept the Rho method estimate ofF at 
age 1 in 1983 and hence the estimate of the abundance of the 1982 
year class in 1983 has been slightly adjusted to 740 millions at age 1 (1297 millions at age o). 
Average recruitment at age 0 of 2543 millions (excluding the very 
abundant 1967 year class) was assumed for the year classes 1984, 
1985 and 1986 in the prediction runs. 
9·5 Fishing Mortality Rates in 1983 for Age Groups 0 to 10 
As explained in Section 3 it was decided to accept the Rho method 
estimates of fishing mortality rates in 1983 for ages 1 to 10. 
Fishing mortality at age 0 in 1983 was calculated to produce the 
abundance levels of the 1983 year class in 1984 referred to above, 
9.6 VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities for the period 1974 to 1983 are shown 
in Table 9.4, and the corresponding stock numbers and stock biomasses 
are given in Table 9·5· 
For the first time at this Working Group, data were available on the 
proportion of haddock mature at each age. These data are presented 
in Table 17.1 and were used to estimate spa1ming stock biomass, A 
parallel series of estimates of spawning stock biomass assuming knife-
edge maturity at age 2, as assumed at previous meetings, was also 
calculated. The results can be compared in Figure 17.2.A. 
The historical spawning stock biomass values plotted in Figure 9.l.B 
Here calculated using the maturity ogive. 
9. 7 Equilibrium Yield and Spa1ming Stock Biomass for Average Recruitment 
Equilibrium yield and spawning stock biomass are shown in Figure 9.1.c 
for average recruitment of 2543. millions at age 0. 
9.8 
Because of programming difficulties, it was not possible to calculate 
equilibrium values of spawning stock biomass for multi-category stocks 
using a maturity ogive,and knife-edge maturity at age 2 was therefore 
assumed, 
Catch Predictions 
Input data for catch prediction are shown in Table 9.6, 
Catch predictions were calculated for two assumptions: 
(1) Fishing mortality in 1984 equal to that in 1983. 
(2) Agreed TAC of 170 000 tonnes taken in 1984. 
The results of these assumptions are presented in Tables 9·7 and 9.8, 
respectively. It should be noted that to take the TAC in 1984 it is 
estimated that fishing mortality will have to increase by 25% from 
the estimated 1983 level, In recent years, the Working Group's estimates 
of the landings in the year folloHing the last data year have been 




been made assuming that fishing mortality remains unchanged. For this 
reason, the Group believes that the prediction of the 1984 landings 
~55 000 tonnes) made under Assumption 1 is the more realistic. Graphs 
for landings in 1985 and spavming stock biomass in 1986 under 
Assumption 1 are shown in Figure 9.1.D. 
Irrespective of the assumption about F in 1984, the predicted spa,ming 
stock biomass values at the start of 1986 are higher than those estimated 
at the start of 1984. It should be noted that because of restrictions 
in th~ program h~ndling predictions by fleet categories, predicted 
spawn~ng stock b~omasses all assume knife-edge maturity at age 2. 
HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIa 
Catch Trends (Table 10,1) 
Nominal landings in 1983 were 29 439 tonnes, and the Working Group's 
estimated total (29 397 tonnes) did not differ appreciably from this. 
Figure lO.l.A shovrs weight landed and discarded since 1965, 




Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations 
for 1983 are summarised in the text table below. No revision was made 
of the 1982 age compositions. 
Nations supplying \</eight represented Total Percentage 
Category age compositions by age compositions weight represented 
caught by age corn-
positions 
Human con- France, Ireland, 27 941 29 397 95 
sumption Scotland 
Discards Scotland 4 148 6 890 60 
10.2.1 Inclusion of data on discards into the historical catch at age array 
Subsequent to last year's meeting, some concern was expressed that 
inclusion of estimates of discarded fish into the data base might have 
led to difficulties in the estimation of TACs. At this meeting, the 
whole process of assessment and prediction was carried out on data sets 
including and excluding discards. Inclusion of discards produced 
predictions for 1985 which are only slightly higher than those if 
discards are excluded, whereas the corresponding predictions for 1984 
made last year differed more widely. 
At last year's meeting the predicted catch for 1984, assuming constant 
fishing mortality, was 27 000 tonnes. A subsequent prediction, which 
excluded discards, predicted a 1984 catch for constant fishing mortality 
of 13 500 tonnes. The 1982 and 1983 landings were both about 
29 000 tonnes and these are the highest values since 1972. Given also that 
the 1979 year class has been confirmed as being of considerably higher 
than average abundance, it appears that last year's Working Group 
prediction for 1984 (including discards) was the more realistic one. 
The Working Group is therefore now reasonably confident that inclusion 
of discards will not lead to serious problems in prediction. 
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10.3 Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age data for the ~otal catch (used as stock mean 
weights) are given in Table 10,3, 
Recruitment 
!2~2-~~~E-~!~~~-!~_!2~1 
The abundance of this year class was estimated by inspection of the 
VIa/IV scatter diagram shown in Figure 4.3.B as 250 millions at age 1 
(308 millions at age o). This year class is of above average abundance. 
!2~g-~~~E-~!~~~-!~_!2~2 
The abundance of this year class was estimated at last year's meeting 
(using data including discards) as 48 millions. The current estimate 
fs 38 millions and is based on an averaged fishing mortality rate 
being input to VPA at age 1 in 1983 (see Section 10.5). The revised 
value is not inconsistent with the other values plotted in Figure 4.3.B. 
Average recruitment (excluding the very abundant 1967 year class) of 
165 millions at age 0 was assumed in the predictions for the years 
1984, 1985 and 1986, 
10.5 Fishing Mortality Rates in 1983 for Ages 0 to 10 
10.6 
Attempts were made to estimate these values by the Rho method from 
data sets including and excluding discards. No satisfactory results 
were obtained due to the high degree of scatter on the Rho plots. 
It was, therefore, decided to iteratively re-input the average values 
of fishing mortality rates for the period 1978-80 until stability 
of input was achieved. The values obtained by this process, using the 
data set including discards, are shown in Table 10.4, 
VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortality rates for the period 1974 to 1983 are 
shown in Table 10.4, and estimates of the historical total and spa;niing 
stock sizes are shown in Table 10.5 •. Historical spawning stock sizes 
were estimated using knife-edge maturity at age 2 and the maturity 
ogive shown in Table 17 .1. The two series of spawning; stuck biomass 
estimates may be compared in Figure 17.2.B. 
Spawning stock biomass in the last three years has been greater than 
at any time since 1972. 
10.7 Equilibrium Yield and Spawning Stock Biomass for Average Recruitment 
E~uilibrium yield and spawning stock biomass are shown in Figure lO.l,C 
for an average recruitment at age of 165 millions. Because of 
difficulties with currently available programs to deal with multi-
category stocks, it \vas not possible at this meeting to calculate 
equilibrium spawning stock biomass using a maturity ogive. ICnife-edge 
maturity at age 2 was therefore assumed. However, in the case of 
Division VIa haddock i-t can be seen from Figure 17.2.B that the use 
10.8 
of an ogive makes very little difference to estimates of spawning 
stock biomass. 
Catch Predictions 
Input data for catch predictions are shown in Table 10.6. For the 
reasons given in Section 10.7, prediction of spawning stock biomass 
assumed knife-edge maturity at age 2. 
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'!'he only option considered for 1984 was that fishing mortality in that year would be equal to F in 1983. No consideration could be given 
to the possibility that the 'l'AC for Division VIa in 1984 would be taken, 
since the only information available on 'l'ACs was for Divisions VIa and VIb combined (40 000 tonnes). 
'!'he predicted catch for 1984 on this basis is 27 000 tonnes. A range 
of predictions for 1985 is given in '!'able 10.7 and Figure lO.l.D. 
11. HADDOCK IN DIVISION VIb 
11.1 Catch '!'rends (Table 11.1) 
'!'he fishery for haddock on Rockall Bank declined markedly in 1983 
when landings amounted to only 302 tonnes compared with 3801 tonnes in 1982. '!'he lack of fishing by English freezer trawlers was the reason for the reduced landings. 
11.2 Stock Assessment 
Data for 1983 are again limited to those available from an English 
research vessel survey. '!'his survey repeated a standardised grid of 45 trawl stations, which had also been worked in the previous two years. '!'he catch age compositions were as follows: 
Age Number per ~5 hauls 
1981 1982 1983 
0 353 962 0 45 
1 95 650 96 767 28 
2 323 69 808 83 435 
3 164 1 844 35 824 
4 5 496 1 555 1 050 
5 25 692 6 575 110 
6 0 22 804 870 
7 417 0 5 444 
8 55i 999 0 
9 59 148 256 
10+ 3 16 206 
'l'O'l'AL N 482317 202 520 127 268 
'l'O'l'AL WEIGH'!' kg 36 148 48 490 27 972 
'l'O'l'AL N Ages 1-10+ 128 355 202 520 127 223 
'l'O'l'AL WEIGH'!' kg Ages 1-10+ 30 .596 48 490 27 971 
Recruitment of the 1980 and 1981 year classes is confirmed as very good. Last year, there was some doubt about the 1982 year class because 
the 1982 survey had been conducted in July rather than in August as in 1981 and may therefore have been too early to sample 0-group fish. 
'!'he 1983 survey (in August) has confirmed that the 1982 year class is a 
virtual failure as the 1983 year class also appears to be. 
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Total stock biomass in September 1981 was estimated to be 70 000 tonnes (Jones, 1982), A year later, on the basis of relative survey 
catch rates, total biomasses increased to about 94 000 tonnes but with the failure of the 1982 and 1983 year classes declined in 1983 to 54 000 tonnes, Provided fishing mortality in the year 1983-84 does not 
exceed about F = 0.2, the total stock biomass in the summer of 1984 
would be expected to remain at or slightly above the 1983 level as gains from growth of the abundant year classes would balance the losses from mortality, A fishing mortality of F = 0,2 would be expected to yield 9 000 tonnes in 1984 and 8 000 tonnes in 1985, 
In view of the fact that the haddock stocks in Division VIa and at Rockall (Division VIb) are separate, and because of the very variable 
stock abundance at Rockall, the Working Group recommends that con-
sideration should be given to setting TAGs for the two Divisions 
separately, 
12, HADDOCK IN SUB-AREA VII 
Haddock landings from Divisions VIId+e and from Divisions VIIb-c and VIIg-k are given in Tables 12.1 and 12.2. 
13. NORTH SEA WHITING 
13.1 Catch Trends (Table 13.1, Figure 13.1.A) 
The provisional nominal landings for 1983 amount to 98 000 tonnes, 
which is close to the catch officially reported for 1982 (100 000 tonnes) 
and below the agreed TAG for 1983 of 170 000 tonnes. Hmvever, the Working Group estimates of total catches (including discards) amount to 143 000 tonnes and 150 000 tonnes respectively for 1982 and 1983. 
13.2 Age Composition (Table 13.2) 
The age composition data for 1982 were updated and provisional estimates for 1983 vrere prepared. Details of the data supplied to the Working Group by various nations for 1982 and 1983 are summarised in the text table l>elovr. 
Nations suppl. I Weight repr. by Total vreight 'fo repres ~ Year Category age comp.data age compositions caught by age camp 
1982 Industrial Denmark,Norlvay 31 970 32 990 97 I by-catch 
Human :Belgium, England 72 635 72 942 100 
consumption France, Nether-
lands,Scotland 
Discards Netherlands, 18 835 37 095 51 
-----~------------ --~~~!!~~£ ________ ------------------ ------------- -----------; 1983 Industrial Denmark,Norvray 22 752 23 637 96 
by-catch 





29 594 49 125 60 
Scotland 
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13.3 ~ean \•/eight at Age 
Mean ,.,eight at age data for total catches (used as stock weights) are 
given in Table 13.3. 
13.4 Recruitment 
By inspection of the VPA/IYFS scatter diagram (Figure 4·5.A), the 
ablmd.ance of the 1982 year class and the 1983 year class at 1 year 
old were estimated at 740 million fish and 2000 million fish respectively 
(1017 and 3170 million at age o). No index was available for the 
abrradance of the 1982 year class at 2 years old. 
The F values implied by these recruitment values on 0- and 1-year old 
whiting in 1983 are consistent with the average values upon the five 
past years. 
Average recruitment of 2700 millions at age 0 (mean value for 1960-80) 
is assumed for the years 1984, 1985 and 1986. 
13,5 Fishing Mortalities in 1983 (Table 13.4) 
~-~~-~~~~-2-~~~-~ 
These values were estimated from the IYFS abundance indices (see 
Section 13 • 4) • 
~-~!-~~~-g 
The scatter diagram of Rho versus year for age 2 (Figure 3.5) shows that 
the year 1974 seems to be anomalous. So the F value for this age has 
been recalculated by averaging Rho values over the time series excluding 
1974· 
~-~~-~~~-2:§ 
These ,.,ere estimated using the Rho method as described in Section 3. 
!:-~~-~~~-1:~2 
Since the Rho method gave unrealistically high values for these ages, 
fishing mortalities were set at 1;0. 
VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities are shown in Table 13.4 and in Figure 
13.1.A. The corresponding stock numbers and stock biomass are shown in 
Table 13.5 and in Figure 13.1.B. 
The average F value over the age groups 2-6 in recent years has 
fluctuated about a level of about F2-6 = o. 9. The dovmward trend in 
spawning stock biomass observed since 1980 is continuing and spawning 
stock biomass in 1983 is close to the lowest values on record. Spawning 
stock biomass was calculated using a maturity ogive rather than knife-
edge age at first maturity as in previous years. However, since the 
ogive itself is virtually knife edge, Figure 17.3 indicates this change 
makes very little difference to the spawning stock biomass estimates. 
13.7 Equilibrium Yields and Spawning Stock Biomass for Average Recruitment 
r,ong-term equilibrium yields for human consumption and total landings 
and spa'l'ming stock size are shown in Figure 13.1.C. Input data ,.,ere 
those used for catch predictions (Table 13.6). 
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13.8 Catch Prediction 
Input data for catch predictions are given in Table 13.6. The mean 
weights at age and exploitation patterns are the averages for the 
period 1978-83. The discarding rates at age are averages for the 
same reference period, 
No catch prediction was made for the assumption that the catch in 1984 
'"ould equal the agreed TAC of 145 000 tonnes because this would require 
an unrealistically high fishing mortality. Therefore only the 
assumption with F84 = F83 (in the human consumption fishery) was 
considered, 
Results are given in Table 13.7. Predicted total landings for 1984 
are 102 000 tonnes (human consumption landings: 64 000 tonnes, 
industrial by-catch: 38 000 tonnes), 
The option F85 = F84 produces total landings in 1985 of 118 000 tonnes (human consumption landings: 69 000 tonnes, industrial by-catch: 
49 000 tonnes), 
For the assumption of unchanged fishing mortality, stock biomass and 
spawning stock biomass increase from 1984 to 1986 respectively from 
405 000 tonnes to 525 000 tonnes and from 191 000 tonnes to 
342 000 tonnes. 
14. WHITING IN DIVISION VIa 
14.1 Catch Trends (Table 14.1) 
The revised reported landings of 13 770 tonnes taken in 1982 are close 
to the provisional figure of 13 540 tonnes reported in 1983. The 
provisional landings in 1983 were 14 968 tonnes. However, the Working 
Group estimate of 15 844 tonnes was used in the assessment. The 
estimated total catch including discards was 19 000 tonnes in 1982 
and 21 000 tonnes in 1983. 
14.2 Age Composition (Table 14.2) 
Year 
1982 
The age composition data for 1982 were revised. Provisional age com-
positions for 1983 were compiled. Discard data were provided by Scotland. 
These are available for the last six years but they have not been used 
in the assessment. Details of the data supplied to the Group are 
summarised in the text table below. 
Nations supplying vTeighrt represented Total 1% represen-
Category age composition by age weight ted by age data compositions caught comp, 
Human con sump- France, Ireland, 13 260 13 773 96.3 
tion landings Scotland 
Discards Scotland 3 253 5 319 61.2 
-------~--------------- ------------------ ------------------ -------- ----------
1983 Human consump- France, Ireland, 15 638 15 844 98.7 
tion landings Scotland 
Discards Scotland 3 822 5 399 70.8 
14.3 Recruitment 
Abundance figures of the 1982 and 1983 year classes at l year old were 
estimated to 30 x 106 and 80 x 106, respectively, by inspection of 
the scatter diagram of VPA recruitment indices for Division VIa versus 
VPA recruitment indices for Sub-area IV (Figure 4.5.B). 
14.4 
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The number of recruits of age 1 entering the fishery in 1985 and 1986 
was assumed to be 95 x 106, which is the average number of 1-group 
whiting during the period 1963-80. 
Weight at Age 
Mean weight at age data for the total catches (used as stock weights) 
are given in Table 14.3. 
14.5 Fishing Mortalities 
The Rho method was tried. However, the output from the Rho method 
gave very scattered plots, and the presence of outliers in the scatter 
plots produced rather high F values. The Working Group, therefore, 
decided to use mean values of fishing mortalities for the period 
1978 through 1980. This gave lower fishing mortality levels for the 
recent years than vrere used in last year's report. \•li th the Rho 
method as used last year the fishing level determined then was 
probably too high, 
Fishing mortality for age 1 vras chosen to produce a 1982 year class 
of 30 x 106 fish in 1983. 
VPA Results 
Estimated fishing mortalities for the period 1963-83 are shown in 
Table- 14.4 and Figure 14.1.A, and the corresponding stock numbers 
and stock biomasses are shown in Table 14.5 and Figure 14.1.B. The 
lovrer terminal F values used this year produce larger stock sizes 
in the recent years than those calculated in last year's report. 
14.7 Equilibrium Yield and Spawning Stock Biomass for Average Recruitment 
The yield was calculated using an exploitation pattern and mean 
weights at age equal to the averages 1978-83 (Table 14.6). The 
curve (Figure 14.1.c) has no clear maximum. The F0 , 1 = 0.166 is indicated in the figure. Spavming stock biomass was calculated using 
knife-edge age at first maturity as this was unchanged by the new 
maturity at age data (Table 17.1). 
Catch Prediction 
The input data for catch predictions are given in Table 14.6. The 
exploitation pattern and the mean weights at age used were averages 
for the period 1978-83. 
No catch prediction vras made for the agreed TAC of 15 400 tonnes, 
because this would result in unrealistically high fishing 
~ortal!ties (F84 = 0.93). Therefore, only the assumption with 
F84 = F83 = 0.68 was pursued, which gives landings in 1984 of 13 000 tonnes. 
The results of the prediction runs are shown in Table 14.7 and 
are also given in Figure 14.1.D. 
The spawning stock estimated for 1984 is one of the lowest on record. 
However, in all prediction options for 1985 the spawning stock is 
expected to increase, 
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15, WHITING IN DIVISION VIb 
16. 
16.1 
Landings of whiting in Division VIb are insignificant (Table 15.1). 
WHITING IN SUB-AREA VII 
\•lhi ting in Divisions VIId,e 
Landings figures for 1982 have been revised from last year's provisional 
figure of 8 640 tonnes to 9 444 tonnes. Provisional landings in 1983 
are 5 743 tonnes (Table 16.1). The age composition of the human con-
sumption catch in 1982 has been revised. For 1983, age composition 
data have been submitted by France only, covering 77% of the provisional 
landings. The French age composition was not raised to total landings 
because the age composition of English landings are known to be 
different from those of France. 
Catch and mean weight at age are given in Tables 16.2 and 16,3. 
In the absence of English data, it was impossible to produce any assess-
ment for this stock, 
16.2 Whiting in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k 
Landings in 1982-83 are at the same level as in the earlier period 
1974-79 (Table 16.4). 
EFFECTS OF CHANGES IN THE DATA SETS OF WEIGHT AT AGE AND MATURITY AT 
AGE ON STOCK AND SPAWNING STOCK BIOMASS 
Weight at Age Data 
For the North Sea cod, haddock and 1·rhi ting stocks and for the West of 
Scotland haddock and whiting stocks, weight at age data have been 
determined separately for each year in the data series. The majority 
of these data were revised at the special Data Base meeting of the 
Group in 1981 and have been used in the assessments since then. For 
West of Scotland cod, a constant set of weight at age data have been 
used for the period 1967-78 and annually determined values have been 
used for more recent years. The annual data for 1967-78 are in the 
course of preparation and 1vill replace the cla.ta currently being used 
as soon as they are available, When this is done, a comparison of 
the effects on biomass estimates of using the old and the nevr sets 
of data will be presented. 
17.2 Maturity at Age Data 
In previous reports, knife-edge ages at first maturity have b~en used 
for calculating spawning stock biomass for all stocks, This year, 
for the first time maturity ogives have been used in the assessments, 
For the North Sea stock, maturity at age data were available from 
1981 and 1982 IYFS, The proportions mature at each age were averaged 
for the two years. The resultant maturity ogives were considered 
preferable to knife-edge age at first maturity and have been used in 
the assessments. The new maturity ogives (Table 17.1) have been 
applied to all years in the historic series. 
For the West of Scotland stocks, maturity at age data were available 
from French research vessel survey made in 1983. These data were 
also accepted by the Working Group as being preferable to knife-edge 
age at first maturity and have been incorporated in the data base 




Spawning stock biomass estimates for the whole time series have been 
calculated using both the new maturity ogives·and also the old knife-
edge age at first maturityr For West of Scotland whiting, the new 
maturity ogive \•ras identical to the knife-edge age at first maturity 
and spawning stock biomass estimates are unchanged. For the other stocks, 
spawning stock biomass estimates have been plotted in Figures 17.1-
17,3, For North Sea whiting, the results are virtually identical. 
For the cod and haddock stocks the new ogives give lower estimates of 
spawning stock biomass but the trends \vi th time for the two curves 
are similar. 
IMPLICATIONS OF RESULTS OF STOMACH SM~LING PROJECT ON STOCK ASSESSMENTS 
Introduction 
Results of the 1981 Stomach Sampling Project have been communicated 
in various contributions to the Statutory Meeting of ICES and a 
preliminary review paper \vas prepared by ])aan (NAFO, SCR.])oc.83/IX/93· 
Mimeo.), Updated estimates of the numbers at each age of cod, haddock 
and lvhiting eaten by the predators examined in the project have been 
comm1u1icated to the Working Group by ])aan (Table 18.1). For age 
groups 0 and 1, the numbers of each species estimated to have been 
consumed by predators in 1981 exceed the estimates of the numbers 
in the stock at the beginning of that year as derived from VPA using 
a coefficient of natural mortality, M= 0.2, for all age groups. One 
of the implications of these results is that the value of M = 0.2 used 
in the stock assessments is likely to be too low for the younger 
age groups. 
18,2 Estimation of Natural Mortality on the Younger Age Groups 
'l'he 1tlorking Group considered whether revised estimates of natural 
mortality on age groups 0 and l could be calculated. As an estimate 
of a minimum value of M, it could be assumed that M on age groups 0 
and l was due to predation mortality only. However, even making this 
assumption, it \·ras concluded that M could only be properly estimated 
using a multi-species model involving cod, haddock, whiting and 
sa:Lthe, This ie because the estimates of numbers of prey eaten 
(Table 18.1) are based on stock sizes of predators calculated using a 
value of rl[ = 0.2. Even within a single species, re-estimation of M 
will result in revised estimates of stock size which will in turn 
affect the estimates of numbers of prey consumed. 
As the \oforking Group did not have the facilities or the data to 
recalc'.llate M using a mul tispecies model, the Group is unable to 
re-estimate M on the age groups subject to predation. 
18.3 Implications for Stock Assessments 
I·t seems probable that, when the predation data are taken into account, 
estimates of M on the younger age groups will be revised upwards. As 
far as short-term, single species catch predictions are concerned, 
a change in the values of M is not expected to have any mgnificant 
effect. For long-term management considerations, a change in M on 
the younger age groups could be of much greater significance. Again, 
to properly assess the effects of such a change would require a multi-
species model. Management policy determined on the basis of such a 
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model would have to consider not only the yields for each species in 
relation to different levels of fishing mortality, but also how to 
optimise the relative stock biomasses for the various prey and predator 
species in relation to specified biological and economic objectives. 
19. GROWTH PARAMETERS AND SELECTION LENGTHS 
19.1 Growth Parameters 
19.2 
Growth parameters have been calculated for the North Sea stocks of cod, 
haddock and whiting. These have been derived from recent (1978-83) 
average weights at age in the stock, as used in the catch predictions, 
converted into length, using the length/weight relationship given belovr. 
Von Bertalanffy growth parameters were calculated using the ICES 
computer program. Observed mean length at age and fitted growth 
are shown in Figure 19.1. The results are summarised below: 
curves 
Length (cm) Weight (kg) relationships 
Cod W 13 x 0,0000104 
Haddock W 13 x 0.0000090 
Whiting W 13 x 0,0000083 
Von Bertalanff;l ~owth parameters 
La:, K t 
__ o_ 
Cod 117.5 0.279 0.87 
Haddock 66.0 0,201 -0.50 
Whiting 48·7 0.224 -0.96 
Selection Lengths 
(age group 1 
excluded from 
the analysis) 
Selection factors, 50%, selection lengths and selection ranges for the 
North Sea stocks taken from the report of the 1974 meeting of the 
North Sea Roundfish vlorking Group (ICES, Doe, C.M,l974/F~5) are given 
below. Those given for whiting have been used for calculating selection 
ratios in the mesh change assessment (see Section 20.). 
Cod Haddock Whiting 
Selection factor 3·6 3·4 3.8 
50% retention length 
± 25%: 80 mm 28,8 ± 2.6 27.2 ± 2.3 30·4 ± 2.9 




EFFECTS ON WHITING OF A MESH SIZE INCREASE TO 90 mm IN THE NORTH SEA 
Introduction 
The Group was requested to carry out a mesh assessment only for North Sea 
vrhiting, Hovrever, in the northern North Sea this species is taken in 
a mixed fishery together with mainly cod and haddock. Previous mesh 
assessments have shovm that an increase from 80 mm to 90 mm will have 
negligible effects in cod, but in haddock the assessments have indicated 
more significant effects, and it was, therefore, thought useful to 
perform an updated assessment for haddock, In this area it is con~ 
sidered that the effects of a mesh increase in •~hi ting cannot be considered 
in isolation from those in haddock. In the southern North Sea, the 
effects of a mesh increase on the sole fishery would have to be considered, 
The Working Group tried to use the Hoydal, R0rvik and Sparre method 
(see DANA, Vol.2, 1982), available on the ICES computer, for estimating 
effective mesh sizes. The Working Group did not produce results which 
were convincing, probably for the following reasons: (1) Only Scottish 
discard data were available for haddock and only Scottish and Netherlands 
data for whiting, which means that estimated discards for other fleets 
are likely to be poorly determined; (2) The calculations are based on 
age compositions converted to length compositions vri thin the model, 
using the same van Bertalanffy length growth curve for all fleets, vrhich 
may not be valid at least for industrial and human consumption fisheries; (3) Lack of experience in using this rather complex model on age-
structured data rather than working with length composition data. 
As a result of failing to obtain successful results for estimates of 
effective mesh size, the Working Group had to revert to another method 
to carry out the assessment. This method is described belmv. 
20.2 Data Base 
Age frequency data for the landings and discards of each fleet reporting 
landings of haddock and whiting from the North Sea in the period 1980 
to 1982 were prepared in advance of the meeting and were presented to 
the Working Group. These data were used to partition the total inter-
national values of F at age obtained from VPA for each year 1980-82 into 
landings and discard Fs at age for each fleet. 
An average of these values vras then obtained and· these values are shovm 
in Tables 20.1 and 20.2 and 20.14 and 20,15 for whiting and haddock 
respectively, 
Values of mean weight at age for the landings and discards of each 
fleet ·vrere averaged over the period 1980-82 and are presented in Tables 
20.3 and 20.4 and 20.16 and 20.17 for •·rhiting and haddock respectively. 
The maturity ogive data presented in Tables 20.5 and 20.18 and the stock 
mean weight data in Tables 20.5 and 20,18 were used in the calculation 
of predicted spawning stock biomasses. 
It was assumed that M= 0.2 at all ages. 
The expected stock size of ·bhe t1w species at the start of 1985 was 
computed on the assumption that fishing mortality in 1984 would be the 
same as that for the reference period indicated in Tables 20.5 and 20.18 
respectively. 
Selection factors and selection ranges for appropriate mesh sizes were 
taken from the 1974 report of this Working Group and are shown in the 
text table below. 
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Selection factor Mesh size {mm} Selection range (mm) 
Whiting 80 26 
90 33 
Haddock 80 21 
90 25 
It was assumed for the assessment that the mesh sizes in the industrial fisheries ,.,ould remain unchanged, 
20.3 Computation 
The mesh change assessment was made as to catch predictions, one using F at age arrays corresponding to the existing mesh and a second with Fat age arrays adjusted for the increased mesh size. 
Catch predictions vrere run for a period of 13 years, since with 12 age groups in the stock (o to 11+) and assuming constant recruitment (whiting: 2 700 x 106, haddock: 2 543 x 106) this period is required for the stock to reach its new equilibrium state, 
Total ,.,eights of discards and landings ,.,ere computed for each predicted year for each fleet by means of the following functions: 
L =I ~ N(a) ~< (F(l,a,g)/Z(a)) >< (1-exp(-Z(a)) >< W(l,a,g) 
g a 
N(a) * (F(d,a,g)/Z(a)) * (1-exp(-z(a)) * W(d,a,g) 
f a 




N number of fish in the stock 
F fishing mortality 
Z total mortality 
W mean vTeight of fish caught 
L total weight landed 
D total weight discarded 
Total and stock biomasses for each predicted year were computed using the following functions: 
T = L N(a) -11- sw(a) 
a 
s = L N(a) i!- sw(a) ir P(a) 
a 
where SW denotes stock mean weight 
P proportion mature in the stock 
T total stock biomass 
S spawning stock biomass, 
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In the first prediction run it was assumed that all human consumption 
fisheries are currently employing an effective mesh size of 80 mm 
and 1'1ill continue to do so for the next 13 years, In the second run, 
it was assumed that the effective mesh size will change to 90 mm 
on 1 January 1985 and will remain at this value thereafter. 
The effects of the mesh change on F at age values were simulated for 
each fleet by means of the follo'l'ring logistic function: 
R(e) 1 = 31/r (m-l<-s-1) + 1 
'\'There R denotes proportion retained 
1 length 
r selection range 
m mesh size 
s selection factor. 
The mean length at age of discards and landings for each fleet was 
estimated by conversion of the input mean weight values using the 
following weight/length relationship: 
(weight in gm, length in cm) 
Haddock W = ,009 13 Whiting W 
The proportion of fish retained at each of these lengths for the 80 mm 
mesh and for the 90 mm mesh 'l'ras calculated, Values of F at age were 
then modified by multiplication by the ratio: 
R2/Rl 
where R2 denotes proportion retained by new mesh 
Rl denotes proportion retained by old mesh. 
The modified F at age arrays are given in Tables 20.6 and 20,7 for 
whiting and in Tables 20.19 and 20.20 for the new mesh. 
The assumption of the universal use at present of an effective mesh 
size of 80 mm by the human consumption fisheries is almost certainly 
invalid. However, data indicating how far each fishery departs from 
this idealized picture are not generally available. For this reason, 
the Working Group concluded that it was not able to realistically 
investigate other scenarios, 
Results 
Tables 20,8-20.9 and 20,21-20.22 sho'l'l the predicted catches of 'l'rhiting 
and haddock respectively by each fleet assuming no mesh change while 
Tables 20.10-20.11 and 20,23-20.24 show corresponding values assuming 
a mesh change as defined above. Tables 20.12 and 20.25 show the 
corresponding spawning stock and total stock biomasses. The percentage 
changes immediately after the mesh change and the long-term changes 
are summarised in Tables 20.13 and 20.26. 
For \vhi ting the human consumption landings will experience an immediate 
loss of 38% while the industrial f),eets will have a 7% gain. The long-
·berm results are gains of 10% and 29% in the human consumption landings 
and industrial fisheries, respectively. :Discards 'l'lill be much reduced. 
For haddo9k, the immediate effect is a 17% reduction in human 
consumption landings, which will be converted into a 7% gain after 
20.5 
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one year and a 21% gain in the long term, The industrial fishery will 
have an immediate gain of 4% which will increase to a 12% gain, 
Comments 
The following points should be noted in relation to the assessments: 
(1) Whiting predicted landings for old mesh increase 
from 1985 to 1997, because this stock is currently at a 
low level and will increase under conditions of constant 
average recruitment. 
Haddock predicted landings show the reverse trend for old 
mesh, because the stock currently contains two abundant 
year classes, 
(2) Data on the age composition of discards are lacking for all 
fleets except for the Scottish for haddock and the Scottish 
and Dutch for whiting. For this reason, all other nations' 
discards had to be estimated from the existing data. The 
method employed waswch that each nation except those 
providing data was assumed to have discarded fish of the same 
percentage age frequency within any of the years considered. 
It is not possible to determine what effect this procedure 
has had on the assessment. 
(3) The computer program used in the assessment had to be written 
during the meeting, and it could not be checked to the 
required extent. It cannot, therefore, be guaranteed that the 
results presented in this report are correct and final, 
-o-o-o-
Table 1.1 North Sea COD. Numbers ('000) and weight (tonnes) in each category. 
Working Group Data. 
Human consumption 
Year Number 
1963 56 495 
1964 51 729 
1965 94 349 
1966 115 024 
1967 124 779 
1968 146 039 
1969 76 286 
1970 124 517 
1971 226 093 
1972 243 478 
1973 125 133 
1974 102 367 
1975 109 863 
1976 128 536 
1977 140 359 
1978 212 729 
1979 170 706 
1980 192 691 
1981 249 276 
1982 185 388 
1983x) 171 762 
----- - ··-···-- - L--

















































Weight Number Weight 
1 708 62 154 109 644 
l 857 58 300 117 292 
5 204 114 147 177 823 
6 010 137 602 217 947 
4 481 140 503 246 589 
2 150 152 411 279 212 
2 027 83 729 195 639 
11 002 188 276 229 765 
13 374 279 800 327 918 
8 831 265 051 349 882 
8 196 171 753 235 983 
950 106 955 203 219 
6 045 145 253 191 019 
2 050 136 737 211 964 
16 573 239 833 197 694 
27 874 313 515 288 764 
67 490 407 001 315 541 
170 675 852 757 421 441 









Table 1.2 North Sea HADDOCK. Numbers ('000) and weight (tonnes) in each category. Working Group data. 
Year Industrial Human consumption Discards Total 
Number Weight Number Weight Number Weight Number Weight 
1960 142 567 12 200 208 753 75 242 853 264 131 791 l 204 584 219 233 
1961 982 786 11 lOO 189 763 74 862 888 867 132 991 2 061 416 218 953 
1962 285 824 11 200 148 967 58 677 2 673 394 383 153 3 108 185 453 030 
1963 255 844 13 700 180 624 68 364 l 245 890 188 969 l 682 358 271 033 
1964 598 840 88 600 351 422 130 509 643 595 160 319 l 593 857 379 428 
1965 l 092 756 74 600 369 998 161 613 253 860 62 236 l 716 614 298 449 
1966 2 232 098 46 700 406 :399 225 760 489 695 73 573 3 128 192 346 033 
1967 699 516 20 700 272 :201 147 391 448 264 78 059 l 419 981 246 150 
1968 557 995 34 200 220 977 105 440 837 979 161 882 l 616 951 301 522 
1969 l 889 659 338 353 909 208 330 897 l 203 447 260 231 4 002 314 929 481 
1970 l 621 762 179 729 l 244 162 524 622 515 018 101 376 3 380 942 805 727 
1971 913 516 31 546 473 069 235 358 l 282 184 177 485 2 668 769 444 389 
1972 531 113 29 585 427 1390 192 901 760 224 128 130 1 719 227 350 616 
1973 170 412 11 267 449 107 178 610 659 515 114 719 1 279 034 304 596 
1974 936 218 47 777 357 011 149 617 l 000 667 166 782 2 383 896 364 176 
1975 734 412 41 380 362 ;~39 146 616 1 862 031 260 427 2 958 681 448 423 
1976 446 767 48 204 397 743 165 624 788 037 154 289 1 632 547 368 117 
1977 350 521 34 993 319 991 137 372 225 974 44 369 896 486 216 734 
1978 425 714 9 659 192 021 85 981 422 631 77 681 l 040 366 173 321 
1979 1 107 027 17 414 190 326 83 249 286 969 41 834 l 584 322 142 497 
1980 768 645 25 154 217 Lf35 98 860 541 782 94 910 l 527 862 218 924 
1981 828 555 17 615 273 !::;42 130 009 298 115 60 290 l 400 212 207 914 
1982 578 186 20 988 309 117 165 475 180 852 41 308 l 068 155 227 771 







Table 1.3 North Sea WHITING. Numbers ('000) and weight (tonnes) in each category. Working Group dat.a. 
Industrial Hun:.an consumption Discards Total 
Year 
Number Height Number Weight Number Weight Number Weight 
1960 141 183 11 639 190 513 47 566 763 229 121 600 1 094 925 180 805 
1961 271 885 16 177 289 708 67 828 1 645 728 241 122 2 207 321 325 127 
1962 112 954 8 347 222 274 55 952 1 185 487 156 713 1 520 715 221 012 
1963 499 847 45 431 214 477 58 205 853 608 154 401 1 567 932 258 037 
1964 393 794 28 124 220 682 60 064 341 223 58 784 955 699 146 972 
1965 182 171 22 259 313 057 85 978 490 073 77 184 985 301 185 421 
1966 431 635 51 176 351 953 105 229 545 116 83 356 1 328 704 239 761 
1967 280 275 22 840 245 396 68 215 1 102 690 142 703 1 628 361 233 758 
1968 592 395 57 506 298 807 88 281 596 827 90 898 1 488 029 236 685 
1969 1 980 444 152 364 203 640 57 149 625 916 114 566 2 810 000 324 079 
1970 1 855 953 114 504 271 813 79 274 347 540 67 814 2 475 306 261 592 
1971 1 477 350 71 699 185 690 58 005 458 746 62 589 2 121 786 192 293 
1972 1 351 090 61 166 178 908 59 868 398 294 66 598 1 928 292 187 632 
1973 1 273 007 89 614 234 405 66 479 658 852 110 128 2 166 264 266 221 
1974 1 841 153 130 293 254 114 74 561 477 271 84 753 2 572 538 289 607 
1975 1 019 586 86 376 251 761 78 722 698 963 134 698 1 970 310 299 796 
1976 1 395 318 149 759 243 201 74 231 633 359 134 176 2 271 878 358 166 
1977 1 657 167 106 104 267 023 74 374 555 515 107 186 2 479 705 287 664 
1978 1 163 125 55 274 322 E,34 88 475 241 670 35 442 1 727 629 179 191 
1979 887 889 59 021 351 613 99 321 651 877 78 371 1 891 379 236 713 
1980 644 159 45 747 313 565 92 534 547 726 86 940 1 505 450 225 221 
1981 932 530 66 595 258 430 80 018 293 714 45 560 1 484 674 192 173 
1982 333 574 32 990 242 572 72 942 277 531 37 095 853 677 143 027 





Table ).1,. ~~~!~t8(:o:~·fished) and catch at age (N x 10-3). Input data for the estimation of terminal F' s. 
YEAR EFI'OHT AGE 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1:! ., 10 
---------·----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.... -196~ ~4d.o42 896. IS/4o. 451>3. 969. 241. 142. 74. 25. 13. 9. 1969 49'1 .435 64. 3755. 271 o. 1303. 467. '11"1. 15. 33. 17. 11. 1 970 426.56.5 1 ?111. 21!90. 3014. 1 0,5. 470. 1"1.5. 22. 25. 12. 7. 
"' 
1971 41 6.144 4542. as 53. 644. 10). 5R7. 203. 71. "16. 9. '1. § 1 '172 39;~ .43;> 938. 19U54. .551]1. .5\lo. .539. 121J • 5"/ • ?.7. 5. 1:!. 1973 4H.1:!9-i 2657. 744). 6165. ll7!J. "137. "i8. 42. 31. 1 z. 4. tiJ 19/4 349.604 .58 5~. 621!3. 16"1 u. 1 UIS~. ?5?.. )4. 3~ • 22. 1'. 7. ti:l 19/5 329.1.32 1 "2rJ. oo73. 1?1l3. SS!>. 4 71. 7Y. '1. 
'. "13. 4. "' 1976 .5(! ~, • I 6 ~, 537. 14244. Zll\11. 371). 1 ?9. 113. 37. 1 u. 4. 9. l?;j 1977 31:1.\IU 2742. 4316. 30oY. 714. "177. 51. 35. 24. 6 • 2. ~ 1 971! .525.~4n 1704. 14 710. 'J31lo. <1)1. 202. 4<1. 2.5. 2'1. 1:!. 3. 1 9/9 316.41Y 2523. ~02'·· 32) ll. .5~.5- 345. ol • 44. 1\1. 12. 4. 19o0 291'. 22 I 1 06B. 5y61). 2.542. 1$29. 144. YIJ. .33. 1:i. 9. 4. 1 9ll1 21!\'.on HS 3. 132WI. 2.341<. 6'/~. zn4. 26. 11. 12. 3. o. 19.:>2 29/'. /3rl 4n7n. 4 794. oiJ24. oU. 2 91. 1 '1. 2). 21. '12. 1. 1Y83 ~:B.1n8 1343. I.S.S2C. 1 d14. 1290. 227. YX. 3\1. "J\1. 15. 3. 
--------- -· ----------------------------------------------------------------------- -------------------1968 411. 231! 33 .. 3fll. 14(!. 35. 9. 4. .3. 1. o. IJ. 19u 9 62' .o0~J 2n. 494. 24:;. Bl. 23. 6. 4. 2. 1. 2. ~ 1970 il~i. )21..) 334. 3fl2. 39/. yj. 33. 1!J. 2. 2. u. u. 1 971 1 nt .• yn1 992. 1 76.~. 20Y. 1 so. 41. '14. 6. 2. 2. '1. 19/2 121.·J31 2fl4. 392"/. "IU~. 111. 50. 
"· 
?.. u. u. o. ~ 1YY3 I) 2. 422 76n. 1255. 1898. 202. 2n. 23. '12. L 4. D. i 19?4 116.n2 459. 111JS. 4.5J:;. .5'/6. 40 • '. b. 3. 1. 2. N 1975 161.009 965. 155\1. "/lb. '12 0. 113. t•. L 2. '1. fl. ...., 1976 152.419 2 63. 32/4. 4D. 'I U'l. :18. 3\1. 10. 1. 1. D. ~ 1977 224 .H24 2 '16~. 1 :3'17. 171·. 'I'll>. 75. 24. 13. rl. 2. 1. 19 78 236.'}29 22 56. 53lHJ. 611. 2'/0. 51. 2.:!. 7. ll. 5. ll. 1979 2R7.4Y4 1973. 5845. 11!0~. 'I "Ill. 61. '15. 3. 4. 2. n. 19~11 333.197 179/j. 521]7. 2tl4~. 5.54. 69. .Sd. IS. 4. 3. 1. 196'1 251 .SrJ4 691. 5237. 14 75. 2\14. ll2. 11. o. fl. r. fl. 19o2 ?.5 11.il71l 4 704. 2'J4fl. 231)2. .S"/1. 11fJ. .59 • <:>. b. 4. '. 19R3 24 4 • .54 9 13?.1. 62n. 'J 02/J. '•oil. 111. 31. 14. 
'. 3. 1. 
------------------------------------
196 P. 5?6. 71.5 637. 304'1. 56 8. 1 DY. 47. '1. 7. 2. 0. u. 1 9o9 514.o7) 179. .511. 484. 224. 56. 65. 6 • 3. 0. o. 1970 7? 1 .1]45 4108. 59?. 
'I'·· 26Y. 93. 21. 45. IJ. 2. il. 1911 1!24.'139 ?227. 7759. 16\1. 9.5. 2R\I. 101. 1'/. 21. 1. 1\1. 
t:J 19'12 1!28.995 6?.2. i.l46o. 1 03/. D~. 31. 1!4. 32. 14. lj_ 4. ~ 19?3 941.423 6468. 464. 1527. 45 'I. 32. 13. ?5. 1 n. 1. I. 19'14 il94. '1211 949. 2596. 53,_ o<s.S • 216. 42. 2'1. 2~. <l. 5. 




~· West of Scotland COD. (N x 10-3). Effort (hours fished) and catch at age Input data for the estimation 
of terminal F t s • 
YEAR EFFOHT AGE 
-------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
19td! 50.001 23. 25(. SS4. .55~. 24. 31. 19. 2. 
1969 42. n~ 8 6. 153. 217. 413. 154. '11!. 1'l. 7. 
1970 40.572 3~. 3~. 7.0~. 13.5. 12 !!. 4 ~. 11. 6. 
tll 1971 41.234 71. 204. 26. "160. 57. 31. 16. 7. Q 
1972 55. :i3o 49. 527. 1 o~. 34. 94. 12. 10. 1. ~ 19'l3 51 .153 14. 51!. 202. 7-J. 15. 32. 13. ~. 
m 1974 45. ~99 "13. 199. 103. 23b. 30. 11J. 12. .5. 
1975 37.0d0 22. 17"1. ~0. 3'). 51{. 13. 3. 4. 8 
1976 35. 31l'l 43. 21 b. 1 5~. )2. 41. 4:L ·r. "1. ~ 1977 33. -J4 ~ 9'1. 69. ?5. 2"1. "12. y. 6. 2. 
19/!l 51. ~1!2 37. 267. lY. 112. 55. 21. 9. '. 1979 33.37.5 16. 1 OY. 103. 34. 29. 15. 4. 2. 
1 Q(j() 19. 661) 167. 14 7. (t;. 3~. 7. b. 2. .L 
19!!1 13. 15.5 1. 17~. HS. 16. 2. 0. o. 11. 
191l2 14.194 1 5'1. 34. 12 "I. 21. 3. D. "1. o. 
191!3 2 3. 05 6 61. 221l. 2 ~. 4H. 16. 14. 3. 1), 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1968 150.094 163. 212. 7'18. 401. 37. 2o. 1\1. 4. 
1969 140.71 u 13. "/811. 358. 4 <:2. 131. 30. 14. 4. 
1970 95.o29 1.51. 4"11. 4)4. ti2. 51. 10. 3. 3. 
19'l"l 9R. /4-~ 66. 2ill. 123. 110. 2R. 21. 2. 1. 
19 (2 71l. /41 5<1 25o. 1 dl. )2. 32. 3. 2. 1. tll Q 
1973 59.)96 7.7'·. 24 7. 153. 3~. 10. "12. 16. 1. ~ 19?4 56.446 90. 204. 69. 4 9. 17. b. 2. u. 
1"175 56.42[) 145. 231. 'IY. .54. 1?.. s. o. 0. ~ 19'l6 57. 09tl 48. 224. d9, 6 I. 1 o. 11). JJ. o. tll 
19l7 41.\121 17.1. 122. 112. 22. 11. ). 2. D. 1:<1 
19?8 33. b1 'l 1S1. 14 5. oY. 4). 14. 4. 2. 2. ~ 
1979 3R.46~ 120. 114. 1 '16. 25. "19. ~. o. L 
19!>0 3!!. o411 24 5. 21o. 13. 36. 13. 4. JJ. 0. 
19~1 37.20<3 16. 464. 14l. 4~. 9. I. 1. 0. 
1911? 36. bll'} 217. 147. 146. 34. 1 5. 4. u. o. 
191!3 3/l,Q."!U 11l3. 412. b~. sa. 15. ~. 2. 0. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----· 
1%8 65.34 !l 39. 43. 1/S. 91. 9. "1. 4. 1. 
19t>9 106. tl5 0 9. 150. 1.54. 22Y. 70. 12. 4. 2. 
19i'O 11!!.1!!!1 14. 242. 2915. IS7. 6?. 9. 2. 2. 
19 71 17.9 .1 R7 41. Z96. 140. "I 74. 3Y. 7. 6. I. tll Q 
1972 14?. .244 3112. 406. 34o. y 1. b2. 20. 0. .5. ~ 1973 91. "I 51 270. 167. 25c. 13Y. 33. 2~. 1. 3. 
19 74 81!. oS1 1 59. .565. 1.5 7. 12.5. "!>/. 6. 7. 1. ~ 19"/5 132.:55:5 453. 296. zo.s. YO. 37. 9. '1, 1. t:-< 19/6 139.?.75 2 02. 446. 30). 101. 43. .50. 11. ll. i 1977 143.574 363. "190. .5YI!. 161. 61. y. .5. I. 19fll 12 7 • .51:ll 139. 405. 11li'. I 3>. 33. 0. :5. 1. ~ 1979 99. i10.5 161. 1 87. ltl!4. 57. 31. 6. o. I • i Yof1 lt::l.t::.ll i 17. t'3;,. .54;,. 1 ::So. 30. ii .. ~. i. ~ 19111 165 .OflZ 34. 1160. 540. 1 ~Y. 52. 4. 3. o. 
19!!2 135./.tliJ 4111. 3/5. 62 b. 16"/, 4"1. 0. 2. .,. 
19H3 "112. j32 275. 1160. 1 Y6. "164. 51. Ill. b. 6. 
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Table 3.}. North Sea HADDOCK. 
(N x 10-3), Effort (hours fished) and catch at age Input data for the estimatio!l of terminal F 1 s. 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 
10 
-- ... -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1964 197.623 n. 94916. 11013. 854. 642. 572. 22. 22. 44. 1. 1965 172.?92 311ll. 54~. 5~569. 2tl55. 151!. 109. 3?. 10. 3. 2. 1966 194.012 32137. 1544. 1143. ~5 854. 757.. bb. 3'1. 1o. 2. f). 1.96.7 215.31\1 1127.?9. U351!. ti3b, 7ol, 43192. !>12. Y. 21 • 4. 1. 1968 211!.141 217511. 75527. 3650. 3n. ~1 ~. 1280\1. 4Y. 1•1. 2. 1. 1969 123 .011) 26. 561!<)d. 14!Joci, 519. 22 5. 32~. 141!6. 20. 1. o. {Jl 0 1970 '133. 445 R~3. 4 771. 9261\1. 2917. 153. 1:13. 2o. 431. 3. o. 
m 
1971 174.5~9 4 7 64 7. 534~. 'I~Ob. d305Y, 11!1]/l. 122. 34. 43. 4:52. 21. 1972 201.493 4598. 76452. 4'1 yy. 4 120. 31677. 7J!>. 32. I. 1 o. 44. Pl 1973 l!S2,S41 )1)14. 5DZU. 3'13ll>. d3?.. 1!51. 6411~. 140Y. 111. 2. 20. I 1974 1 PS ,lo32 24 7rJ7. 1251)2. 34230. 7336. 166. 207. 1562. 33. 4. 7. 1975 152. \I '(I 3964. 513\1\1, !>71 ~. 14221. 1923. 1:1. ~I • 3ls.5. 15. l. 1976 121.1141 s2n. 2bll12. 20097. 1311. 3065. !>Yh. 'lb. 0. \If), 10. 1917 144.341! 4? 51!. 3>31!. 36'Joil, 7624. 451. 11)(]<>. 119. 211. ) . 3!>. 19ta 135. zzn 93(,4. Y\11 0. 21114. 1729'1. 1'1;!1. 16\1. 332. 6'1. 16. 2. 1979 1!7 .467 6131!. 13902. 41 Oo. 761), 4oiJ!j. 33)'. 5o. 73. 29. 9. 191j0 55.475 5779. 20663. !>6il7. 1065. 1 Q3. 115Y. 104. 11. 1!l. 4. 1\1/31 51.)!> 5 7rJ9. 2J5H1. 12313. 1122. 11lrJ. 12. 320. u. 2. 2. 1982 4 7. ~811 1101. 286!>. 202311. 324\1. 14 7. ).~. 4 9. 1 Du. 1. 'I, 191!3 41!, J3Y 237?. <>lln!>. 2302. 76o3. 11 ~3. 1'10. 21. 
'. 20. 2. 
--- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1964 639.171 1 6(~ 1 • 3n~6Y. 11856. 12U. -161. 4'17. 23. 39. 33. 1. 1965 5112 .~64 69774. 356d. 1n1Y1. 51S!>o. 41!1. 3110. 70. 1/. d. 13. 19o6 500. 66~ 14Yil27. 6223. 115 8. ~5 \123. 10112. NI. 3!>. 2~. 3. o. 1967 514. d54 ll662n. 281\lo. 'l'ltlU, 1!62. 4 533tl. 3oU. 45. 32. 10. 13. 196 R 54R.642 1 88256. 153075. ~92<>. 51!>. 409. 177tl'l. 71. 13. 2. 1. {Jl 0 19o9 491 .43:i 1111. 322<1'14. 3051H>. 106\1, 27?.. 21 5. 34Y>. 23. 3. 1. ~ 1910 426.~63 201 R7. 2041]2. 20>8SS. 6~Y4. H5. 1 )4. 36. 771. 4. 3. 1971 416. '144 543516. 21 ~74. 13554. 1 08~20. 2462. <lZ. 36. 31. 24\1. 44. tJ Pl 1972 392 ·'·32 17 8579. 167631. 9213. 46Y3, 39759. \111. 5:5. I. 3. 1'11), gj 1973 414. di'U Yd/S04. 19325'1. 6Y3ou. 1 11(2. 1043. 91!(t!.. 351. 42. '{, j9. 1974 349.604 35181!0. 48342. 81>4 \1). 131 ~4. 4lt1. 234. 2390. 4/l. 3. H. ~ 1975 J?\1.432 4dOH15. 161/20. 1 )61?.. 2 5 ~Jo. 3'(1)/S, 1 )'I. 110. ::i30. 22. '11. 1976 307.1 1•5 3~R31. 32'1 38o. 5l46o. 2> 2'1. H069, 1 02o. !>4. 13. 146. 1 o. 19(7 313. Y1 S 33!l09. nu<>z. '13lJ1190. 121SY ~. 1 od4. 14dtJ. 3ft(, 24. I. o4. 1 Y7B 3?5.24o 1oOR41. 6Y033. 14340. 44 '1~2. 236/\. 4d2. 673. 86. 2Y. 3. 1 9/9 J16 .419 ~ 3633. 7db17. 1/ZD. 3041). 1SU13. o4o. 70. 11.L 24. 4. 19on 297.t!.27 1:51314. 12dJf],!, 2621Ju. 3~9~. ~1)1. 741~. 123. 20. 56. 23. 19d 1 2H9.o'l2 1 U3S7. U4264. 5>12Y. !>'I ~1. 70?. 1 !J?. 57Y. 1 s. 22. 1. 19.~2 297. /30 31144. 30Y6Y. 1'1/lri\1\<. 14291. 6::S2. 14~. 3Y. 230. 1. Y. 19d3 33:5.16/l 29056. 714 flY, 3U4 oo. >OZOo. 640o. 5d4. 119. 15. 6'.1. 26. 
----- -----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------19o4 24. o!>.S o. :11 50. 11/. 11). 5. 2. n. o. o. o. 1965 54. 79Y 17 5'). tl.5. 31S51. Sd. 7. 4. 1. o. o. u. 19o6 35.841 3112. 12'1, 36. 1 t!.4H. 17. '1. 1. '1. o. o. 1967 za. 022 13286, 441. 2U. 1o, 469, 2. IJ. u. o. o. tll 1968 4R.238 216. 3150. 121. 21. 3/l, 23~. 1. n. 0. 0. 0 0 1 96? 63. uu6 I OY. 2060'1. I UOZ. 34. 1 n. <l, 1S7. 1. o. o. ~ 1970 ~3.~29 R12. 934. 1 tl'l ~~ •• :56.-!. 4. 5. 1. ll.L 0. 0. tJ 1971 1 114.9[)1 671!66. 3052. 1 >53. 16024. 347. 12. 11!, 6. 4 5. '12. Pl 1972 121 ,1]31 2 1!413. 2f)27q. ~49!>. 1 Oll3. 7920. 1:57. 13. 'I, 1. 28. ~ 1973 152 .4?2 2U4 57. 34 2 99. 94? 9. 242. 203. 1 5\11 • 41!. j, 1. b. ~ 1974 116.\181. 45001. ll69~. 1494.$. 2336. 31. t!.1. 283. 6. o. '1. 1975 161 .Ill)" 12 ti51)2. 26'16!>. 24~1]. !>213. 520. 13. 14. 71. .s. '1, I 1976 152.419 3355. 5 '1426. 113/o? .• o37. 1757. 32 ~. l. ~. 45. 1. 1977 224. ~24 1 1)1 02. 644'1. 41122. .54Y2. 3911. 7~7. 9'1. 1 ~. 2. s. 1978 236.'129 4~ 731,. 1'1411. 2914. I 22 ;;I), 774. 1111. 167. 24. 4. o. 1919 2!',7,494 44659. 2:s1 sr. 4111. 714. 3644. zuj. 20. !>'{, 20. u. 1981) ~33.197 925 22. 462 8~. ~063. 7!>~. '197. 11l1). 61. 111. 8. 5. 191S1 251.~04 797'1. 5d14>. 136>~. 1 ~1 d. 161. ZiJ. 3?0. 12. 
". 7. 19HZ 250.~7•) 2!>757. 101 70. 3346t!.. 3\127. '13~. &I. 7. sa. o. o. 19~3 244.~49 19627. 4 6664. o9S~. 111!0~. 12 51!. 124. ?.f. 4. 2~. ·1. 
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Table 3.4. West of Scotland HADDOCK. (N X 10-3), Effort (hours fished) and catch at age Input data for the estimation of terminal F 1s. 
YEAR E F F oar AC.E 10 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1966 71.n5 7R9. 249. 146. 2 0~ 69. 921. 36. 17. 24. o. o. 
1967 54.231 597.2. 29!!7. 1 ~2. 1 0~. 12~14. d). 1. s. 2. o. 
196 R 50.001 61186. 13331. 61,4. 13~. 39R. 8402. 31 o. b. 2. o. 
1 969 42 .•J5d o. 304 5Y. 35&5. 2 52. 117. 1 74. 2264. !!1. 2. u. 
"' 1970 40.~ 7? n. 113. 26460. 131o. 1,3. 34. 72. ~42. 3. 2. ~ 1971 41 .231, 842. 4 7). 44 ~·. 162!>!!. 14 2. !l. 1. u. "lb. 2. 19/2 55 .)36 32RI,. 1 ;J41Jt<. \1()3, 1 U41. 23671. 1 Yo. ~. ~. D. 6. ~ 11173 51. "I )3 1711. 51 '?1. o2 ol. Yo. o41. 170:iY. 61. il. 1. 61. 
1914 45.dY~ 6484. 379~. !>1 )4. 1 Y09. 2R. 21 !>. 4366. !). 1. n. 8 
19"15 37.061) !>986. 1154!>. 14U4. 1 o95. 66o. ?.ll. 51. 1523. 40. 2. ~ 19"76 35 .3fl/ 66. 134 26. 5Y02. n.-.. ~Y!> • 1 d3. 4. I. 21"1. 1. 
1977 33.946 2 534. 237. 12304. 2U!>Y. 129. 111. !>2. I. 1. 27. 
1918 51.5 82 1371>. 6 ~H. ·,n. 1 fldSY. 154 2. "I ~b. 1 22. YY. 1. 10. 
19/9 B.ns doll>. zz:~>. 1>11. 14. 31llt\. 3119. 31. 24. 3. 2. 
198fl 19.660 465. 3664. 1346. 2(4. 27. llt.L 4"1. 2. 1. 1. 
191!1 13. {53 3. 14272. 3133. 1 oY. 2:L 2. 131. 2. 3. u. 
1982 14.1 Y4 86. 4 79. 7212. 1405. 37. 2. 12. 3Y. o. ll. 
19ll3 2 3. us 0 l!l21. 3U:So. "t1 !>~. 5!>36. !!Ill. 31J. I. l. 34. u. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
19o6 156.511 491. 16!>. 2. 1116211. !>3tl. 4. 2. o. 0. o. 
1967 15 H. 20!! !!2 56. 11)693. ~1 b. 1 U3. 664rJ. 1 {0. 4. .3. 2. 0. 
196R 150.094 8859~. 16469. 16~j. 11"1. 143. 2"124. 239. H. 6. o. 
1969 lioiJ.Iltl 67. Y06<1~. .H3o. 7U1. 63. ~1. (54. 41 • !>. o. 
1970 95. 62Y 4 332. 1ll3. 4~402. 444. 65. 16. 19. 114. 7. o. 
"' 1971 n. t46 3!>005. 1!!70. 'I ~~4. 322i'd. 139. )I). 2. 2. (9. 7. § 1972 70.141 8052. 17913. 51!!>. 344. H341. (4. 10. 1. o. 20. 
1973 59. !>96 2 5035. :S4:S.S. .S.\Yl. 2Y. 31. 1631). 6. 14. 2. 5. bJ 
1974 56.44 .j 2394fl. 1 <·37. ~H~ • o11·1. H. 31. 652. 111. 5. 4. Ill 
"' 1915 56.4?0 90247. 7o.So. 46"1. 324. 1 d:l. 3. 4. 13U. 1. 1. l?j 
1976 57.090 11 X26. 20806. 3050. 212. 223. 133. 3. 2. 109. 1. a 1977 41. vzu 3812. 1159. 6791. IIIB. 161. 6Y. 4a. 4. 2. 23. 
19"1ll 33.617 34 7(]. 2.96. 137. 1946. nn. "16. 6. !>. o. 1. 
19"19 3!1.46~ 121911. 31111. 2Ui'. o4. 7HIJ. ~0. 7. 4. 2. u. 
191!0 3 8. 64 0 7436. 63?.0. 7H!> • 94. 25. 33X. 21. 2. "1. 2. 
19ti1 37 .zou 35. 17244. 4960. 31 a. 49. 4. 126. 4. 1. IJ. 
1982 3 6. 6 eY 2!383. 1213. 1522 'l. 1323. 2"1. ) . "1. 14. "1. o. 
191!3 311. 01!0 2 099. 2Uo. 130o. 7oOU. 4 74. 2o. "1. ~. 1 u. 1. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1906 4 o. 53!! o. 3. o. /U:S • 2"1. o. o. o. 0. o. 
1967 80.916 429. 1326. 13. I. 11l'J. I. (). u. o. u. 
1968 65.348 2444. 514. 13~. Y. 13. H2. y. f). o. 0. 
1969 1 06.tl56 o. 611)!>. 2 /4. !!2. 5. ll. ~3. b. 1. u. ~ 
1970 118. d$1 55R. 6"1. 7190. 94. 1 g_ 4. 4. 24. 2. o. ~ 
1971 129.111"/ 121156. 427. 324. 7/li'. 31). 21. 1. 1). 31. 2~: ~ 1972 142.244 147<1. 20 8RS. 4'• (. 111·1. 4635. 4~. I~ • "1. o. 
1973 91.D1 559. 11/1. 13Yt-. Y. 19. ?lo • "(. s. 1. 3. :::; 
1974 ~8. 651 ~161. '150. 706. 425. 4. 13. 421. Y. 2. t~ 1975 132.353 20271. 4525, 39!!, :~<>0, ~?n o. 235 .. 2. 
19(6 139.l2S 2067. 11485. 2004. 1"12. 209. 1'1'1. 3. 3. 93. 1. ~ 1977 143. !>74 11 51. .S63. 35ll2. 6b1 • 95. 6d. 4'1. y. 1. JO. ~ 1978 1?7 • .187 2563, 206. 15 7. 1 412. 2f15. 33. 19. 13. "1. 1. 
1979 99.ll03 10349. 2420. led. 33. ll1J3. !>9. 17. 5. 4. u. 
19d0 121.211 4939. 3.370. 1 03~. "I H4. 3H. !>OrJ. 52. {. 1. 2. 
19H1 165.002 2!!. 14ll6.S. 44oll. 42.3. 40. d. 176. 12. J. 1. 
1982 135.21!0 4 962. Y6n. 173dY. 172l. 71. l'l. 1 ~. 1 X. 1. 1. 
19!!3 112.332 3168. 5(40. 130. 10272. n62. o2. 3. ~. 22. 0. 
-
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Table 3,5. North Sea WHITllfG. 
(N X 10-3), Effort (hours fished) and catch at age Input data for the estimation of terminal F's. 
YEAR E FF OF! T Ar.E 1 10 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1964 197.623 204. 12~53. 11 no~. 2101. 1056. 24o. 77. 1. 11. 4. 19o5 172. 9Y?. 691. 276. 1.H9Y. 2'JI04. 4114. 1)~. 49. 1 d. 1. 1. 1966 194.012 1777. 279.5. 86'(. 1346'1. 1430. 131). 54. 13. 8. o. 1967 215 • .51 '} ~2 55. 1704. ~071. 702. 10632. bll. 11 u. 2.5. 12. u. 1968 21 H.141 7211. 21140. 60.5 (. 307~. 207. 422Y. 287. 21>. 1 o. 3. 19u9 123.011) .,, .. 11622 • oS 1~. 14 ~.5. ~04. 4~. 93~. 6.5. 2. o. tll 1970 133.44~ 394. 274. 1433~. 2377. 34 7. 114. 4. 212. 1 o. 1. § 1Y71 174. )5'} 4798. 2S1Y. 45:S. 1309:>. 14n4. 119. ~2. o. h1. 3. l;j 1912 201 .49.5 8ll3fl. 7o43. 2421. 30(. 7~95. 8611. 9~. 38. 10. 22. P1 1913 182.~41 '}833. 16099. 4oUtl, 194. U2. 170. 21b. 2~. 11J. .5. ~ 19/4 185.43?. 1726. 17!J80. 741.4. 987. 207. 3~. 533. 31. ~. 2. 1975 152. '171 1677. ~'lad. 1321!9. ?.16o. 27<1. 42. 7. 12.1. 12. 1. 1976 121. 1!4.1 2Sfl. 8121. 2 85 ~. 3928. 691. 1 ~·I. 14. n. 29. 2. 1977 144 • .54d 885. o34?.. 1305o. 1 52 I. ?.332. 211. 20. 2. 2. 12. 197H 135 .?.20 22'/0. 12'179. 1 550'1. ~(·32. ss~. 7~2. 7'1. Y. o. o. 1979 87.467 2 856. 14~14. 11il<>o. 7·>2d. 2945. 16o. 212. 2~. 1. 0. 191:!1] 55.475 626. 1061).5. 10IJY6. .5439. 2395. 87). 30. 2'1. 3. 3. 19111 51. ~53 23d. o634. ti04 7. .54 70. ~t,(o. 5.5/. 104. 2. 4. o. 1982 4 7. dRY 271. 877. b532. 2668. 916. 1 Y1. 6Y. 14. 2. o. 19b3 4l!.J.5Y 293. 1090. 312~. 7240. 1 ~41. ~.59. :ill. 102. 15. u. 
----- -- ---------------------- --------- --------------------------------------------------------------1964 639.177 18627. 1121;31). 4 UoY ~. 54~(. 235ti. 647. 14 2. o. 14. 3. 1965 582. J64 1 Uti7.l2. 10197. 11 Ol!H4. 17446. 2061. ~44. 159. 4o. o. 4. 1966 5(11] .66:J Y4342. 4 7443. ~60~. tiU93. 7236. '123. 293. 2£. 15. o. 1967 514 .1!~4 4~3102. 56.5116. 21 o6o. 2l!HI). 241;24. 7040. 2.53. ~.5. 9. 2. 196.~ 54.~.<>42 168236. 112615. 17163. 63[14. 69~. 6!!53. 5·1~. 3'1. 5. n. 1969 491 .435 6952. 709MO. 2 ~6u3. 4171;. 1 ~99. 11U. 1742. 12o. 13. 1. 
"' () 1971] 426.~6.5 2'19115. 3Jll. 50tlfl~. P./3~. 1 1)~6. 5~J • 31!. 381. 44. 6. § 19.11 416.144 1o1744. 22242. 36.5(). 37'140. 3~611. ~£U. 172. u. 1 o4. 11. 1972 392.432 4o 775. 27H2l. 4!!50. 846. 14!!87. 2587. 1780. 3J. 1 o. 367. tJ P1 197 3 414 .d9il '(ZIJ'lY. 4 \lo 76. 126Y2. 2 ~14. 24 s. 41 uo. 4!!(. 71. 2~. 19. 
"' 
19/4 349 .6<l4 44 934. 55720~. 2 ~55 Y. 432o. 12 n. 10<'. 1175. 7'1. 13. 11. t,; 197 5 .529.431. ~ 4 357. 31190. 3Y771. 1 0'131. ti35. 1 os. 19. 292. 34 • o. ~ 1976 307.165 221\13. 6 75 X2. 124~ 7. 1 ~;;Ho. 1 ~9fl. 264. 43. o. 73. 1. 1917 313.Y1.5 22193. 50659. 3703~. 333<>. 2 ~2~. 311. 31. 1tJ. 1. b. 1978 325.240 14\194. 29.511\1. 4371i. 153Y'I. 105 H. 1409. 201. 36. o. 7. 1979 316.4'1\1 9 U7 S2. 4112.5. 2U1 <>4. I '•ObL\. 6093. 671!. 1 ~"- J. o. o. 1980 297.227 2 7033. 737<lto. 3'/651!. 11\11~. 936.~. 2556. 260. 22Y. 27. 7. 19d1 289.oU u753. 22761. 2o21 ~. 11£2.5. 2 :i5S. 222d. 41JO. 44. 4. 1. 1982 297.73'] 3761. 7160. 26Y~O. 13~ 95. 21:!27. ~6·1. 290. 8~. ~. o. 19ti 3 .533. 'J6d 11621. 15212. 222JU. 35421 • 1021 s. 2249. 42~. 165. 17. u. 
-------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------1964 24.oS.5 446. 21!9.5. 460. ~~. 22. o. £. o. o. f). 1965 54./9Y 41:!1. .56J. J4ll4. 4~4. 49. 22. 3. .,. u • u. 1966 35.841 2678. 1251t. 162. 1 b66. 125. 11. ~. o. o. o. 1967 2 8. 022 7614. 1156. 41 u. 06. 409. 4b. 4. 1. o. o. 1968 4 ~. 23 8 4514. 327~. 542. 196. 35. 1 81. 14. 1. o. o. i 1969 63. 666 794. 5074. 161~. 26'1. 81:!. (. 102. o. 1. 0. 1971] ll3. 52Y 2381. 135•1. 4914. 11l8Y. 127. oi7. 4. 12~. 8. 3. 19?1 104 .. 901 25395. 3U~~. o1 u. U1 ~7 .. lb'l. '124. 61. 4. 29. 4. ~ 19 72 121.031 21373. 10224. 1 71:!6. 33~. 4156. so.s. 80. 1~. 4. 13. 
i 197 3 152.42< 34373. 1~192. 320/. /11). l3. 14.51). 1 ~.5. 3;>. 6. .5. 1974 116.9!12 18997. 16613. ~21)15. 714. .,4~. 1~. 423. 35. l. 2. 1975 1b1.1JrJ'./ 26423. 1.5340. 11i3M. 34'1(. 424. 34. 5. 180. 21. o. ~ 1976 152.419 ~575. 3012J. ~2Y~. 524n. a76. 1 'IS. 1 ~. I. 44. 5. 1917 224 • .S74 24 ~9o. 29'14~. 24 ~41. 1 o64. 2419. 46[). 34. 1 d. o. 4. 197~ 236.944 8785. 1YYIJ9. 30721. 1447l. 956. 161£. 635. 72. 6. o. 19'/9 21!7. 494 171149. 42911. 2.51 ~~- 179Yo. 405!!. 30. ?.~4. 51. s. o. 19•ln 333.191 20Hn6. 5~382. 3tl43o. 9~2~. 9431]. 1304. 144. 14~. 3. o. 19b1 251. S04 o577. 1 YIJ35. 214~3. 9o6), 1771). 144<>. 3iJY. 
"· 
1. tl. 1 9H2 ?.50. d?O 5 ?.22. 1!270. 27044. 1313.1. 331!5. (>~9. 346. 7S. .,6. 3. 19d3 244.349 37 4 08. 17900. 12~34. 19247. 612d. 1211!. 11l3. 141. 2o. 1. 
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Table ).6. West of Scotland WHITING. 
(N x 10-3). Effort (hours fished) and catch at age Input data for the estimation 
of terminal F' s • 
YEAR EFFORT AGE 1 2 
-- -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
19o 5 72 ,6'14 1. 33. 51 X\1. 655. tl6. 23. 5. 2. 
1966 71. 52~ 32. 3~5. 93. 4/41. 3116. 2(. '1. 1. 
196 7 54.1.31 1 '14. 86~. 1'164. 53. 2142. 75. H. 2. 
1968 50. U01 472. '1/.0o. 74Y. 5(1l. 3H. U41. 31!. 2. 
19o9 42 .ns!! 1. 19'15. 1 04.5. 2 95. 157. 10. 201. 7. Cll 
1970 40. )7/. 3. 12. HloC:.. 432. 611. 26. 1. 2l. § 19(1 41.234 15. 154. 1'14. 351). 'I 93. 42. 4. 0. 
1972 55. )36 317. 456. ?.2<>. 54. 1 ?.26. ~2. 5. 2. ~ 1973 51.15.5 29?.. 946. 5'}5. 212. 45. 74,). 37. 4. 
1974 4 5. 6 9'} 6~. 1l4U. a6·1. ld4. 54. ) . 131. I. ~ 1975 3 7. 0 B<i 125. 32'1. 'ISO~. 214. 31. "· n. 27. 1 ')(6 35.50/ 51. 1'/05. 794. 11 52. 16>. 13. 3. u. 
1977 33.-1413 3'1?. 367. 'I 9H4. l25. 439, 17. (1. 11. 
191/l 51. )82 4 5. 6?.6. IIJ4. 2400. 2'•1. 4 I)). 2). 1. 
1979 33.37.3 143. 20~0. 17Y't. ~~~6. '1113. 3ci. 75. 1. 
191!0 19. o6!J ?2. 446. 13GY. )oll. 3>4. 257. 53. 2). 
19tl1 13. 15.3 1 n. 97.5. 11l4. 4Y3. 151. 102. 22. o. 
19<12 14.194 36. 1 5u. 'I 4UU. <>54. 11?.. 151. 23. .5. 
1YIJ3 2 3. 05 6 1 ~. lt26. 5.53. 2.5YO. 543. 1U. 13. 5. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1965 153.1 n3 2971. 277<. 17100. 1.58<!. 67. 17. 1. I. 
19o6 156. )11 993. 7f10. '131)2. 12702. 784. 75. 13. 3. 
19b7 15H.I.Oil 2392. 1.566'}. 4o2f.. 53). 5543. .515. 5). ) . 
1968 150. f)\14 3984. ;jz;!·t. 41l1 I. 12 82. 133. 167Y. 125. 11. 
1969 '140.1H 4 50. 11467. J4.51J. Ydo. 435. 4~. d24. ~6. Cll 19'10 95 .o?.Y 340. 1 <6t>. ~1 0'1. il05. 191. )7. 6. 174. § 1911 98. /4 ~ 1117. 3o?.6. 20'15. 13ll34. 4 9?. 77. 25. o. 
1 972 70.74 ., 61l61. 41<'>·'· Y1 ~. 5 21. 30011. 111. '13. I. bl 19'/3 59. >9<> ~341.>. 925~. 1 56). J23. 91. ti>3. Sti. 0. Ill 
1974 56. 4/t" 30!17. 1 o/!64. 300!>. 2 76. 23. 1 n. 251. d. Cll 
19i' 5 56.420 5502. 5564. 1141)2. ~bY. 40. 10. o. '16. l".1 
1Yf6 57.090 2576. 11!2?.5. 5244. 45 7~. 21l9. IY. I. o. ~ 
1977 41.'120 41!05. 2 h.5f. 5~62. 531. 10?.?.. 44. 2. 1. 
1911< 33.) yy 5427. :B2o. ~OY. 1'187. '13. 1611. 7. •J. 
11179 311.465 2 71>{!, 10/31. 5111 b. .52o. .592. '17. 32 • ll. 
19tl0 3R.640 1 H37. 25 7Y. 381+:). YY4. 2511. 124. 4. 14. 
19ll1 37 .zo•J 653. 5ll1 d. 24 du. 101). 405. Y?. ~-~. '1. 
19!l?. 3 6. o H9 333. ~Rl. 5'1('1. 1072. 24 7. 14. 5 d. 13. 
19o3 31l. L)IJl) 571l. 1411. 'I 444. 4do5. 1243. D\1. ?b. 51 • 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------· 
1965 3'1 • .Scl7 519. 2 .~2. J?4 ). 4[)1). 16. 6. 1. 0. 
19<>6 411.533 ?.6<>. 565. 1 ~4. 5/4 'I. .567. 37. 1. 4. 
Ul 
19o7 f<O. \116 647. 28')'1. 1446. \18, 2~n1. 140. 13. I. (} 
19oil 6 5. J4 d 41l9. 1 Y6U. 1617. <>4 'I. 51. ll61. 60. 4. § 
1969 106.d56 1?.. )21)2. 1 Ytl4. 56'1. 2R9. 3fl. 54Y. 63. ~ 19/0 116. dill 26. 3663. YY14. 93d. 21)2. 52. ~. 1 3.5. 
1971 12\1 .1ll7 394. 1.535. llui<. 905oJ. 327. 63. 25. 1. ~ 19'12 142.244 5391!. 2<> 5:>. 14 u. jJ4. 5353. 31.5. 30. '1. ~ 1973 91.151 1177. 74 H2. 6(14. 145. '•4. 503. 41. ~. 
19'14 Hll.651 1 914. 94<>4. 1612. DY. 1ll. 7. ll). ..s. ~ 1\115 132.35 .s 2715. 3952. '13'}7. d2~. X3. 13. 3. 87. 1 Yf 6 139.22~ <7~4. 9170. .521Jti. 5441), '/31 • '14. ~. ll. 
197'1 143. ~74 4643. 2497. 52 dY. l4Y. 11411. 16. 2. 1. 
]•l(;J 1?'1.5·!1 355'1. 37"1. 1542. 1\113. 136. 25Y. 4. u. 
1919 99. dfl3 1239. 71JCJ3. 2304. 511. 297. 33. 59. o. 
19UO 121 .211 152~. 3193. 3oJ5?.. '174. 1 ;1, l<Hl. 12. 1-,>. 
1981 165.1102 570. 6Y8o. 4045. 1366. 4YH. 161. 6t>. .,. 
19!!2 13~.l1lll 71U. 1557. M~(i f. 11 ol). 57 H. /tl. 6). 1U. 
191!3 '112. 531. 'I 024. 21 R.S, L!3Y~. 11002. 11115. 265. 5Y. 54. 
Table 3.7. North Sea COD. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of terminal F's. 
YEAR/AGE 1 2 3 4 ~ 6 7 6 9 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
19o 8 1 0.46!'3 0.4':12 n. 4 ?'1 f).~ 70 0. 2~;6 0. 15~ 15 'I • 0.:51 u. 141 O.ti.:59 
'I 9o'J 2 0.0154 rJ • .5o2 n.3)::; n. 6'15 o. n2 0. '164 ., • 2)6 0.230 0.4ts0 
1 9i' 0 3 0.41/:i 0.324 IJ.~i.l4 0.5.::>':1 U.:lo2 O.oo.::> 1. UUY 0.134 0.570 
I 97'1 lt n.667 0.76f) f1.2lb 1.1LS 1. 1 46 1.000 1 • 16 7 0.954 0. 315 
1972 5 O.oU9 ll. ':11 5 0.652 n. onl 1 • ?_ 94 ., • 1 5:, O.od9 ., • 026 1. 897 
., 97 3 6 1. 3':11 1 • 1 32 n. ~u(' 0.'116 n.4'7n ., • 703 1. 024 0.297 0.869 
'IY/4 7 2. 02 6 (J. <l24 0.96/ 1 • 1 4 'I 1. 220 1 • 1 5 l 2.7.:52 ., • 7o(J 1 • 2 U1 
'I 9/5 ~~ n.6Yn 1 • 1 <.; 7 n. oY cl 1.3n 1 • 1 c') ., • 3 "11 0.642 0.540 1.278 
'I 'No 9 n.S23 1 • 4 '} 1) 1. '.:5 (') 'I. Ud 1. f17'7 ., • 32 7 'I. 5o9 0. 249 2.7.53 
'19"17 1'1 'I. 2.:5 n f1.t1"17 n.Yo2 'I. 34.5 1. 0:,)2 .,_ 2 yy 1.2"13 0.501 'I .426 
19'16 11 0. ,;o1 ., • 42.'1 IJ. y /'j 1 • 5 ':in 1 • 2 u·t ·1 • .Suo 1 • 5.5.:5 lJ.48.'1 2.7o6 
., 9"19 " ., 
''-
n. :34 7 11.'163 1. ., 6/ 1. '1'14 '1. 463 '1. 4) ., 2. 763 0. 7rJ1 2.rn 8 
'I Yr.ill 1 3 IJ.),J6 11.6'15 11. Y&(' 'I .4.S4 o. 930 '1.5/l 2.Y<H U.5ti.5 1.4'14 
'j'}:)'l '14 0. 4 i$3 .,_ fJ/5 L21J4 'i • 46 •} ., • 302 0. i.l6'i 1.1 20 I). 594 ., • 44 8 
\..N 
., ')o2 1 5 1. 4':14 D. 14 7 'I. u(>S 1 • 91)1 'I. 5U4 .s.:Su9 2. ::>51 ., • 54 5 iS. 42'1 \..N 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
'I').;,.) 1 6 1 .U"Ill 1. 22 5 1 • 4 :.>c, 1 • ( z 1 1. 4uU 2. lJ'I4 2 • .:544 u. 951 3.9Y3 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1--R t:: Dl C. r 1 j llb'J). 1l'ii:>25. J :>o'l'l. 'i ')b u:s. 49YI. 2 'I 64. 9.:50. 217. 1 U'l. 
f-REDIC. F r..no 'I. 006 'i .4/c f). 745 0. 9 (l'/ n. /)5 0. 6 8~~ 0. 894 n. 311 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COR.COF.F. rJ.C!Y1 n.sz4 0 .1l1 u o. gl)l] !J.6'77 U.5YIJ U. Y:i6 U.344 0. 6'1 1 
~LOPE O.rJ34 0.04[} 0.06Ci f'J.Ol) 0. 0~6 O.lll)4 0. 0'17 0.03H 0. 268 
I:!T:::fi CEr'T n.::>.:>6 u.~76 D.Su'l (). ::>21 0.5(':1 u. b?'t' 0.767 U.34Y -0.2':12 
YEAR/AGE 
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Table 2.8. West of Scotland COD. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of 
terminal F 1s. 




'196/.l n.Z75 f). 7"1 6 'I • rrr K 0. i' ;)/ 1).21:1/ u. 1 )b 0. 7 Ll4 
'l9tJY ..., n. Oc':l2 0./61 1. 0"1~ 'l. 2:> 'I 1.10~ '1. :54) 0. 8'1'1 (. 
'19/ 0 3 0.4'19 1.'149 IJ.b41 fl.ffi O.o'IU 'I .1Jo2 0.)29 
'I 9'11 4 n. ::;c11 1.662 0. 4f)) n.~.J'.i D.742 1. o~ 'I 0.~10 
'19'(2 5 1. z of> 0.~90 (). 62 6 (). ))j 0.7:>4 0. Yo 1 ll.442 
'19/3 6 1 • 1 'In 0.6o3 n. 644 n. "1'12 0. 6o'l 2. 04 j 3.0)12 
'19/ 4 7 ll.'JY7 0./)9 u.~4:.> 0. Yl'l tJ.6:.>o ·1 • .SbU 1 .1:569 
'197:> >3 n./~5 f).~d'J fl.~O:> IJ.344 D. 5 t:.O 0. '.1'1 0 0 .~ Hfl 
., 'll 0 9 n .lD9 lJ.o.5d 0. IY2 o.~uu D. ·1 01 2. '14 6 2. )67 
19l't '11) n. ;)t.n fJ.I10Y n. o1 c: o. 4611 0.641 0. 8~6 0.7~9 
19/6 11 O.Y/4 u. :>2 d ().50) O.o.51 U.l4 (J 1. 712 1. '.596 
'197'i 1 2 n.343 fl.2'1Y 1 • f)'l'l 0.~15 n.Y~n 2. 4 ('!:, 2.5 83 
19JO u o. o22 0. S'l y IJ.:>3U D.'o62 u. 9'1 '.5 '1. Y4 'I 2. 9U3 
l9iJ1 '14 n. ·1 07 o. o ·14 0.573 0.4B 0. ?.Y'I 0.4 '(6 0."118 
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Ir!T Et{ C E PT a. ~~d il.Jb? D.I:Soli u.~Yd u.rn 'I. 'I 'I/ U. YU3 
Table 3.9. North Sea HADDOCK. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of terminal F 1s. 
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Table 2.10. West of Scotland H.Al>DOCK. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of terminal F's. 
YEAR/AGE 'l 2 3 4 :::.. 0 / 0 9 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
·1 9o6 1 o.on 11.412 0.2 ::>3 1 • .5':10 0. 96 ~ D.29:S 0. 2 54 o. 09 5 o.ouo 
'196l 2 0.365 6.626 1 • 3~~ 2 n. 2 fJ4 1. 2 ~8 0.0':14 0.040 0. [1) 4 n. 04 8 
196d 3 0.41 7 3.621 2.4.53 1. 00:::.> n. 7'> ·1 1.21'1 1 • 14 6 i.J. 6 52 0.742 
"196':1 4 n. n1 R 1.0011 2. 2 74 3 .1 :)"1 1.1[lrJ 0.264 2.676 0.993 ? • 839 
"197 0 5 2 • .591 ll.1n4 1 • (J[JU "I.':J'N iJ. 6'1 3 0.214 (J. 2 .)'( u. 51) 0.6o2 
"19"1"1 6 1. 1) 7 2.831") 1.21:3 ·1 .r111n n. ·1 2:> 0. ?.2 <; Cl. n14 o. nns 1. 9';) ') 
19"72 7 0.':154 4.2'17 7 .<HI'I ·1. uUi 1. 111)0 iJ. I).JS 0.110 (J. 034 n.oun 
"j 973 ~ il. ':105 1. 7'14 3.a:, 'I. 54':1 -,. 5 i:2 ., • fJPO O.OYl 0.244 o.1o3 
1974 9 2.1 119 .5.iJ34 Lt. d4o ('. 4':J·l IJ. 3't) ll. 4"1 0 1 • Uflll u.1n 1 • 943 
'1975 10 3.390 2. 921 2. '19£· 4. '14') 1. 'I(> 5 0. 2/6 0. 2 ·1 :) ·1. n11n 11.033 
"1976 11 12.0';15 1. 1.}"12 3.u2l' :s. 4'1 6 '1.'-JCU 0. "(>) U.119 D. 037 1. 309 
"1977 12 4.4i.ln 4. 51/+ z.::n 3. on 1. 6 (14 0. 4<) ~ 0.2117 11.4}<2 11.410 
'j 97" 1 3 1. tJ46 1 • 22 f.1 1 .ns ·r 3.b(o 2.7)) u. bi.:-2 ll. 902 1. 0?.2 o. 626 
"IY/'1 '14 1.4b~ 3. 4<>5 3.54/ n. /4 ':1 2. () ~~ D. I;) o 0.606 2.544 0.5':11 \.).J 
"I 9UU ., 5 0. 2 S3 1. o42 4. 22 ( 7 •. , )j u. 30 ., lJ.'hb 0.4':13 ll."1'13 2.?.22 0'\ 
19!:J1 'l6 [1. fl1 h "l. 6b>3 3. ') 1t> 1 • 611... 2. fJ::d \).I )I) 0.5.5':1 0. 'lS 2 n.747 
"19<:$2 17 O.o71 1 • .5"1 :) J.'l.;iL, ? • b:> IJ U.Sut... 1). 2 1)4 0.1 :>S lJ.25ll 0.12 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
., Y..SS 1 0 3. U02 2.Uo3 4. rJYo .S.oZI 1. 626 ·J. 4Y'I U.i56 U.7fl3 1. 7b4 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PREDIC. r: 2?:5JO. ':Jo4oJ. "123?0. od 11 'J. /6n'l. 0.52. ).). ?'11 • 3117. 
PREDIC. F n. ;:,:, 9 f'J.SOI n. 774 'l.\1'16 [1. 6) '! ., • 4Y'::t 'I .)'}g 3.433 1 • 1.) b 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
COI-<.COEF. n.nn -f1.147 n.:)u n. ,f,J4 0.32<> iJ.IllU -0.1.)3 lJ .192 O.O':Jd 
SLOPE 0.073 -n.049 n. "1:~ r,. 1) y n.n4"? n.no':J -0.02f1 o.n24 n.n3'l 
INTERCEPT 1. 602 2.Y.58 1. 7i! 0.9:>J O.TI4 U.:59o 0.694 U.263 1. 228 
Table 3.11. North Sea WHITING. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of terminal F 1s. 
YEAR/AGE 1 2 3 lt .) b 7 6 9 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------'l9u4 1 n.209 o. 1 'l9 iJ. 'Fi 2 11.26.) o. 4 o1 0.3Y3 0.476 U.307 0.910 
'1965 2 0. 772 0.064 1. 000 0.345 rJ.2fl7 o. ~rE 0.1.)6 0.492 0. 7'13 19 •JD 3 1 .U46 o. 243 O.Y1o 1 • iJtJ!) 0. Ye.~ u.doU 1 • 4 'I 'J 0.705 3.670 
'1967 4 2.635 11.351 1. 2 '12 n.33:, ·1. noo 0. ;)2 y ., .177 2. 745 1.2oo 
'19oo 5 0.345 tJ.4.)1 1 • 2 7 u 0. 4 j 'I 0. 2 J3 1. Ut!? O • .)b5 0.547 4.054 
'196'1 6 n.265 n.096 1. 33'1 fJ.329 :; • s·, j 0. O'it• ·1. oon 0.964 n.660 19/U 7 o.:...::sz •]. 145 1 • 02 ':I 0. ::>2 d u.z (.)CJ U. i)/U U .lJY4 1 • no o 1 .4 06 19?"j 
·3 1. 4 71.. IJ. 3 '11 1 • 51£' 'l.ud6 0 .(I <::3 n. •92 0.434 0.184 1.000 1972 9 0. 2 )3 o. 'I 'i7 0.6oU D • .5u I 1 • 1 .)3 'I. 29U 4 • .)'12 o. 42 ~ 0.1 YO 
'i 973 10 n. 2311 o. 204 ·r • Zcllt 0. 2 i'S o. 3C: 7 fJ. d) 3 0.'162 2..613 1 .1 04 
'1974 11 0.3)/.:1 1.9.::S3 1 • 71 3 IJ. D Uft 11.1 /U U.':l/5 ll./53 u.o69 7.1 U4 1975 1 2 n. ·r 32 0. 207 2. 3c.>3 0.9-ll f]. 5 ':1 0 n. 24 'I o.soa L 198 1 .624 
'19/6 B n. ·r4 7 0.2.)5 1. 7lb 1. f),j/ 0.7.)5 J. 991 0.349 0.273 0.627 '-"' 
-.:1 1977 14 il.143 rJ. 1 :13 2.26:S 'J.5oY .,_ 3fl0 0.689 O.C:6!l 4. 99 7 0.165 
'i 9'1 l) 1.) 0.069 0.1 ~ 3 2. 0'1 ~ 1. 22 u 0.7'16 2.1Y4 .5.9:i3 4.14 3 6.106 
'I Y?lf 16 n.454 0. 179 1. 79( 0.95S 1. 61; ( I. 02 9 L123 0.995 o. 2o1 
'19oU 17 0.140 D. 24 :j 2.23o 0.97'1 2. 11 () 2.44<: I). 762 6.714 1. 0 :iS 191.51 1 g n. 1 33 n.o':l~ 1. 5rJL.. 0. YL~3 n.gn 'j. ':172. 'I. 3Y5 a. 743 n.2b3 19u2 19 ().0'16 0.067 1 • 1'1 (j (1./36 1 • 07 '• 1 • ll:i 7 U.oY3 1 • 911 o.2o5 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1963 :?0 -O.U47 o.2o2 2 .02 'I 1. 00/ ., • 2 ()I) 'I. ooo 1 • 4.11:5 .) • 1 21 1 • 312 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------PREDIC. 1/ -214490\:l. 300':1[)9. 20632/J. 24o2YU. 64667. 1'17'12. 1 934. ~2'1. 124. PR E D I C • F -n. o:nl o. Y28 n. ?do n. ·1523 0.904 1. 1:; 3 1. 436 'I. 5 22 'l .149 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------COR.COEF. -ll.41:l7 -0.009 n.62~ 0.6JU o.s::;c; O.u1o lJ. 1 7 3 u. 44 9 -0.0':14 SLOPE 
-n.oss -n. oo1 n. OS4 0.034 (l.!l49 0. 07'1 0.035 0.145 -0.034 IiHERCC:I-'T 1. 046 D. 295 0.941 0. 317 0.3UY o. 23o 0. 7 3!; 0.229 2. 0::>1 
YEAR/A:,E 
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Table 3.12. West of Scotland WHITING. 
Rho values and regression analysis for the estimation of 
terminal F 1s. 
;~ 3 4 6 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
., 9oS f1.()fJ4 2. 015 fl. l3'1 0. ') 2iJ 0. 4L0 O.o6o U.6S<J 
'19u6 0 .2'1 9 L no 2.219 n.951 0.726 0. <}61) 0.8152 
'I 9u ( .5 n.s4o 2. <>37 2. 'I 1)'1 fl.l62 D.7uY u. 6Uu U.748 
'JCJ(J g 4 fl. 34fl 'I. 4 74 <'. Y44 1. 3 <33 1. 1 22 'I. iJOO 0. 34'i 
'j 9uY fl.C.6ll i]. j (';i 1 .o<>S 1. 3UI 1.7'1o 4.1"/d 1 .()(Jl) 
'I '170 6 o. 2/0 3 .3?4 0. 71 0 o. 79'1 0.982 I. DISC. 4.022 
'19"('1 7 ll. SY 5 2. ns 3. 604 1 • 104 O.o4~~ 1.2/7 0.659 
'I 9/2 i{ 1. 152 9 2.Bl4 3.251 2. SS 'I 1. 41. 'I I. '122 o. 8')8 
'19'( .5 y O.lo4 4.1n 5. OD 3 •. , o2 3. 4oS 1 • Y4 r 2.006 
'I 'Ill, 1 n 'I. 41_10 'I. 616 3.1 Y'i 2. 'l YY 'I. YbS 2. no 0.962 
'19 () 11 IJ. y "'~ 1. oo') 2. 31 ., D.YoS 1. 943 Lo')) 3.2Y2 
'19/o '12 1. 61 g 2.4'11 5.442 1 • /)z <1 3.24Y 3.:5fl'l 2. 2o~ 
'19 ( ( 13 ?.404 'I. SZd ?..34Y 1.3.:>:5 1.31:.) Z.:SUo 1.Y23 
'I'} ( g 1 4 ?..as 'I. 409 'I. 2 '1'1 1. 4S3 1. 721S 'I. 8YS S. 2 dH 
19'1'1 1 ~) 1. 4 015 3. ))1 3.44[) 1. )62 'I. 7 o4 ., • 4YI 2.1 7 5 
'I 9;1!) '16 11.366 1.764 3.20) 'I .420 '1. 866 3. 'I ')2 3'1. 3')6 
l9i.n 17 n.os3 1). 5'14 1. 34) 'l. 0(4 1 • 0:>1 1. '11 'I 1. 042 
I 'J,J{! 'I;~ n. 6S a n. uo1 L1U n. 74 7 n. ss n 2.fJl6 0. 6'1 R 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
'i<NU 'j 9 ., • 4:,4 1. ':>01 2.1-:23 1 • ') ')2 1.930 2. ') 1 2 7.1529 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
~' i\ E l>l C. r· n3Yl. 233<1'1. 16'1 'j j. 4:>'131. Y79'1. 1 :·H.W. 4'1/. 
PRE!llC. F D.2'14 11.4 ss O.<:S/4 o.~sy 'I. 0~ U '1.4d) s. 01 5 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
COtLCOEF. 0. Yi L1 -O.ZSIJ 1). '1'1'1 fl. 'I SY D. 2 ~~ 0. 34 0 0.3)4 
SLOPE 0. U:->1 -U.IJ47 u .IJ2 u D. 02 U o. f)4 6 O.Uul u. 47 3 
INTEI\CEI-'T n.4 i55 2. 4 02 ;!. 2CJ~ 1. 20'1 1. os a 1. 23 ., -1 • 15 'I 




Table 3.13 Comparison of results of VPA tuning_methods for North Sea 
stocks {A/C = Armstrong-Cook method). 
Cod Haddock Whiting 
Age Rho A/C Rho A/C Rho A/C 
F F Var.{F) F F Var. {F) F F Var. {F) 
1 .27 




2 1.01 .93 0.113 .99 1.08 0.135 .93 .59 0.194 
3 1.48 1.67 0.181 1.37 1.32 0.059 .79 .53 0.027 
4 0.75 .57 0.026 1.18 1.10 0.057 .82 .52 0.030 
5 0,91 .87 0.031 1.08 1.00 0,088 
.90 .59 0,083 
6 0.76 .70 0.057 1.01 1.10 0.076 1.15 .92 0.169 
7 0.69 .62 0.047 1.46 1.08 0.095 1.44 .92 0.440 
8 0.89 
- - .70 - - 1.52 - -
9 0.87 - - .98 - - 1.15 - -
10 
- - - - - - - - -
~----------, -
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Table 4.1 North Sea COD. Estimates of recruitment at age 1 and 2. 
Age 1 Age 2 
Year 
Class 
IYFSl) EGFS2) VPA number ·x 10-6 VPA number x 10-6 IYFS EGFS 
IV VIa IV VIa 
1968 4.9 76 2.3 
1969 42.2 379 5.2 25.9 263 4.2 
1970 98.3 429 8.7 34.5 312 6.8 
1971 4.1 78 4.3 10.6 60 3.3 
1972 38.0 154 6.9 9.5 104 5.5 
1973 14.7 128 8.2 6.2 92 6.1 
1974 40.3 225 12.7 19.9 157 9.3 
1975 7.9 109 7.4 3.2 459 84 4.3 
1976 36.7 6 818 375 9.8 29.3 1 249 252 6.9 
1977 12.9 2 372 223 9.5 9.3 592 157 7.2 
1978 9.9 2 265 233 14.6 14.8 697 158 11.2 
1979 16.8 5 150 428 21.0 25.5 1411 300 16.1 
1980 2.9 1 232 154 6.4 6.7 289 106 4.9 
1981 9.2 3 234 290 26.6 21.23 ) 1 095 (179) (20.1) 
1982 4.33) l 541 (131) (16.1) 
1983 15.53) 
1) International Young Fish Survey: Arithmetic mean number per hour trawling 
per rectangle in the standard area 
(ICES C.M.l983/G:62) 
2) English Groundfish Survey: Number per 100 hrs trawling 
3) Preliminary figure 
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Table 4.2 North Sea HADDOCK. Estimates of recruitment at age 1 and 2. 
Year Age 1 Age 2 
Class 
IYFSl) EGFS2 ) VPA number x 10-6 IYFS EGFS VPA number x 10 -6. 
IV VIa IV VIa 
1968 45 347 14 
1969 28 470 18 32 148 9 
1970 855 3 290 245 299 1 083 137 
1971 740 2 335 76 971 1 306 44 
1972 187 756 79 110 294 22 
1973 1 072 2 603 169 385 1 047 77 
1974 1 168 4 607 438 670 1 898 198 
1975 177 387 36 84 3 119 167 8 
1976 162 6 634 554 23 108 3 105 230 7 
1977 385 12 605 925 57 240 6 053 348 32 
1978 480 29 691 1 190 167 402 15 755 661 78 
1979 896 62 392 2 174 399 675 43 835 1 128 306 
1980 268 17 036 436 28 252 7 955 230 23 
1981 526 31 501 829 83 3303 ) 10 945 (412) (54) 
1982 3013 21 762 (743) (56) 
1983 9893 
1) International Young Fish Survey: Aritmetic mean number per hour trawling 
per rectangle in the standard area (ICES C.M.l983/G:62) 
2) English Groundfish Survey: Number per lOO hrs trawling 
3) Preliminary figure 
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Table 4.3 North Sea WHITING. Estimates of recruitment at age 1 and 2. 
Age 1 Age 2 
Year 
Class 
IYFSl) EGFS2) VPA number x 10-6 IYFS EGFS VPA number x 10-6 
IV VIa IV VIa 
1968 77 126 16 
1969 69 926 22 31 227 17 
1970 274 1 408 31 190 598 23 
1971 332 2 438 93 763 1 156 61 
1972 1 156 3 258 194 496 1 632 147 
1973 322 1 711 67 153 726 47 
1974 893 3 175 150 535 1 741 110 
1975 679 1 799 51 219 6 531 1 043 34 
1976 418 21 969 2 144 80 293 5 482 847 51 
1977 513 24 632 1 814 110 183 7 441 1 109 74 
1978 457 20 019 1 994 79 391 15 040 1 077 59 
1979 692 30 044 1 660 183 485 30 646 1 069 140 
1980 227 26 603 694 39 232 7 928 391 28 
1981 161 27 704 759 30 1493 ) 10 855 (384) (22) 
1982 1303 ) 11 813 (737) {30) 
1983 3973} 
I 
1) International Young Fish Survey: Arithmetic mean number per hour trawling 
per rectangle in the standard area 
{ICES C.M.l983/G:62) 
2) English Groundfish Survey: Number per 100 hrs trawling 
3} Preliminary figure 
Table 5.1 Nominal catch (in tonnes) of' CQ;) in Sub-area IV, 1974-83. (Data f'or 1974-82 as of'f'icially reported to ICES) 
Country 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 ·1983x) 
I Belgium 10 253 ....... - ......... 7 566 7 483 10 346 17 473 '12 576 9 630 8 744 6 604 6 645 
54 207 4 
slands 416 
7 275 
German Dem. Rep. 132 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 17 089 1 
Ireland 
-
Netherlands 24 029 2 
Norwaya) 324 
Poland 4 750 2 991 2 961 381 115 142 1 28 7 \ 62 75 





-I Sweden 2 071 900 597 1 36 i ••. b) 298 1 293 321 453 337 
UK (England & Wales) 39 857 33 615 4.6 475 I 35 424 / 59 127 54 923 49 951 59 856 I 54 277 53 352 
UK (Scotland) 39 887 37 308 39 597 I 34 40611 41 984 42 811 I 45 o44 ' 53 921 57 308 57 860 
USSR 2 667 6 796 6 187 i - 17 ' 17 I - I - I - -
Total IV 203 037 186 453 213 442 /185 118 I 261 427 230 771 1248 722 • 287 012 258 102 232 328 / 
Total IVa 64 152 ; 58 343 68 352 i 55 623 I 43 357 41 118 i 48 467 55 109 60 024 56 713 I 
Total IVb 114 087 , 107 227 126 218 100 191 ! 164 388 147 313 '161 767 i 194 283 171 365 167 424 I I 
' I, Total IVc 24 798 ' 20 883 18 872 29 304 ! 53 682 42 340 38 488' 37 620 i 26 713 8 191 ' I 
. 
x)Provisional 
a)Figures f'rom Norway do not include cod caught in Rec. 2 f'isheries 
b)Included in Division IIIa 
..p.. 
\jJ 
Tal;leJ~ VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA COD (FISHING AREA IV) 
CATCH IN NUMBERS U N IT : T HO U S A N D S 
----------------
19/4 1.9 7 5 1.9"16 19i7.7 1 978 1 979 19~0 1 981 l'flS2 '1.983 
1 14677 303f)5 6238 60267 2 8.:l5 R 36314 .55522 21829 64659 2 8193 
2 SS431 48051 930~ 3 . 4~2 8.1 1 ~.6lS90 ~674.1 942~4 187169 57307 l 0 ::>022 
3 10716 18232 17S 84 23082 '142.31 39700 2 9942 27318 51710 2':>6 80 
4 14869 4220 661Hs 4307 8469 3596 Y7 02 7627 6424 9443 
5 4392 6484 15 89 2190 2 ~34 3061 '1523 3777 2939 2 705 
6 920 1732 2439 6-15 -161 660 1 03l 757 l 662 1053 
7 4'17 377 no Y2:6 3 71 342 3M 546 321 424 
8 373 149 91:S 301 ::So4 113 ., 59 136 197 11 8 
9 3'11'~ 1 80 49 22:3 '131 127 69 62 62 54 
1 0 75 80 49 20 32 34 4o 33 24 8 
11+ 179 53 29 81 38 H 23 22 23 9 
TOTAL 1 f)236 7 109863 128536 140359 2l2729. .17 0706 1 926 91 24927o l85.Hs8 172709 
I 
Table2.:.~ _.,.. VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS _.,.. 
NORTH SEA COD (FISHING AREA IV) 
MEAN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: KILOGRAM 
-------------------------------
1974 1975 19.76 19 77 19.78 1979 '1980 19 81 19~2 19 R3 
1 0.504 0.373 0.373 0.31[)6 0.369 0. 302 0.534 O.o4?. 0.5':1?. O.o41 
2 1. 032 0.871 1.000 o. 9115 0. 74ft 0.836 n.Y74 fl.i$91 0.939 0 • .94':/ 
3 2. 21 3 2 .31 0 2.372 2. 091 1 • 91 9 2.36Y 1. Y?2 2.052 l .IS.:! 0 1. 639 
4 4.152 4.162 4.328 4. 4'12 4.130 4.4"(':> 4.::>12 4.275 4.4Y1 4.163 
5 6.242 6.2 82 b • .372 6. 6:S Y b .42 5 o.678 () .2 95 6.867 6 .lY 5 6.322 
6 8.341 ~.434 8. 5 60 ~- 7~50 6.615 1{. 65 7 9.f)~4 8.787 &.YH 8.8~0 
l 9.1$(8 9. 801 10.0"(1S 9.YI~O Y.578 10.672 9 .61S3 9.b43 1 o. 622 10.':>19 g 10.762 1 0. 32 0 11.017 1 0. 89 7 10.71',7 11.460 11 • r.:l6 11.313/. 12.43 7 12.347 
'} 12.226 11 • 9 33 1l.69U 12. u:l<:s 1 2 • 1 53 .13. 017 12.666 13.UY7 .1.3 .242 13.241 
1 f) 12.413 12.67'1 1:S.Y12 '12. 83 0 12.560 1:5.84Y 13.13 66 14.131 12. '} 44 12.4 77 1 ., + 1 3. 62 9 1 3. 64 1 14.452 13.8'14 1..S.I:S30 1 5.1)49 1S.Y72 15.630 :14.302 13.537 
Table_!__:!: VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA COD (FISHING AREA IV) 
FISHING ffORTI\LIJY COEFFICIENT UNI1: Year-1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = o. 20 
-----------------------------
1974 19.75 19.76 1 Y77 1978 197Y 'I 9 8D 1Y81 1n2 1 9 83 1 '17 8- B 3 
1 o. 1 3 D. 1 6 1).07 0.19 0.15 D. 1 9 o. 1 5 o. 1 ·r 0.2 8 0.27 0.20 2 0.87 n. 84 1. 03 D.9a 1. 't? 0. 'i2 '1. 04 1 • 12 o. 89 1. 01 1. 02 3 1].71 0. 8.1 0.~9 0.80 U.Y3 1. U2 .1. ou •J. 0~ 1. 21 1.48 1 • 11 4 0.70 n.6Y fl. 80 0.56 0. ;Jr) o.o4 o. l~ o. 77 o. 77 0.75 0.75 5 0.71 0.71:) 0.61 U.61:i U.YS o.n 0.62 0.?6 0.~0 o. 91 0.80 6 0.5 9 0.68 o. 77 0 .Si' 0. 75 0.5Y 0.65 0.74 O.YS 0.76 0.74 7 O.ll3 0.52 0.76 u. n• 0.72 0.66 o. ~S6 0.89 O.o4 0.69 0. ?IS p, 0.71 0.82 n.24 0. $l[i 0.83 o.so 0. 76 o •. ~8 1. 00 0.89 0.81 9 1. 00 0.95 0.72 1. 3 b 1. 00 O.ls1 0.67 o. 71 1.49 0.87 0.94 1r'J 0.75 0.75 o. 75 0.75 0.?5 n.8n 0. 80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.79 11 + 0./5 0.7!:> o •. ,5 o. 7':;· 0. 7 5 O.MJ U.80 0.8() O.t.O U.80 0.79 




Ta h 1 e _5...:2: VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA COD ( FISHHIG AI{ EA IV) 
STOCK SIZE IN N U:1BER S UNIT: T HOUSMJDS 
---------------------
BI Or1ASS TOTALS uruT: TONNES 
_______ ,_ ------
ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN FOR 1 J MJUARY 
1974 1975 1976 197l 1':178 19'"19 1 ') 80 1 Y R1 1YI)2 1983 1984 1974-80 
1 1 2 84 '16 224839 109119 374!)90 222912 2327o7 4271362 153583 2899 80 130872******** 245 803 
2 1 04 0 6 9 91 9 58 156779 8371 0 252422 1 S7fJU1 1 5 t 0 72 300279 10 60 ~f) 1 7 '72 79 81(95 14 34112 
3 22994 35 833 324?/ 45677 25o 'I 5 674'12 5'1352 4551 9 7':1835 35 t52H 534611 40206 
4 32207 92 58 13084 1 093~ 1 6618 8310 1 ':1984 154 34 1301 () 1 'i~04 o677 1 5799 
5 ':145~ 13091 3<:$11 4 l\? 1 son 6218 35 ()';/ 7705 Srl33 4':>121 7543 65 84 
6 2255 3822 49.55 169'1 1 '790 1 6 0':1 2360 157t 2959 21 ss 1622 2667 
7 307 1023 1 s gz 1 B65 7 87 772 121 1006 61 5 ':12 53 825 ., 080 
8 7'-17 ?89 soo b08 "( 01 31:5 32"1 253 3!>7 21 8 381 SOS 
';/ 54 7 31 y 104 :32 'I 224 24':1 1 ss 126 I:S6 101 73 274 
1 0 D5 1 65 1 U'l 41 o6 o7 91 65 47 16 35 98 
11 + 3tr) 1 119 60 "'167 78 36 45 44 45 1 8 12 124 I 
_.,. 
TOTAL NO 3 02.1 S4 380706 32255'1 524·+33 526(/?.. 474834 6o4S 64 52 5589 498808 3736 4(l 0'\ 
S PS lJO 44WI f1 3 7 81 'f 350?1 34064 3940(1 39246 43165 462 84 4311 9 38274 
TCT. SI 0:11 46481)1 42014"1 422't12 412945 45 8331 47064.1 6325.53 6fl8.323 554'770 45 8421 
SPS Rior1 201)406 1 711 3 8 149242 131'141 129o36 1 33301 144i:SSY 152'1 36 149944 13:5317 
- 47-
Talli_2&. 
LISf OF HI-'IJT IJA!l!AI~LF.S FOR T•lE ICES t'HEDICTIOI~ t'f~()I;I~AI: 
FJ,~:;r Y:.=/\1-: 1')154 
I_ A S r Y-;:_ I\ f : 'I ';) ~ (, 
'r'FA1( l{tCilUIP~F.t;r 
1 9u4 
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1) Average F 1978-83 
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F = F07 
av U;J 
:1~TUHITY 
Ut)! V F. 
IJ .U'I !l 
0. f})n 
!J • l~ .) f) 
··1.6-Cf' 
d • ..st,tl 
I • ·HF' 
·1.1JiJ 11 
·r.tJ()n 




W F. I li 11 T I i• 1• l: I !j H f I I, 
l IF CATCH fhF. '>fOCK 
o. ':>J6 I).).$() 
n. 'i3 'J n.93'1 
'I. Y 7':> 1. 'i/) 
4. 34 ., 4 • 3t. 'I 
(). )1)4 (J. )64 
g. g(~ 3 ~·:. ))~ 3 
., ll. 1 ') 3 'Ill. 'I ':>3 
1 'J. 6'12 11. (, 9i 
., 2. YU.~ 'I?. YilS 
B.3n':> 'I:-:.::_ n':> 
'14. 1?. ( 14. 'I?./ 
Table 5, 7 Management options: COD in Sub-area IV. 
1984 Management 
option Stock Spawn. 
F(3-8 j Total for 1985 bioma.se stock land-
biom. H.C. ings 
FO.l 
415 119 0.91 196 F 
max 




F85=l. 2F .84 
F 85=1.4 F84 
Weights in 1 000 tonnes. 
Stock biomass = fish of age 1 and older. Spawning stock biomass based on ogive. 
19~5 
Stock Spawn. 
F (3-8) biom. stock 
biom. H.C. 









ASSUMPTION 1: F84 = F83 
1986 
Total Stock Spawn. 
land- biomass stock 
ings biom. 
38 650 191 
57 618 177 
0 714 219 
132 495 124 
162 446 104 
188 406 86 
209 373 72 











Table 5.8 Management options: COD in Sub-area IV. 
1984 Management 
option Stock Spawn. 
F(3-8) 
Total for 1985 Stock biomase stock land- "biom. biom. H.C. ings 
FO.l 376 
415 119 1.07 215 F 
max 
F85 = 0 
F85 = 0.6F84 
F85= 0.8F84 
F85 = F84 
F85 = 1.2F84 
F85= l.4F84, 





stock land-biom. H.C. ings 


























Exploitation pattern 1984-85 based on 19713-83 average. F values relate to human consumption fishery (landings and discards) only. 
..J::>. 
\.() 







German Dem. Rep. 







U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 
I U.K. (Northern Ireland) 
\ussR 










3 678 3 546 
- 2 
6 12 






2 467 2217 
6 084 5 806 
3 3 
13 107 
13 652 13 163 
-~ 




5 611 3 583 4 499 
- - -
1 3 31 
1 341 984 1 214 
11 5 3 
22 29 40 
18 - -
15 20a) 108a) 
- - -
2 742 2 434 2 082 
7 475 5 513 5 539 
13 5 5 
46 - -
17 405 12 619 13 521 
-
i 1979 11981 ~ 1982 1983x) i 1980 
I i 
! I I 4 57 I 30 I 35 21 
-
27a) I 
- 3 I -
40 3 - 2 I -
4 590 5 495 7 601 7 160 8 760 
- - - - -
40 1 21 8 421 
2 237 2 331 2 725 3 527 2 616 
20 1 - - -
32 48 40 238 274 
- - - I - - i 





3 187 2 948 1 o68 I 2 302 
6 929 7 603 i 10 339 7 969 8 8151 
2 2 7 33 30 
- - - - - I 




Tableji_;_g_.:. VIRTUAL POPULATIOiJ AlJALYSIS 
CO~ IN FISHING AREA VIA ("W. COAST OF SCOlLAND, N. IRF:LAilD) 
CATCH IN NU~BERS UNIT: THOUSANDS 
-------~--------
1 9/4 1975 1Y76 'IY7l 19/P. 1979 'I YtlO 1981 1 '1~2 ·1 Y83 
.1 727 1260 19~l5 11 79 61:)1) ~46 12 06 447 1 ~2 9 2411 ;> 1 1341 2043 4/53 1"1 83 "1?'12 1500 ..1250 694? 1 664 4612 3 752 1217 1362 1497 ·1 035 21~() 1 997 3232 3202 '11 so 4 874 5 ()6 585 590 12R 666 7'J4 91? 1"186 1450 s 235 26Y 2 55 24 s 269 .~4U "190 1 89 3o6 4 73 6 53 60 185 81 ')6 14[1 7Ci 31 112 150 1 52 11 5~ 49 49 34 2/S 18 20 37 8+ 22 1':J 1 8 13 30 38 9 6 12 1 9 
TOTAL 4 5S6 53155 921]4 41S37 4o'i9 57"14 75S2 11787 l5391 10302 
Table_U· VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
\J1 
COD IN FISHING AREA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. IRELAND) 1-' 
I MEAN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: KILOGRAM 
-------------------------------
1 9 74 1975 1976 'l9 77 1978 197'1 1980 1Y81 1982 1 983 
1 n.60o 0.6rJo o. 606 [) .. 600 0.606 n. 721 0.627 0 • .544 0.?08 0.579 ?. 1. 3/2 1.3"?2 1 .3 72 ·;.5n 1 .3 72 1. 4'12 1 .3 ~:, 1. •t63 'I .5 08 1.254 3 ?.. 9~8 2.981$ 2.YI:l1:S 2.98(} 2. 9d8 2.851:) 3.oncs 2. ~:~ 0 2 .1l7 2.994 4 5. os?. 5. ()52 5. 05 2 5.052 5.05? 4.9(12 5.2 89 4.930 4.808 4.37(1 s o.srs 6.5?5 6. 5/3 6. 573 b. s t:~ o.6?5.9 1.433 7. 4d1 6.1 ll 6 • .500 5 7. 966 7.966 7.'166 7.Y6o 7.Y66 7.824 8 .3"19 9.:507 ·1. 2 77 8.115 7 l:i. /::) 07 l:i .1:>07 8.~S0l 8. tf)7 o. ~CJ7 9.1 ::>(J 9.2 cc 1 0. 2 35 9. ():)5 8. 11)5 8+ 9.664 9. 664 '}. 66L~ I.J.6t.4 '}. 661. 1n.n3Y 9.5 95 11.055 1 o. 5 02 1 n. 993 
Tahle_§_:±:._ VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
COD IN FISHING A~EA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. IRELAND) 
FISHING MO~TALITY COFFFICIENT urnT: Year-1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = 0.?.0 
-----------------------------
'I 9l4 197) 1976 1 '17l 1 97M 1 979 1980 19~1 1 ') ~2 '1983 1 Y7~-M3 
0 •. , '1 0.12 0.3) 0.14 0. 08 n.n7 fJ.Ol n.fll:S O.OR 0.1 ~ 0. 09 
2 0.46 0.4o fJ.d1 U. 3o 0.33 f). 2 b Ll • .Sd 0.64 0.4 7 0.29 0.40 
3 0.45 0.63 ().64 [).66 0.61 ll.HS o. 66 0. ~2 o. / n 0.70 o. 72 
4 U./7 0.63 0.7.3 1.).6:> u.c:s1 1. u~ O.Y4 0.74 O.ISS u. 81 0.87 
5 o.7n n. s "1 n.76 0.79 0.19 1.23 ., • 14 0.60 o.n 1. 06 0.93 
0 L 15 0.31:i 1. 04 0.59 0.86 1. 23 1 • 1 3 O.So O.YO O.l:S7 0.93 
7 o.?n '1.80 0. dO 0.90 0.90 0.~0 0.'70 0.90 0.'10 0.90 0.90 
6+ 0.10 O.l:S U 0.60 0.90 0.90 0.90 U.9U U.90 0.90 U.90 0.90 
( 3- 4)U 0.61 n.63 11.69 0.66 0.71 n.'l7 O.IW IJ.7l:S n. 77 0.76 
Tahl e_§.:2.: VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
COD IN FISHING AREA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCOTLAND, N. IRELAND) 
I 
STOCK SIZE IN NlH~E:lERS UNIT: THOUSANDS \J1 1\) 
---------------------9IOt1AS S TOTALS UNIT: TONNES 
--------------ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN FOR 1 JANUARY 
'1974 1975 19 76 '1977 '19'18 1979 '19150 1 <; 81 1 Yd2 1 983 1984 1974-80 
1 d2 I) 7 12747 7439 'J7'77 9485 14631 2098~ 6435 265 o6 1 61 on******** 1'1 896 2 S4 78 6064 9.300 4~0:> 6Y4?. 71 52 1'121) 1609.S 41:io5 2 0117 11 01 0 72015 
3 2274 2i33) 31 33 3373 2463 4074 4:>07 6265 6966 2492 12324 3238 
4 1U4 11 8<s 12 33 1346 1428 1 091 '1420 '1905 2249 2~44 1013 1354 
5 5f)R 673 520 48'1 )76 520 31)2 456 142 785 1 036 512 
6 <>4 2 06 310 198 1 81 ?14 12) 79 2US 2 cs1 223 'll:Sl:S 
7 113 22 115 90 '}r) 62 !)1 33 37 68 96 77 
d+ 48 38 3o 24 ::)5 70 1o 1'1 22 35 34 41 
TO TAL NO 1 84 .-~6 23772 22086 ·1 'lbOi' 2 '121 Q 27814 3l:S6a 312 77 416 71 42721 
SPS NO .34bf) 3434 36 70 .S715 341 (J 39?.2 405'} 54 7 5 6So1 4'110 
TOT.BI0'1 3.S 707 37132 40'1 02 34S3o .365'J?. 440oiJ S3ol.5 5.3Y4S 629(2 625Y1 
SPS BIOM 16701 161 82 1746g 16'1:1 1 1 b) 18 1 70(5 1 "14 24 21YO:S 2601:5 22722 
- 53 -
Table 6.6. 
LJ<;T Ul' H.t-'UT VAHII\'1LES Ftl:-1 TilE ICES H!E[llCTIJil 1-'ROGHA:·I 
VIA CUD 
F I ~~ S T Y F. 1\ I! : 'J 'J ."A 




1 '} ,)(, 
i\(:F. 
tlt'lUS an.-Js 
1 ~) nn. 




1? :_, '1 I. :1 
'I 'I•J'I .J.•J 
'I ~_j:· 4. p 
'I 'J'I .!>. tl 
1 ·13 !) • n 




F AT 1\Ct: .) 
''.llyr! n.~r: 
). _),j/f .}./,) 
1. 'J • .,; r1 n.' 
" 
:;. \Jj l I • / ~ ~ 
l. . -, l l.,. :l 
'), jv 1 J •1.(' I 
1], ';:;, fl ·), ~ ') 
l . .j) ') :,,;u 
1) Average F 1978-83 rescaled to Fav = F83 
2) Mean values 1978-83. 
,, fU H f I Y 
Uu I •lE 
.J. ,) )·'l 
:J.ti.JI; 





















1-. l: I ii ~" r I I< 
T toE ~TUC}, 
n.,,3r: 




H •. , 
.$) 
:J.2n2 
'J I).) 2.5 




Stock Spawn. Total for 1985 Stock 
biomass stock FC 3-LV land- biom. 
74 
biom. H.C. ings 
Fo.l 70 
33 0.76 29 F max 
F85 = 0 
F85= 0.6F84 
F85= 0.8F84 
F85 = F84 
F85=l.2 F84 
F85= l. 4F84 
Weights in •000 tonnes. 
Stock biomass = fish at age l and older. 
Spawning stock biomass based on ogive. 
1985 










ASSUMPTION l: F84 = F83 
1986 
Total Stock Spawn. 
land- biomass stock 
ings biom. 
8 92 58 
14 84 51 
0 103 67 
20 76 44 
25 69 39 
29 63 34 
33 58 29 
36 53 26 
Exploitation pattern 1984-85 based on 1978-83 average. 
F values relate to human consumption fishery (landings and discards) only. 
\Jl 
..j:::.. 
Table 6.8 Management options: COD in Division VIa. 
1984 Management 
option Stock Spawn. 
F( 3-4) Total for 1985 biomaae stock land- · 
biom, H.C. ings 
FO.l 




F85 = F84 
F85 =1. 2F84 
F8.5 =1.4F84 
Weights in '000 tonnes. 
Stock biomass = fish at age 1 and older. 
Spawning stock biomass based on ogive. 
1985 
Stock Spawn. 
F ( 3-4) biom. stock 
biom. H. C. 








ASSUMPTION 2: 1984 TAC taken. 
1986 
Total Stock Spawn. 
land- biomass stock 
ings biom. 
9 98 64 
16 90 56 
0 111 75 
18 86 53 
23 80 48 
27 74 43 
31 68 38 
35 64 34 
Exp1oi~tion pattern 1984-85 based on 1978-83 average. 
F values relate to human consumption fishery (landings and discards) only. 
\J1 
\J1 
Table 7.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Division VIb, 1974-83. (Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES) 









U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 
USSR 
I i Total 
x)Provisional 


















4o 10 92 
3 1 2 
111 
3 
3 69 138 
a) a) 
89 285 129 
33 384 198 




























Table 8.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIId and VIIe, 1974-83. (Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES) 
: Country 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983x) 
Belgium 67 59 65 53 435 699 163 363 293 389 
Denmark 
- 2 718 1 506 1 120 2 160 2 052 66oa) - - -
France 3 099 2 143 1 646 5 185 8 044 4 848 4 001 4 486 3 349 3 011 
Netherlands 4 + 2 1 + - - 4 1 -
Poland 6 - - - - - - - - -
U.K. (England & Wales) 260 159 142 581 654 485 365 428 568 641 
U.K. (Scotland) 
- - - - - 1 + - - - / -
I I I USSR 
- I 3 I 4 - - - - - - I -
1 I i I j 
Total VIId,e 3 4361 5 08~n~6 940! 11 293 j 8 ~5~t281; 4 211 j 4 041 
x)Provisional 
a)Includes Divisions VIIb, c 
\J1 
--..:] 
Table 8.2. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of COD in Divisions VIIb, c and VIIg-k, 1974-83. 




France 2 302 






U.K. (England & Wales) 26 
U.K. (Scotland) -
USSR 72 
Total VIIb, c, g-k 3 130 
x)Provisional 
a)Catch in Division VIIg only 































1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
85 52 51 110 198 
- - 18 b) -... 




315 323 552 1 028 1 542 
291 279 - 5 -
+ - - - -
6 - 2 - -
51 11 - 1T 37 
33 28 33 83 288 
- 2 1 12 + 
- - - - -































Table 9.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Sub-area IV, 1974-83. (Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country \ 1974 1975 \ 1976 1977 1978 1979 I 198o 1981 1982 
. 
. !I I • Belg~um 1 137: 2 209 2 166, 2 293 1 295 732 1 4141 1 217 966 1 
Denmark 44 342\ 32 93C 46 899 i 20 069. 8 093 8 2481 12 928 13 198 32 159 
Fa.roe Islands 435l 267 183 385 12 7 27 46 6 
France 4 020\ 4 646 5 6 914 5 122 7 208 7 407 11 966 15 988 
German Dem. Rep. 8l 44 20 8 37 12 36 -
I Germany, Fed. Rep. 3 4781 2 396 3 433 3 744 2 589 2 549 2 354 3 387 
i Ireland 
- i - 31 53 101 - - -
Netherlands 3 0351 1 901 1 728 1 598 857 955 1 557 2 279 
Norway a) 3241 331 367 374 609 968 1 191 I 2 283 





Spain 21 0 I - - - - · -
Swedenb) 3 098[ 2 083 2 455 113 _d) 907 1 165 1 3o1 1 1 874 
U.K. (England & Wales) 10 798! 11 499 17 238 17 167 12 200 10 774 12 195 
U.K. (Scotland) 71 679) 64 686 80 576 89 465 58 406 : 54 119 64 058 
USSR 42 2341 49 686 42 852 8 010 54 18 -
14 570 1 16 403 
82 798 1107 773 
Total IV 1187 799[174 1631204 603,150 6781. 89 437 86 603 I 104 391 ! 133 076 1183 870 
Tot~V~ 122 977 i 110 848 I 138 591 ! 116 577 J 57 886 51 741 ; 64 886 I 82 996 i 109 306 
I Tot~1 IVb 63 6951 62 761 65 594 i 34 030 I 31 457 34 361 39 072 I 49 197 i 74 288 
~--;~tal IVc 554 ! 418 501 433 I 8331 
total catchc) 
1
307 6891 401 053 i 334 888 1:219 953 i no 8o4\140 635 1
1




















a)Figures from Norway do not include haddock caught in Rec. 2 fisheries. For 1974 Rec. 2 fisheries were officially 
reported but have been deducted in the figures given here to make a consistent data series. 
b)1974 includes Division IIIa. c)Includes discards. d)Included in Division IIIa. 
Vl 
\.0 
Table_9~ VIRTUAL POPULATION A~ALYSIS 
NORTH SEA HADDOCK (FISHING AREA IV) 
CATCH IN ~!UMBERS UNIT: T 1-10 US AN DS 
----------------
1974 197) 1976 ., 97/ '197'6 1 9/9 1YCSU 1981 19(S2 '191:!3 
0 6014)4 4491 3 '16701 0 11)080 2 <:$9'607 960092 3 81:!2 00 6Ri3754 355133 68)230 
1 121396'6 2U9741d 1o1563 2 s 041 6 4':>'15'127 :~485't7 720409 1411:133 297.516 22Y031 
2 1 7445 p, 632R52 1045329 1 0.5/34 141915 19.';7<,17 32'1)23 4fJIW01 82207 23 81 t)3 
3 3?.6'641 5/62'6 206(21 :Sl6S1 8 2tl439 39750 7lJS44 14 Ol66 21::171 o1 79279 
4 5315 9 10604'~ 9624 39341:! 10Y2'l? 7131 1 01 ., 7 14892 41l '65 12 861 0 
5 ., I:SS4 1 531) .50523 SY49 t;:)83 26GOb ., tS26 1d3S 31 eo 1Y1 36 
6 ·132n 953 47.'56 60(10 ., ., 86 ?.136 82~1') 342 659 2215 
7 1 rJS ~3 599 1 87 1'136 1'111 ?.49 (J 01 2o.51 1157 465 
X ?.37 262) 67 11 5 586 4)1 123 '127 945 57 
9 22 2 55 662 24 '112 136 11:!2 6/ 21 337 
1 0 32 61 52 163 24 sz 71 22 78 74 
11+ 8 H 3 3 64 ?.3 3'6 42 23 8 
TOTAL ?3R3896 295R681 'I 63254 7 896486 104036b 15H4322 1521862 1400212 1068155 13R2545 
I 
TClbl e_2..:_3_· 0'\ VtRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 0 
NORTH SEA HAOOUCK (FISHING AREA IV) 
MEAN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: KILOGRAM 
-------------------------------
1974 1975 1976 1977 1 97!5 1 979 1YCSU 'I 981 '19'62 1Y83 
fi 0.024 o. nz o f'J.013 o. 019 0.010 O.OOY O.D12 n.no9 n.o12 ,., • 021 
1 0.12 8 0.1 0'1 0.1 z 5 0.1 lHS 0. '143 0.094 0.097 0.072 0.095 0.1 01 
2 0.226 f'l.241 0.224 0.240 () .2 5 f) 0.2SIO n .2 82 n.259 0. 289 0.2 79 
3 ().343 0.3 56 0.40U U • .S46 U.41S 0.441 0.466 o.4n 0.400 n .4 31 
4 n.s4~ 0.45 0 o.s n9 0.)9)1 0.444 n.63s o. 72~ fJ.755 0.'199 n .607 
o.~Yo 0.680 0.580 0. bl1':1 0.61}5 0.6)~ 0.9/1:> 1 • 1 09 1 • 1 2 6 0.1:155 
6 rJ.iWS 1. 24) 0.~93 0.753 0.7()9 o. 92'1 0.'149 ., • 364 1. 3.53 1 .'127 
7 0.9S3 1 • 1?. 4 1.'d?6 1. 096 0. 924 1 • 1 (J 9 1. 315) 1 .205 1. .513 1.005 g 1 • 51 2 1.r)93 1. 746 1. 70(-1 1 .3 0'1 1.1 64 'I .5 ;j9 1.)64 1.536 1. 609 
9 2.301 1. 724 1. 2.35 1. Yl3 1 .I:S 1/+ 1.4)() 1. 724 1. 733 1 .9o4 1 • 21 5 ln 2.5 rJ7 2. 21Y 2.330 1. 604 1. Y13 2.636 1. 7'1 0 1.) 32 2. 885 1 .4 83 
11+ 4.1'~~ 2.<S56 z.sn 3.19{) 1. (SI)(] 1. 62 ~ 2.7lftJ 1. 8'd7 :1 .640 2. 067 
TAb le..2..:A:.... VIKlUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
nORTH SEA HADDOCK (FISHING A~EA IV) 
FISHING MORTALITY COEFFICIENT LJN IT: Year-·1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = U.20 
-----------------------------
'19/4 197:> 1':ilb 19 7l ., Y/d 1'n9 ., YtSO 1 91$1 1 'I d2 ., 9 8 3 1 'I 7 8- IS~ 
•} n. ·11 ll. 1 0 n. 24 0 .1'1 o.~n 0.33 0.:;, SI n.so o. 36 0.19 0.37 1 u. (1 O.n'l 0.64 1).66 U.lb IJ.::>'f U.4o U.44 IJ.)Il 0.41 0.50 2 ., • ()3 1.()7 n. Y1 1 • 1 2 '1.'11 0. y I o. ~~ o.) n o.) ll 0.99 0.80 5 O.Y9 1 • 31) 1 • 4fJ 1. Oo L17 1 • 'I o I. 2c (). 92 O.I:S?. ., • ~I:S 1 • 1'1 4 ., • 03 1 • 1 2 n./Y ., • ?. 6 '1. '11 '1.'14 'I. 20 0.91 n. n 1. H~ 'I. 06 5 U.o2 1 • •JO 1 • ?. 9 IJ.Y:S 1 • 12 0.<,-) '1. 1 u 11./.S lJ.)6 1 • ()I:S 0.92 6 IJ.d? n.7s 1.fJ7 1 ."11 o. 84 ., • 00 rJ.YfJ 11.62 O.o4 1 • 111 0.84 ( I. 'I 7 1 • 41 n. 3-'• U.I:SZ 1 • 1 5 0.4 ., lJ. YU 0.~) O.IS::i 'I .46 U.94 >'? 0.43 1 • 13 n.so ('.3 6 n. ls fl. 'il n. 31 n.47 O.t19 0.7() 0.6'1 
'f li. '16 1 • 2 2 1 • 11 n. 4o (1.1? 0.6() ., • oO 0.35 n. rs 0.9/:S (). 74 ., n 0.9() n.9n il.')f) n.9o 0.9n n.<;n O.YfJ f).SI!l fJ.Yfl 0.90 0.90 1 ., + U.Y!J 0.90 0.90 U.9U O.Yf1 O.YlJ U.YU fJ. 91) 0.'10 (J.':JfJ 0.90 




Ti'1ble_9...l.:. 'II~TUAL POPULATIOtl ANALYSI~ 
NORTH SEA HAD[)UCK (flS>HNG A~f:A IV) 
STOCK SIZF I~~ ~JUr·18ER S UtHT: THOUSANDS 
---------------------
8I0l'lASS TO"J;ALS urJI T: TormE s 
--------------
ALL VALUES liRE GIVEN FOR 1 JANUARY 
1 974 197) 1976 '1'171 1'113 '19"/Y 'I 'I 1lO 'J YX1 'I'}~?. '1'1~3 '19/:14 1974-/:11 
n 6?.~.:18SR s ?.191 0 8:i991n 12So160 '171~13'1 37o;~s~s 95o61ti 17652'12 12'1'1322 441'1fJOn+~***~** 214'1192 
1 2602/:13) 4006571 366~0'1 )~:d (71J 924od5 111:>9964 ?'1137'0'1 436070 8?. 0 (4 7 743249 3uOU903 1609311 
2 29.38.53 '104717'1 1 8'1 ~2 I 4 'J ()O':J1"/ U'l699 347946 66'130/ 11?114~2 229d.S1 4 'I~ f)91) 403031:1 7?1ln4 
3 5 62 9) 4 H )t>1 Y 2 '15) 1 u o~ :Sa 53 44o44 6214'! 1 Uo 114 254614 )S/o23 114 )1 6 'I 2 S74) 2546/:Jt 
4 RYl'::J Q '17(14'1 s 'I 9'1 2(1 5 936 '} 1 764rl2 '1'1344 ., ':;6)':; 26040 ~3JYS 2 Oflo'10 237n6 71022 
5 4 3Y1 ? 62 5<:5 4 5461 (1)7 _s 'I 3119 4'i'6UO zy 'J' Se 54 dO 115 31 SI:S1 5U2 65 1 <S'11 0 
6 24110 1 91 ., 71'.81 1 fl2 'I 6 22 77 3 6{)() 1) 041_1 ;jWI 1 5 I 7 57.';6 /:1/0R S53 6 
I 1oS16 1:; 5) 'i''l s 22 11'7 505:~ 8U..:i '11 ()) 491JU .s )5 o53 1 ., 31 .5786 
:~ 73 9 4192 'IFI 4'1 l 196 7/Jlj 4.5 1.~ 370 ., /42 124 124 939 
9 1 01 ~n 111J4 tU ?.3J 3ll/' 24) 241:> ·1 o9 )l:lS 51 .54 7 
1 n 59 11 {~ ':15 ~ 9\1 4ft ':1) 13U 40 '143 '136 179 10'1 
'I 'I+ 1 5 35 ) ) '11'7 42 IU n 42 1 5 su 46 
TOTAL NO 9~625'17 6465444 3514'1':13 ~68036H 31o7932 ':;373241 3935732 362nHfl4 3n08764 S92o139 
0'\ SPS tD 62'1964 u22 65'1 l:S90JUt> ) 7341$5 2~l5o:'i 2? 81 (::'( 345)'-i'f ::i7Y096 Sol t 67 43024'1 1\) 
TOT. 8 I 0 i1 131 o35 f) 86?033 o493'J '+ 39UY3:l .S2UIJ1 ~ .S'II:ifJt o 4YS022 49'.5274 49:~()'1 s 4i:i61.SS7 
SPS 81)1 ?2 7P.46 1 996 72 2642'10 ~1 .5'1 13':; 1163112 94'3Yo 12'1'1 03 20Y':J6S 27 66)4 210074 
Table 9. 6. North Sea HADDOCK. 
Input for catch prediction. 
Stock H.C. landings 1983 Discards 1983 Ind. landings 198 3 Age 
w (kg) Nxlo-3 w (kg) F Nxl0-3 w (kg) F Nx1o-3 w (kg) F 
0 . 012 
- - - 149 252 .067 .041 535 978 .009 
-146 
1 .lOO 6 063 .278 .on 84 356 .187 .151 138 612 
-041 -248 
2 .275 96 605 
-350 -402 126 681 .237 
-527 14 816 .168 .062 
3 .448 58 250 
-455 1.014 15 794 ·347 .275 5 235 
-424 .091 
4 .661 119 277 .615 1.094 7 035 
-476 .065 2 298 
-575 .021 
5 .904 18 426 .861 1.040 708 
-711 .040 2 
-957 .ooo 
6 1.067 2111 1.142 .963 104 . 792 .047 
7 1.167 465 1.005 1.46 
8 1.461 57 1.609 -70 
9 1.653 337 1.215 .98 
10 2.027 74 1.483 .go 
11+ 1.969 8 3-476 .90 
Weight 
157 531 65 179 16 032 tonnes 
----------
1984 : 2 543 X 106 
Recruitment R
0 1985 : 2 543 X 106 















Reference Period: 1978 - 1983 
H:c. catch Discards Ind. catch 
F w Prop. w F w 
ret • 
.010 
- 0.000 .057 
-361 .010 
-298 .298 0.051 .154 .248 .038 
.885 




-489 0.857 .269 .063 .323 





-511 .024 .696 
1.002 1.077 0.977 
-538 .003 
-927 
1.127 1.167 1.000 
.001 
·644 
.834 1.461 1.000 
.892 1.653 1.000 
1.084 2.027 1.000 
1.084 2.204 1.000 
"' 
"" 
Table 9.7 Management options: HAJ)DOCK in the North Sea. ASSUMPTION 1: F84,.F83 
1984 1985 1986 
Spawning :F Total Management Spawning :F Total H.C. Indust. Spawning 
Stock stock l) (2-6) land- Option for Stock stock 1) (2-6) land- land- land- Discards Stock stock 
J3iom. biomass H. C. ings 1985 :Biom. biomass H. C. ings ings ings J3iom. biom. 1) 
571 240 1.093 155
2 ) :F85=0 :F84 664 490 0 36 0 36 0 1 021 845 
:F85 = o.2:F84 .219 86 52 34 35 904 729 
:F85 = o.5F84 ·547 147 115 32 79 763 588 
F85 = l.OF84 . 1.093 217 188 29 137 594 420 
:F85 = 1. 5F84 1.640 260 234 26 179 481 
308 
:F85 = 2.o:F84 2.186 289 265 24 211 404 232 
Weights in •000 tonnes. 1) Using knife-edge age at first maturity. 
Stock biomass = fish of age 0 and old.er. 2) Includes industrial landings = 32. 
Spawning stock biomass = fish at age 2 and older. 
Exploitation pattern 1984-85 based on 1978-83 average. 
F values relate to human consumption fishery (landings and discards)only. 
0'\ 
~ 
Table 9.8 Management options~ HADDOCK in the North Sea. ASSUMPTION 2: Landings in l984=TAC=l70 000 t. 
1984 1985 1986 
Spawning F Total Management Spawning F Total H.C. Indust. Spawning Stock stock 1) (2-6) land- Option foJ~ Stock stock 1) (2-6) land- land- land- Discards Stock stock ) 13iom. biomass H.C. ings 1985 13iom. biomass H. C. ings ings ings 13iom. biom. 1 
571 240 1.365 1702 F85 = o F84 614 440 0 34 0 
-34 0 962 787 
F85 = o.2F84 .273 88 56 32 41 833 657 
F85 = o.5F84 .683 150 120 30 90 683 508 
F85 = l.OF84 1.365 214 188 26 151 515 342 
F85 = L 5F84 2.048 252 228 24 194 412 239 
F85 = 2.0F84 2.730 274 252 22 224 345 173 
--··-··-
f ________ --
Weights in •ooo tonnes. 1) Using knife-edge at first maturity. Stock biomass = fish of age 0 and older. 
2) Includes industrial landings = 31 Spawning stock biomass = fish of age 2 a:nd older. Exploitation pattern 1984-85 based on 1978-83 average. F values relate to human consumption fishery (landings and discards) only. 
0\ 
V1 
Table 10.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Division VIa, 1974-83. 
(Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES). 
Country 1974 1975 1976 I I 1977 ! 1978 1979 
I 
Belgium 981 23 45 - - 2' 
Denm~rk ; 
- 1 I 
- 13 - - 37 
Faroe Islands - - - - 2 
France 3 9791 2 328 3 026 3 401 4 255 4 786 
German Dem. Rep. - I 91 - - - -
181 
I 
Germany, Fed. Rep. 3: 30 + I 20 2 
Ireland 1 7151 599 1 115 616 441 877 
Netherlands 63 I 19 30 i 28 13 2 
Norway - I - 3 7 13 9 
I 
Poland 97 20 - I - - -
I 
Spain 540: - - - - -
U.K. (England & Wales) 1 512 1 214 1 971 3 827 2 805 1 654 
U.K. (Scotland) 9 583 8 973 11 992 11 422 9 629 7 459 
U.K. (Northern Ireland) - - - I - - -
USSR 364 495 533 - - -


















WG Total incl. discards 33 342 46 635 34 071 23 657: 19 510 I 27 147 117 470 i ! 
~----- ------
x)Provisional 





3 403 3 760 
- -
7 71 





1 052 2 035 
12 051 19 249 
- 1 
- -
18 437 29 529 





















TAb l 8_~1?_:3 · VIRTUAL ~OPULATION ANALYSIS 
HAD~OCK IN FISHING AREA VIA (NW. COAST OF SCUrLAND, N. IKELArH>) 
CATCH I 1~ NU MA ER c; UNIT: THOUSANDS 
----------------
1'r/"- 1975 1976 'I Y7l 197<! 1 91'Y 1 ';11{0 1 'I X1 ., '1~2 "I YX3 
n 6.5680 6849 4226 4':J4Y )() S.So2 "13 "i'o.S "I .;:-s ZU<:S ~ 
1 6 ~831 1 7936 rJ 24212 "13Hl/ 1 ~ '14 8 oS '"''•S 2212~ 2 5 'I ·1 Sl-49 144 77 2 1·1 S6S 349 6o n.s.s.s ::046/ 2UY6 1 62 o2 219'il5 83192 4944 2U33o 
3 1 f)77fl 3341 1522X 3':JY46 Yo9 17~3 ':JoYI 2 0686 12646 o117 
/,. o.Sl3 33S2 1)d7 ':J"704 243)Q 44'1 nz "1768 iSOoO 31 )82 
5 ;-)3 1 :<g4 14'J0 6 ~1 2'1Y.J '12152 14~ 194 >H$7 3.SH4 
.:, 449 Yo 8o7 4'-lo .5 )? "704 ~UiS1 5Y ·1 U6 ':J9Y 
94YI> 1.}:) 21 3!1/ 24 7 'j[J"( 21-8 (i 22 2o8 41 
:5 21Jd6 .54 SI 2 t;Q 2() .SS.:> 1YI a 3'-J 2c!S4 1<,14 
9 34 73 ~31 11 7 et> ) "14 :sn "194 
1 ') .S? 0 4 259 H; 3 2U 2 1?. 43 
0 ) :) 214 4"1 b " 1 "17 '1'1+ 5 ~ 
TOTAL 1 7.53 6 3 2334o4 121Ut•4 64 56 0 47543 1 [)1)14 J S41lo 1083 73 1 02 62 0 85071 
Tahl "-l·J.~. 
0"\ VIRIUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
......:J 
I HADDOCK IN FISHING AREA 1/IA (NW. CUAST UF SCOTLAND, N. I I< ELAND) 
M~AN WEIGHT AT AGE OF THE STOCK UNIT: KILO GRAr'l 
-------------------------------
·1 9/4 197) 1976 I Y77 "197g 1 919 ·1 Y80 'I 'I R1 1Yi:S2 ., '183 
') o. 114f) O.IJ4lJ 0.040 O.U4U U. lJo6 o. 032 0.077 0.0~?. O.IJ:SI:l 0.050 1 o. ·1 s 9 fl.15Y 0. "16f) 0. "16"1 0.1:53' 0.183 o.·134 fl.253 0.1':;7 0.1 72 2 0.246 0.260 U. 2 So u. 274 U.2"115 0.324 (). _-; 1 y U.24':J o.n:s 0.2 76 .s 0.36R n.42 g 0.45'1 0.4flo 0.3159 n. "-57 0.)7"1 fl.46~ o. 3 76 0.435 4 0.526 0.581 !J.':J9:S lJ.oHS U.':Jio [). 7 :Sf! !J."/19 o.ooo (J .146 0.553 5 n. 779 n.g32 0.13:50 o. t.no O.K?? n. 771 0.998 11.975 1 • 1 2 6 n.yzn 6 fJ.619 1 .02 s 1. OY':J "i. ., 2 b 1. 04') 1 .IJ4i! U.Yd':J 1. 37 5 ·1 .5:59 1 • .s 1 3 7 0.715 1. ()no 1 .54~ 'I. 33/ '1. "I s? 1. 4 ~10 1. "143 1. 2 '}3 1. 54~ 1 .652 (~ 0.905 1. f'Jf17 1 .4o7 L "ll':J 1 .4 un '1. Y4 .:S 1 • 5 (I) 1 .343 1. 514 1.) 79 y 1. 32 3 1 • 1 86 '1. 'I 6 0 1. 393 2.1 25 1. 731! 'I • f>21.l 1.367 1. 73 R 1 .4 61 ., f) 1.2?9 2.S1o 1 .C$2/ 1. :-s4 u 1. 37? 1 • SoY 1 .8 74 1 • 21 5 2.06/S 1. 522 11 + n.oon n.nno n.nno 1. 59 :s ·1 .2ns 1. 78'1 2. 95 y 1. 7 83 1. 543 1 • y 1 7 
Tr h l el-.Q.:.1: \/JRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
HADDOCK It' F IS HH!G ARF.A VIA c ~;w. COAST OF SCOTLAND, 
FI S dHJ •.i 1~0 R T 1\ l. IT Y C 0 F F F I C I ENT u~a T: YP.Ar-·1 
-----------------------------
1 y 14 1CI7) 19/o 1 9 7i' 'I 9 (l:l 
n 0.12 n. 1 o f). 1) O.fll o.n'l 
1 d.::i9 0.59 1 • s 1 11. Yl:l 1).:57 
2 f) ... ~3 n.69 n.:, ., 1).6b 0.411 
5 u.o4 n. 6·1 11.74 I J. );~ IJ • .)g 
'· 
0. ;·S1 (1.70 n. 66 0. 71 ()- r,? 
0 • .51 n.6u n./9 IJ.6( 1 - •13 
6 [).54 n • .,., (}.6.5 n.ft/ 0.9? 
l IJ.9? 0.?.1 n.:s:s U.4/ IJ.I:l7 
·l 3. i)6 1 • 1 I) 1. 6'/ 0. 91.l ., .62 
•J "1.1]1 2.1 2 0.1:>9 0.~) 11. f? 
1 n n. fll 0.711 n. 70 n. 0:1 ll. gn 
1 ·1+ u. /') 11./'J o. '(IJ U.tiU u.r..o 
( 2- 0 )•.J fl./)7 n.6o n. 61 n.64 0. 11 
N. I!, ELAND) 
NATURAL M0HTALITY COEFFICIE~T = 
., 9/9 
·1 'i'otJ 1 Yen 191:l2 
n. n·, :.1. n n 0. [)1 o.nn 
•1. )I) U. ()o 1}.11'1 0. 2 3 
n.~o n.sr n. 3(J 1'). 2 7 
11.o9 l). (2 (1. /1 0.611 
n.~n I. DO 11.52 fJ.CJ)$ 
O.<JU u •. , ) IJ. SY 0.)5 
n. ;-)l:i [).I)') n .110 o. n 
0. c2 U. tU 1).6.5 0.64 
;>.) '( 0.3/:l [). 2'· 8.46 
11.49 IJ.d(J n.4s O.L 9 
n. ~so r). YO IJ.Yn O.Yn 
11. t,l) •I. YU 0. YIJ n. 9r1 
n. 7'1 0.63 n. '·' f1.) >( 
u. 2 0 
19b3 1Y7u-ti3 
o. n075 0. f11 
U.)4 0.30 
0.53 1.1.45 












rahle_10.5. VIRTUAL PUPULATIUN ANALYSIS 
HAD!>OCK IN FISHING AREA VIA ( N..J. CoAST OF SCUTLAtJD, N. I I< ELAND) 
STOCK SIZf r:~ NU.~E:lERS UNIT: THOUSAfJDS 
---------------------fiiOi•lASS TOTALS lJI·JI T: TONNES 
--------------ALL VALUES AKE GIVEtf FOR ., JANUAf<Y 
IY74 1975 19/o 1'!77 "1'7/8 1 97Y 1 ~~ ~u 1 ~~ d "I ·1 Yo2 19 ?3 1984 1974-80 
() 604 56 7 51 21 ') 32461 ?4 ~41 2 U4~;.)(i 492569 34492 101Y7b 4o4 o~ 307~ 39 *** ... **** 21 34 8d 1 168949 437562 .ss 76'· C.2"(6'l 56U.4 1 h71t35 3'1d4!JY ~ '{22;; ~2002 3/941 C.50154 1 ~3978 2 ?24 •)4 7674!3 1 'F?orJ1 lbo1> 6Y'11l .S22c6 (c.SI)o:;, 305705 ?.2 bb4 54069 1 ~11)2 60309 ., 2062 f) an:S6 .51605 ':i7154 5.5t.:; Si.u.z 'I"J Y!J4 '·4~:35 'l7~rJ45 14290 26056 2.'>219 4 1?.4 ~1 72 ~su J~Y·I 122/j/ 4/.HiJ 1 <le>? 1:; ·iU 4(44 17146 70342 6231 12 .S42 ~4 2 '·5 '·1 2Y72 "I 5 22 4Yt>? 17n5;, n;:3 414 23[11 7332 30602 464'? :; "I., 7 3 ?. 1)5 ?l!3.S '1"1 04 0 3t~ 1 /+ ~ 6 57 f)'l UY 2 ., 5 1 tJ9fl 2Y81 ., (51) 7 1 11 IQ 55 g ;~z ,•'13':1 4t• 1 ?.UY '•Y4 1Y24 0 '19 81 ss 9 2 !j3 9 <"i 2YI1 5f>14 ~o'J 49 4 "):5 1 So (o 2 !11 o4fl t!.67 30 "12911 s ') ·~ <J .,:. zy 5G 15 T!. ., 0 
'· 2 "IZY 434 4/5 261 "I'J 0() 1 ( y ) 1" 36 () :J'I 4 a ?9 1 !32 91) '1'1+ .,, (1 1'1 1[j 4?.!; c 'j 1'1 5 2 31 37 ?R 
TOT Al. :n ~ 51)1 'I'· 591 '6liJ .SU82?.1 216/6'1 32 b"l 0 5 71 7 o:s/5 SYI YIU 1... 8b.S3b :S4Yil'io SUl/9) S P<:; i;o 66963 7nnQ~ ., )494/ 1'1 ~1)6/j (J 1 ()() g 43'1 )f) b54 '1'1 2266WI 20Y'Ito '13{~765 TOf.8IlJ~ ~I:~ o1 'JI)9)l/"( 614 52 61150 ssc 7q 155 44 Y6445 1 HoY I ., 054'16 95925 0\ \.0 SP<:; ElitL1 3.S'12t. 293t,J) :>f?o.S/ S.S~?o .5.5.511 24643 2 YoY'I 71 9 •.H~ IS~ll43 6'(:>9'1 
Table 10.6. West of Scotland. HADDOCK. 
--- Input data for catch predictions. 
StocY. H.C. landings 1983 Discards 1983 Ind. landings 198 3 Age 
w (ke;) 
1378-83 Nxlo-
3 w (kg) F 
0 0.058 0 
- -
1 0.172 518 .362 .019 
2 0.286 5 027 .395 .131 
3 0.449 4 662 .482 .480 
4 0.692 36 119 .563 . 711 
5 0.936 3 372 .921 .698 
6 1.216 599 1.313 .91 
7 1.380 41 1.652 .so 
8 1.558 194 1.579 1.52 
9 1.676 194 1.461 .67 
10 1.603 43 1.522 .9 
11+ 1.865 17 1.917 .9 
Weight 



















1984 : 165 X 106 
1985 : 165 X 106 

















Reference Period: 1978 - 1983 
H:C. catch Discards Ind. catch 
F w Prop. w F w 
ret. 
0.006 0.443 .003 0.056 
0.329 0.285 .176 0.142 
0.506 0.372 .405 0.228 
0.695 0.485 .813 0.280 
0. 758 0.697 .983 0.304 
0.728 0.938 .997 0.368 
0.823 1.219 
·997 0.308 
0.829 1.380 1.000 
1.263 1.558 1.000 
0.637 1.676 1.000 
0.968 1.603 1.000 




Table 10.7 Management options: HADDOCK in Division VIa. 
1984 1985 
Spawning jji Total Management Spawning F Total H.C. Stock stock (2-6) land- Option for Stock stock (2-6) land- land-Biom. biomass H.C. ings 1985 Biom. biomass H. C. ings ings 
107 54 0~702 27.0 F 85 = 0 j~84 105 72 0 0 0 
F85 =.2 F84 
.140 6.3 6.3 
F85 = ·5 F84 ·351 14.2 14.2 
F85= 1.0 F84 -702 24.6 24.6 
F85=L 5 ]'184 1.053 32-3 32.2 
-------
F 85 =2 .o F 84 1.404 37-8 37.8 
Weights in •ooo tonnes. 































Table 11 .1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HJIDDOCK in Division VIb, 1974-83. 


























5 2 111 
22 71 640 
48 911, 49 830 40 474 
49 288' 49 928 ~3 243 
















2 3651 1 654 
2 060 548 
























































1975 i 1976 1977 





























1981 1982 1983x) 
2 
421 344 61 
94 
119 60 41 
j Total VIId and VIIe 




Table 12.2. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of HADDOCK in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k, 19'74-83. 











U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 
USSR 
Total VIIb,c and VIIg-k 
x)Provisional 














456 I 1 29o 
8 661 6 463 
I 
1976 ! 1977 
! i 
19 ! 13 
- I -
- -









-~ 256 2 273 
---- I 
1978 1 1979 1980 ! 1981 
~ I I 5 2 3 - - -
- - - -
1 479 1 931 2 219 2 571 
- - - -
111 155 274 679 
- 16 - -
- - - -
- - 5 277 
13 19 50 92 
8 22 56 4 
- - - -





























2 399 I 
---.1 
_.,.. 






German Dem. Rep. 







I 1974 I 1975 [ 1976 I 1977 i 1978 I 1979 I 1980 I 1981 I 1982 I 1983x) T-~ ~5~r~~9~~-; 275 3 3;4 fl 3 941 3 153 2 623 2 272 2 86o 109 654 61 941 116 9731 46 479 15 741 41 965 17 916 16 430 27 043 22 132 1 1261 764 1 262 472 42 581 21 12 57 35 19 825 20 O'j'9 19 557 17 592 22 525 27 590 23 626 24 744 23 790 16 978 
- 3 18 




-454 4L-6 302 461 348 1 280 1 267 6o 1 223 422 






' 12 057 14 078 12 274 9 4o6 11 o3o 113 417 14 389 14 6oo 12 218 10 925 58 55 71 33 64 49 27 27 16 27 1 002 888 509) 445 8 3 1 
-
- 1 
11 o 65! 18, 
-
-
_ I - - - -2 440 255 153: 341 • .. 31 16 9 11 28 i U.K. (England & Wales) 5 519J 5 2461 5 112; 6 185 7 542 7 581J1 6 778 5 964 4 7431 4 326 U.K. (Scotland) 25 2741 27 96911 26 167! 33 017 42 779 44 841 42 218 31 399 29 640.140 936 USSR 2 9781 5 0913 5 612[ 2 413 
-
_- ~-=--- - _:-_~ -i r Total Sub-area IV • 183 653j140 166J190 672: 120 128 1103 98 670 
Total Division IVa 76 761i 75 44l~j 100 001i 61 4991 529: 44 929 
I I I I ITotalDivisioniVb 87842 930!69908 42911[40943 68775 41156.40145 45311146293 
Total Divi,ion IVo 19 0501 22 792 1 20 763; 15 718 j 19 663 23 9551 25 727' 22 465119 028' 7 448 
WG total catchc) 351 266!290 589::345 951,294 635 i178 773 234 947]225 221:192 173 t143 027,149 603 x~Provisional figures 
a Figures from Norway do not include whiting caught in Rec.2 fisheries. For 1974 Rec.2 fisheries were offici-b) ally reported, but have been deducted from the figures given here to make a consistent time series. ) 1974 includes Division IIIa, 1978 includeci in Division IIIa. c Includes discards. 
-...:J 
\.11 
Table_~· VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA WHITING (FISHING AREA IV) 
CP. TCH Hl NUMBEI<S UN IT: THO USAN OS 
----------------
19"/4 '197~ 1976 'IYTl "19 /8 1 97Y 191:!0 1 <; 81 1':182 '1983 
0 571)112 239142 424539 oo4Y~5 6~62 o2 4776'05 33237:5 5432 93 104919 66'1477 
1 754672 '1564'17 4 7 86) 1 101"/"151 41 .')2 82 6'19543 32'1'?04 198342 2646 '12 2no~ 40 
2 974691 401312 '11141"/3 4oU40U 33~745 4 666o4 43Tid':J 35491 u 1 26o2 7 167.S94 
3 228625 2 99652 161'1 54 261 Y85 203499 21164.:: 282591 ?n1111 232:>~f'J 103070 
4 32094 549~2 "16447 51 540 6Yl.S5 '06230 ::>34'1 'I t13Uo3 o2t16 1z-tY66 
5 4876 9173 'I 3317 'I H2Y2 761:3 2 5 ()>_12 3l~1 05 21701 24209 35390 
6 ., 22 3 798/ 271 b 4637 :>3o7 -~ 11 ' 1$021 1 0'1 86 6219 7402 
7 ::.i8a 11 (J 545 40b 142?. 11"/9 "/55 'I i'6'1 '17'12 1367 
0 352 13~:> 22 '167 245 1Y4 :>4o 240 365 596 
'I 52 142 2 '71 4 7 '15 45 30 58 l8 
'I 0 '19 2 23 '13' 7 1 13 3b 23 45 
11+ n 0 0 3 n 3 
' 
., 7 n 
TOTAL 25lc531:l 1970311) 22'116"/o 247.Y/O':J '1727CJ2G 189137'1 '150':J4':JU 14o4674 843o77 130:>325 
Tahl e}.l_:1· VIRTUAL POPULATION M~ALYS IS -.J 0'\ 
I 
NORTH SEA WHITING (FISHING AREA IV) 
l'l1 EAr' W E I G 11 T AT AGE 0 F THE S T 0 C K UNIT: KILOGRAM 
-------------------------------
'19"14 1975 '19'16 1 y 77 19'18 197Y I Y ~0 1 YR'I '19HZ 'I Y83 
I) 0.026 0. 03U lJ. U.19 0. 01 'I U.Ulr:J O.OIJ9 O.U13 0.014 O.lJj1 0 .0'15 
1 n. Dl1 n. 1 ClO 0.107 n. fl90 0. 074 o.n9o r1 .n 1$2 n.n<t1 0. f) /3 n. 1 os 
2 11.149 0.214 0.194 n •. , ·to u.1o5 I J. 1 o 5 (). 1 /'iS I). 'I t) :i o.·1n 0.1 !So 
3 0.253 0.275 O.ZY4 0. ~ R/:5 0.2.59 {l. ?.~ y f) .c :>5 n. 24'1 0.252 n .2 77 
4 0.3"16 0.369 U.~SY o.:Hs 0. 'SSl (). ) 1 'j 0 •. Bl 0.330 O • .Sl4 O • .S22 
5 n.463 n.4t)S 0.440 0.44'1 0.46('1 0.434 0.346 ,., • 411 0.31:16 n .381 
6 0.521 0.353 D. 5 12 0.4l:S5 l). 4ci?. 0.4 72 0.4 <:So 0.433 0.4'}3 0.4 34 
1 n.543 0.818 0.440 0.532 0.514 n.541 0.4 TZ n.574 0.527 n.461 
(") O.lo7 0.59o 0. 4 Si 0.332 U.bo9 0.61'1 O.o20 0.662 u. 1'11 0.526 
9 1. 033 n. 716 0.69?. n.Y32 0.741 0.669 0.5 i.lO f'J. '11ft 0.72R O.lO~ 
1 ) 11.951$ 1. 022 0.91'1 11.440 1.6Zt: o. Jj() u. i' 9:> 1 • 0 51 1 .1 42 0.4 d~ 
1'1+ n.nnn n.nor 1J.OOO o. 'i4 'j n.onn 0.521 0. 71'1 n.CJ95 .n5 f'J.oon 
T 2 b l el2:A.: VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NOR'fH SEA WHITH!G (FISHING IIRFA IV) 
FISHING MORTALITY COEFFICIENT UNIT: Year-'1 NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = 0.20 
-----------------------------
1974 1975 1976 '1977 1 97~ 1 97 9 1'11::0 1981 1 982 15183 .1 Y71.S-83 
n 0.15 f1.11 fl.J6 f) .2 8 0.27 0.23 0.36 0.49 o. ·12 0.26 0.29 1 0. o6 0.4 0 0.35 D. 7:S 0.29 0.42 0.24 0.3~ 0.48 0.35 0.36 2 1. 04 0.92 1.1/:l 0.70 0.)7 '1.62 o. 5'1 0.45 0.44 !1.64 0.55 3 1 • 1 9 1.n 1. 32 1.!1':) 0.?4 n.ob 0.91S 0.87 O.o1 0.19 0.81 tf 1. 08 1.12 1. 18 1. 0 8 o. 91 [).83 1 • 13 1.11 0.76 0.82 0.93 5 0.38 1 • 1 2 0. 9 5 1. 07 D. <SS 1 • 06 1 • 1'1 1 • 111 1. 04 0.9[} 'I • !)2 6 'I. 92 2.25 1. 3b 1 • 1 3 1.H 1. 'I 0 '1.3£' 1. 36 1. 21 1. '15 1. 22 l 1. 2 0 1 • 1 b 1.2l U.7o 1.49 0.93 o. 91 1 • 3:5 (]. 91 1. 00 L10 1\ 0.94 1 • 11 0. l1 2. 77 .,_ 7>1 n.e7 1. 94 0.~6 1.23 '1. 00 1.28 S' 2.65 1.43 0.'15 U.2o 'I. 52 0.4"1 0.50 IJ. 52 0.51 1.00 0.76 
'!Cl ·1 .an 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.'10 1.on '1. 00 1. no 1.00 1. 00 'I. 00 11+ 'I. ()fl 1.00 1.00 1. 00 1.00 1.0D 'I. Oll 1.!111 1. 00 1.00 'I .00 
( 2- 6)U ., • 1 2 1. 32 '1. 20 1. no 0. 85 n.YO '1. 04 0.98 0.1S1 0.86 
-.J 
-.J 
Ta~Jle~~-=-2.· VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
NORTH SEA WHITING (FISHING AREA IV) 
STOCK SIZE IN NUMBERS UNIT: THOUSANDS 
---------------------
3IOt1ASS TOTALS UNIT: TONNES 
--------------ALL VALUES ARE GIVEN FOR 1 JANUARY 
•J974 1975 1976 1977 1 97~ '1979 1YbU 1 981 19~2 .,1.)~3 ·tn4 1974-80 
n 450~207 2460955 30H5451 2945481 31~9535 2553569 121192/:S 1525100 1025365 317~999+**•**** 2850307 
1 1710644 3174842 1799236 2143711 1813oK1 1 9942 01 1 6608.5 l 693 775 761 85 ~ 744910 2003694 2042450 
2 1631805 7261615 1741106 104.5169 B47265 11088~8 107o9Uo 1070321 389Y:>9 38 oo07 429/76 116.7901 
3 355324 4 71139 8 237414 43~(191 4<~5Q6R 3'>13232 4905 66 490050 5~.flll87 2!15536 ·16o9!12 40.1442 
4 52 d16 88333 119~34 ~11:i62 12oLJ19 1 6640 ~ 1 3.3504 1 5 04 2 3 1oeioi'4 24H94b 763'12 105496 
5 16969 14755 23550 .so·116 ., 4464 41644 5 '73 9'1 3531'1 405o9 64:-$37 89?69 28699 
6 15.34 951 6 3944 l43l 8419 5056 1 ·1 62 6 14 7Yo 96o0 11730 21582 6H19 
7 9fl29 1 83 1120 t:?.Y H76 211'>1 "13 7~ 25M 3"1 11 2347 3041 2333 
cl 628 2234 41 HY 3"1 () 3c3 biSb 454 5:>8 l 023 .707 638 
9 S9 201 600 1 y ·1 n 44 125 81 D8 134 308 1 51 
10 j3 3 39 232 12 2 22 62 .59 77 40 49 
1 I+ n 0 0 ~ n 5 9 2 12 
, 23 3 
TOTAL lW ~2o4047 o9475~Y 7011"14.1 6o61"13Y 6426'/64 6265547 46471H2 3982965 2958072 4840147 
SPS NO 2125823 16n2932 2185681 1:724302 15552"72 1848408 1870Y5d 1754788 1223456 972249 
-...:) 
(lJ 
TOT .Billf1 60S6:S1 72()51 7 714o44 :>Y~o5o 4.711717 577277 5411 88 451676 370112 3663 75 
SPS BIO"' 360949 3 51 69 5 457657 353493 .31 4H 3.3 3o5723 3odl:l'IO 36U007 21$4Uo2 245401 
Table 13.6. North Sea WHITING. Input data used for stock predictions 
Age 
H.C. landings 1983 
Stock ~w {kg) 











t 4 .326 











53 5661 .292 
99 072 .328 
29 744 .378 







1 320 .462 ! .96 
588 .528 .99 




1 Weight 76 841 
I tonnes 
Discards 1933 1978 - 1983 Ind. landings 1983 I! 
1
1 Reference period: 




-3 1 1 1 -3 1 1 i 1983 1 Nx10 w {kg) F Nx10 ~~ F 1 i H.C. catch Discards Ind. catch 
I I r F(1) I F w 
71 371 .0371.03 590 106' .012 1.23 .26 .016 .129 
.273 .013 
152 .114 .27 42 003 .058 1·07 .35 .203 .204 
.158 .055 
87 455 .166 .33 30 346 .148 1 .12 .64 .369 .238 
.184 .147 
31 997 .234 1.25 17 507 .311 • 13 • 79 .618 .282 .203 .195 .252 
22 308 .263 





.14 6 586 .432 .04 .82 .835 .340 .844 .227 .095 .368 
.10 1 619 .653 .04 .90 .957 .415 .887 .255 .072 .475 
.04 59 .567 .01 1.15 1.180 .470 -963 .264 .047 .508 
.02 24j .602 .02 1.00 1.088 .516 .994 .276 .013 .495 
.01 - i - - 1.00 1.273 .639 .998 .365 .010 .503 
-
- ! - I - 1. 00 . 759 • 723 1. 000 I - - -I I 
-
- - I - 1.00 1.005 1.007 1.00.01. - . -








1985 2 700 000 X 103 
1986 
( 1) Rescaled to Y = v83 (2 ) av Human consumption landings 
-.;J 
\.0 
Table 13.7 Management options: WHITING in the North Sea. 
1984 
Spawning F Total Management 
Stock stock (2-6) land- Option for 
:Biom. biomass H.C. ings 1985 
405 191 ·792 1023£) F85 = 0 
F85 = o.2F84 
F85 = o.5F84 
F85 = F84 
F85 = 1. 5F84 
F85 = 2.0F84 
>e) Includes industrial landings = 38 
Weights in '000 tonnes. 
Stock biomass = fish of age 0 and older. 
1985 
Spawning F Total 
Stock stock (2-6) land-
:Biom. biomass H.C. ings 

















Spawning stock biomass = fish of age 2 and older. 
Exploitation pattern 1984-85 based on 1978-83 average. 


































German Dem. Rep. 






U.K. (England & Wales) 
U.K. (Scotland) 
U.K. (Northern Ireland) 
Total VIa 
----------- - --· ~ 
x)Provisional 






2 983 2 763 
- -
80 62 




1 479 1 871 
112 132 
9 929 12 668 
- -
17 057 20 041 
1976 1977 1978 1979 
14 - - -
- - 119 92 
2 - - 770 
3 655 3 395 3 610 2 779 
31 - - -
1 1 2 4 
3 255 2 752 2 080 2 791 
255 78 23 17 





244 520 669 320 
16 658 9 873 8 174 10 613 
- - - -

















7 386 8 519 
- -






































T<"hl e_~4.2. VIRlUAL POPULATitJt; A,;,-\LYSIS 
.J f' IT It~ G Iri F IS .HIHi ARF A VU, (tlW. C 0 AS-I (J F S C u l L.l\ :·J D , t). I i\ E 1_,~ IJil ) 
CJl TCH IrJ ::u:·LJE~ s UtHT: T:IUUSr\IJIJS 
---------------
-
'I 963 1'164 1Y6S ·1 tt6o 1 '/ol 'I 9u1i 'l'IC>'I 'IYi'rJ 'I y 
t·l 1 ':112 "IY75 '1974 
1"12o3 2?14 6900 1 o ;;.s ).)43 12£.1 •Su 1 un4 2JSS 1 oo6g 1i
71 s Y031 
23 i)')fl 32114 6n 70 11l47l 20 ;)):~ 1 6 4~1 2 cs ·14<> t.> 77.) 15.5')3 1 '1973 .:5o39::> 5U77Y 
.:51~6 1 11"14 7 431t Y:: .Zl: 1 '} "11]':14') 9'2.5'1. :)62 ,, 2:\r':H) 41J3? 4rJ22 ss 83 'I 0
0'1 8 
4 7::13 142 ., 4ollll 2 t>{~ 02 11 9 Jh)Y 2 )()Lf 32:1 I .53Jbf: 1S57 
"147'1 11 65 
5 252 I+'~ 'I .) :lY ., ;;(,z '1.55 'ii: 3<'5 ·12 U4 (>t'>L+ '1.5(10 1 4ii3<' 
35':1 ·1 82 
6 )(J 14':1' 1 1).5 ., 0 ( <.113 5fJ.J .( ·1·1c ?'11 l. .54 
('-if 453U 42 
7 n ':io 10 34 '11 6 32<'' 2'i 06 1 I o7
 7'-l 278 <.>30 
.:s+ 4 4 s 1 d ~5-5 .)t) !.'1'-1 5'19 
'1::>1 10 36 31 
TOT I,L 3Y3?.4 474.16 61 (76 44c_,;~ I 5-%?.'1 4;~3-13 4i).-j 14 40'175 sn:sn 
497 .-;;~ 62167 72078 
I 9 75 1976 1Yl7 1'-Fl•'> 1 ·-n~l I:U<ll ·1 '--1 1r1 '1)'.::;: 'I Y<\3 I 
14 9 J1 K5? t) 16tL57 'I rt12 ().)?.? 11 6 5'1 ::Si Yl Y1?.Y 3Y'I 9 
()) 
1\) 
~ lo7u? {f(-, ?2:2 ., 3.::2) ·1 :-n 71 .S"-C.S"!. '1'14/'--1 ? ~.u}u2 s y '·4 7602 
.) 3o244 1 5111 2 ':iU (l' oo7U ., 32/? 1)?. 'It> 11 :::l(J'I 31]'1 )3 ~0 .55 
t. 2011 1743.) 3'1 25 '131';':1 Jsn {,301' 415S 711'17 23il) -1 
2('-i 1 51 i 4/'1'1 Y3'1 .54'-}?. 'I? U::> 'I )40 2 U/6 6U2 7 
) 7 6) 2 -t? 142'-1 2o4 ·; ·12n 4jiJ ;·)'12 'I.:)Sn 
'1 '14 'IS 64 :)(4 {_)) ·1 Yi bd 
j (5 
.:;+ 2.5? 1.) "lfl. ) 'I i54 ) '}'( 
'I )3 
fOfAL /'1 j)l) J0)2 '-i u2)1.5:S ':.<437( l) 1 .5 );) 4 ':i 1 ~ ( 4 ,,-, IJ) 494 ;)1 
)2 ., ., (.1 
Table1~· VIRTUAL i-'0/-'llLATiut. AI~ AL "SI S 
WHITitiG I le F I .S HI fJ G ARFA VIA Cl:v1. r; \.JAS'I 0 F S C :)f LA U 0, I•'. I k E I_ A l·l11) 
r-1EAtJ <iEI Gl--'f AT A!]E OF THE SfOCK ur. IT: Kll(;,;pA,. 
-------------------------------
., 9o3 1'/64 1 'I b) 'I ~16u 1 ':I() r 'I 'ioL lYvY 1'17:.1 ., '} ( 1 I Y 12 IY7:5 1\174 
n. 1 'i6 n •. , 92 [). 21!: t]. 2315 fl.C.n4 n.?.06 n .-, ·r 6 n.? 10 n. t!IJ9 n. 21'1 n. ·197 n.194 
1). 2 16 IJ .? 1 3 11.?. j) 0.?44 d.2 411 !) • 2 {) ~-; U.2?.:> (). 2 '1[1 n. 2'• "? n.2Sf1 '1.234 0.216 -~ n. 3;;n n.31)2 U • .5'12 IJ. ~12:, 11 • .5'1<1 o.:Suo u.s.s::. n.?.'i :5 () .2 r7 1]. '.546 0 • .:562 0. 311$ 
t, n.412 n. 55 ·r n. 4 6:> '1. ::.74 11. 42/t n. '·44 n. :> iHl n. :);-;·, n • .s ·16 n.369 n.47Y 0.445 
') D.440 n. 62 Y U.t1ZI.I U.uOY IJ.4'1?. I! • '))/+ tl • ., ·n fl.)1/ 1).426 11.426 I) .4dS 0.::>9?. 
6 n. 6 rs n.740 f). (b'J I). 1'2 () O.o:S'~ n.53':1 0.64';1 ll. ()'I y n.:,:,1 n .~.. '15 n.s33 n.64n 
n. orJn 0.672 11.041 D. Li1 u 11. 0(~ 4 1). 71 ., IJ. DIu (1.6'111 IJ.o'J<i fl. u[)L.. I). 6)4 0.:>74 
,3+ n. nn n ·'·6;J rJ.'/)3 0. 1:)7'1 fl.0/iS n. ;'.)4 0. /2) n.ll6/ ., • f}fl6 n. 1'13 0.7511 8.M3 
'I 9 '(5 '1976 19/l I '>'7 ~~ 'j y (:> ]')/-{) '1':1'!'1 ., y il2 ., y (:~3 
1). ;JIJY n .2 n1 u. 2{)(1 o. 'I 9\1 I) .2 'I <5 n. 1 ·o D. 1 YU fl •. , 7) tl.,~ U3 
CD < n.;>45 0.21t3 o.c40 Cl.' 3 ~ il.LS?. n.?. 3 i~ n.2cb fl.ZU n.Z3!5 \.>J 
::; fl. 3U6 0. :~ 1 'I u. ~~ '}j n. i i:l) 1). :~ Q,) n. :~?4 u .2 .::;c; il .2c'4 0.269 
,1+ n ·'• ·o (']. 36 3 n. J ;--;,.{ n. ~. ;:·;~ n.4ns n. ,, -~ '.J n.:s :l<: n.341 n .32'1 
f). ())2 0. Sii!J U.42Y u. ::'1::. rJ. :>.So 1). 400 0.4 ·J( n.495 U • .So3 
(l n.ol2 n. 69'1 ll.623 n. 549 0 .b <i'l n. 4Y:J 0 .) 3'1 fl. s '12 fl.46 .'~ 
n. ::~:->3 1 • fl/+) :J. 0 )3 U.L•II'I U. uY 5 11.6 );> u. )4(1 [j. 4 ,).) IJ .4'-16 
'J+ n.71.3 I • 1 ,s Y I. '16:> r]. ':>'73 fl. 6 ~''I [l.'t< 6 0. ob:, n.:, -~'• IJ.JY7 
Tahl e!4·_±· VIRTUAL POPULATION ANALYSIS 
\·11-:IT IrJG n: FI<:;HU;G AREA VIA ( i~ w. CUAST OF SCOTLA~D, N. HELAI~D) 
FISHIIJG rHlRT:\LITY C 0 F. F F I C I 1: tlT UIHl: Y P-Ar-·r NATURAL MORTALITY COEFFICIENT = o.zn 
-----------------------------
·r '1u3 1964 1Yo5 'llJ 6t) 1'167 1Ybo 'I YbY 1 '170 'I ':J('I ., '172 1973 '1974 
1 •J. us f). 1 () D. ·r b 0. f);S 0 •. ,, 0. lr4 !J. u:> \.J.\)3 O.U9 U.22 U.llo 0.16 2 ;).()3 n. 2 ·r n. d3 n.41J 0.-14 n.:. 'I u. 1 d iJ. 6_~ 0.15 U.83 ., • 03 0.41:> 
:.s 1). ( () n.6b n. 4~ rl.t'.o 0.'-15 1.rl7 0. (1 11.32 1. 02 ·r. n4 't. 33 0.94 
4 IJ.o"- IJ.d::S :]. 73 o. 6i) u.n 1.U5 1 • lb 1). b) O.o2 I. 2<5 ., • 65 I. 24 
5 n.n 1.211 (). 511 n. 7 ,~ n.on 1 • (le ·r. st, n •. -<.J 0.5Y ., • 12 1.7() ·r. 02 6 IJ. ~9 1. l) 0.'14 u. 6'1 0.63 n. o1 ., • 5~ 1).97 0.'13 (J. 91 ·r .30 ., .23 
'( fl.on 1 • f)(] 1. no ·r. no ·r.fJrJ 1.no I. 00 1. no ·r. on ·r. nn ·r. no ·r. nn 
.::;+ LJ.:JI) ·1. nu 1. lj[) ·r.nu 1 • (J f) 1.(![] 'I.IIU 1. flU 1 • ()0 l.UU 'I. !10 1. no 
2- 4)U 1). 66 n. s ;5 n. orl n. 6L, 0. 89 fl.'IG O.o5 n.s 3 0.()6 ·r. 115 ., • 34 0. 88 
1 9 75 ·r G7o 1YTI 1•n;:1 1 Y/Y 'l9r:r: 'IYWI 1YX2 'f'1(;3 1971:>-153 
()) 
IJ.1?. o. 2 ·r 0. 2 5 0. 211 0.09 n. ru u. ·r·r !] • 1 2 1.1.155 0.12 .j::>. 
~). 4 9 n.62 11.5 7 n. 4'i n.tn n. 2L, n.n fl.26 0.49 o.4n :s u.rci 1 • 2 (j !l.d::> u. a.:> U.o? 0.00 fi.4U I). I, 5 U./6 U.64 
(f n./6 1.0rJ 1. n·r 0.9[1 0. l7 11. '/1 n.D3 n.46 n. r9 0. 71 
~ ·r. 26 1.:So 1. tJ:S ·r. 02 ·r. iJ7 o.-n O.oU 11.64 O.':d u.a3 
6 1 .13 1.2/ 1. 21 ., • n9 D. ':J6 1. 3 '( r:l. b4 n.7'3 ·r.a 1. nn 
( 1 .1)0 1.11(1 1 .uu ·r. ou 1 • I) (1 1. l.jj_i 1. ou 'I. f)U 1. UIJ ·1 • I) ll 
·~+ 1 • '1 () 1.1lfl 1.'"10 ·1. no 1.nn 1.flf1 1 • 1J (l 1. nn 1. on 1. i)t1 
( ?- 4 )!J 1). 0 'l n. ~·; rJ. orJ f).6i' 0.17 1). 5u u.42 0.39 U.oK 
TAh 1 <;_]._1.__:.2_· 'JI f\ T UA I. 1"01-'lJLATlON Al<I~Ly::;rs 
·rJ HI r If·! G H' FISrlH'G A R E A V I A ( fh~ • C U riS T 0 F <; C 0 r LA fl D, ~~ . I k E LA fJ D) 
sroc•~ srzF L~ IWHt::EK s ur:n: rHolJSAI-JLlS 
---------------------
-~I 0 ;·;ASS TCTALS U'II T: ToiWFS 
--------------
1\LL VALUES ARE G I V E: !·I F 0 ~: 1 JAf<U!1RY 
I~) o3 1964 'I •165 'I Y6b 1%7 '196!·; ·1 ':1 uY 'I ':I?U 1Y (1 'I '172 'I '1?3 1'174 
i 24~523 167AC. ) f'J4':1'1 602 53 )54'1 9 zntl·l ::.(' 2024~: (''19 :12 307'14 93 225 '194078 6 '1364 ;.> 5:> (•)'I :1 'I i),:}3 9o 1 1"(2'/ .5 Yl ?.S 4/ 61)"( 4!'15)0 1 (J 56('1 1) /72 1 7 ..S')' <5 25U4'1 61:525 146::>25 3 0 "/4 0 ?.k33 (~ ·u 5~35 4'1 93 'I ';13 54 'I j,) ::>(! .. J ,_j4 d) 111 ~~'I 9 6 ~~) 9 6 755 81 96 1 7 l-l81 4 '17:)1 27 _)j 1 flU ':>Y o..Su3 r '14 51 6'1 Uu 42 Yl! 743'1 0oilu6 2033 'I Y515 '1174 j 5 .,, 744 y /2 3Y51 26':1:1'1 ~) ~~ "I llYI '12 3) 3'1 ':11 23'1'1'1 464 3'19 {> 157 1'J..S 1 <53 ;.L~ u 'I )(3 
-19(J1 ., 6:S 3"11.1 4<:f) 144':1 o4'19 64 n 96 t!'( ~. ~ 'I 9li :) (J~ 3t-'lt.J ;:y '1'15 '136 477 '14?. 5 
.J+ n I <) :·;·1 )f u/ Ylo d9'1 2 ':>9 1?U 62 53 
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Table 14.6. 
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Table 14.7 Management options: WHITING in Division VIa. 
1984 Management 19~5 
option Stock Spawn. 
Ji (2-4 ) Total for 1985 Stock Spawn. F (2-4) Total Stock 
bioma.se stock land- · bietm. stock land- biomass biom. ings biom. ings 
37 21 0.68 13 F85= o F84 41 23 o.o 0 59 
F85 = Fo.l 0.17 4 55 
F85 = 0.4F8~ 0.27 6 53 -
F85 = o.6F84 0.41 8 50 
F = o.8F84 85 0.55 10 48 
F85 = F84 0.68 12 46 . 
F85 = 1.2F84 0.82 14 44 
F85 = 1.6F84 1.09 16 41 
L__~ --
--















Table 15.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Division VIb, 1974-83. 
(Data for 1974-82 as officiaLly reported to ICES) 
Country 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 
Denmark - - - - - -
Faroe Islands 1 - - - - -
France . - - - - - -
Germany. Fed. Rep. - - - - - -
Ireland - - - - . 1 -
Spain - - - a) - -... 
U.K. (England & Wales) - - 3 2 5 1 
U.K. (Scotland) + 12 15 5 24 2 
Total VIb 1 12 18 7 30 3 
- --~··-·-··--···· ~ 
L___ -~ ---~ -~ 
x)Provisional 




































Table 16.1. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Division VIId and VIIe in 1974-83. (Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES) 
Country 1974 1975 1 1976 ! 1977 I 1978 i 1979 ! 1980 1981 1982 1983x) 1 
I 
I Belgium 39 70 103 36 85 I 
f 
92 85 102 101 93 
Denmark 
- - 18 - 1 2 585 6 2 -
-







- - 11 I 12 I - 13 - - - I 
70 1 
I I Netherlands 12 14 5 1 2 1 2 2 
-
! ! 
I U.K. (England & Wales) 579 I 1 255 1 504 1 342 1 038 930 839 1 136 1 222 ': 1 207 
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Table 16.4. Nominal catch (in tonnes) of WHITING in Divisions VIIb,c and VIIg-k in 1974-83. (Data for 1974-82 as officially reported to ICES) 
[_ Country I 1974 11975 I 1976 1977 ' I ' 1978 r 1979 1980 1981 
. I 
Belgium I 75 / 
, I 83 i 97 
l 
60 26 31 61 
1982 
28 




4 127 5 603 5 922 4 767 

















































Total VIIb,c and g-k 8 344 9 449 9 715 I 5 338 I 5 224 I 6 854 i 9 488 I 9 874 9 099 j 7 405 
x)Provisional 





Table 17 .1. Maturity data used for the estimation 
of spavming stock biomass 
NORTH SEA WEST OF SCOTLAND 
COD 
Proportion Proportion 
~ Mature ~ Mature 
1 0.01 1 o.oo 
2 0.05 2 o.oo 
3 0.23 3 0.52 
4 0.62 4 0.86 
5 0.86 5 1.00 







1 0,01 1 0.00 
2 0.32 2 0.57 
3 0.71 3 1.00 
4 0.87 4 1.00 
5 0.95 5 1.00 







0.11 1 0.00 
2 0.92 2 1.00 
3 1.00 3 1.00 
4 1.00 4 1.00 
5 1.00 5 1.00 






Table 18.1. Estimated numbers of COD, HADDOCK and WHITING estimated to have been been consumed by predators in comparison with VPA estimates of stock numbers 
COD HADDOCK WHITING 
Age *Stock N x 10-3 N X 10-3 *Stock N x 10-3 N X 10-3 *Stock N x 10-3 N X 10-3 group at 1.1.1981 consumed at 1.1.1981 consumed at 1.1.1981 consumed 
0 10 135 2 278 57 051 1 604 8 138 
1 131 157 341 2 438 498 1 075 2 313 18 1 018 243 893 303 
3 47 2 255 10 465 47 4+ 28 
- 4o 1 197 11 
~- -- L. __ · ,_ 
-- ~ 
-
L__ _____ ~----- ------- ---~----------------
---------





Table 20.1. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
F'at age by fleet for landings with existing mesh. 
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FAROE HUMAN CONSUMPTION 
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY H. C • 
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GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC H.C, 
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Table 20.2. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. F at age by fleet for discards with existing mesh. (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20. 3. North Sea v/RITING mesh assessment. 
Mean weight at age for landings. 
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Table 20.4. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
Mean weight at age for discards. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.5. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
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Table 20.6. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for landings with new mesh. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.1. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for discards for new mesh. (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.8. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. . 
Predicted landings 1985-97 by fleet with old mesh N x 10-3. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.9. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
Predicted discards 1985-97 by fleet with old mesh N x 10-3. (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
Predicted landings 1985-97 by fleet with new mesh N x 10-3. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
Predicted discards 1985-97 by fleet with IlEW mesh N x 10-3. (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.12. North Sea WHITING mesh assessment. 
Predicted total stock biomass and spawning stock biomass 1985-97 with old and new mesh. Tonnes. 
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Ji' s:;(.),.l(: :Sj7:SUr: o:SoZC'i: t,:,~oY4: ;o.~(, s:,otc.3: 3~61'.\lt: ob26:n,; 4;F1,,4z: 
;;y ~.5~lofl: 5:>~2u4: 6fiJifiJ: 4o.;ut,:;,; 
91" 534'1~2: 5)/>2~6: 67091Ju: 4/l'{i:i4'1i 
91 5.5.5'-loe: .S;,'+UY'I: C)/'14Y~: 4o9.:io(i 
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'J ~~ s .s Yn 0 : :s :> t. ·J 2 s : 6 n 6 Y Y : ,, s Y ~ 14 : 
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J 6 5 .:i 3 F1 6 : 3;, lt n 2 ., : 6 7 'I 6 'I ~ : 4 iN ::> 11 : 
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Table 20.13. NORTH SEA WHITING. Mesh change assessment. Summary % changes in yields ( 1 000 tonnes). 
1985 1~86 1987 1997 
Landings Discards Landings Discards Landings Discards Landings Discards 
TOTAL HUMAN CONSUMPTION Old 61.2 58.3 77-3 62.7 87-7 61.9 88.0 61.2 
New 37-7 29.4 54-7 35-5 86.0 37.8 96.4 38.6 
f'.CH -38 -50 -29 -43 -2 -40 +10 -37 
INDUSTRIAL Old 55.9 64.2 63.7 62.6 
New 59.6 76.5 80.5 80.8 
1£H +7 +19 +26 +29 
INDUSTRIAL + Old 117.1 58.3 141.5 62.7 151.4 61.9 150.6 61.2 
HUMAN CONSUMPI'ION New 97-3 29.4 131.2 35-5 166.5 37.8 177-2 38.6 
1£H -17 -50 -7 -43 +10 -40 +18 -37 
:Belgium f.CH -37 -49 +12 -35 
England %eH -35 -48 +24 -29 
France %eH -41 -49 0 -37 
Netherlands r.cH -44 -48 -8 -37 
Scotland %eH -34 -51 +22 -38 
Federal Republic of Germany r.cH -37 -49 +11 -35 
b 
~ 
OTHER Human consumption f'.cH -39 -49 +5 -39 
-- --······---~- ---~ -
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Table 20.14. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for landings with old mesh. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.15. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for discaxds with old mesh. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.16. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Mean weight at age for landings. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.17. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Mean weight at age for discards. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.18. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Mean weight at age in the stock, stock age composition 1985 
and maturity at age. 
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Table 20.19. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for landings with new mesh. (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.20. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
F at age by fleet for discards for new mesh. 
(For definition~ fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Predicted landings 1985-97 by £leet with old mesh N x 10-3. (For de£inition o£ £leets, see Table 20.1) 
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North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Predicted discards 1985-97 by fleet with old mesh N X 10-3. (For definition of fleet, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.23. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Predicted landings 1985-97 by fleet with new mesh N x 10-3 (For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Table 20.24. North Sea HADDOCK mesh assessment. 
Predicted discards 1985-97 by fleet ·with new mesh N 10-3. 
(For definition of fleets, see Table 20.1) 
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Predicted total stock biomass and spawning stock biom.ass 
1985-97 with old m1d new mesh. Tonnes. 
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-Table 20.26 NORTH SEA HADDOCK. Mesh change assessment for SUllllllaXY% changes in yields ( 1000 tonnes) 
1985 1986 1987 .-:-1997· 
Landings Discards Landings· Discards Landings Discards Landings Discards 
TOTAL HUMAN CONSUMPriON Old 143.1 96.4 229.5 72-7 216.7 62.5 175-5 61.3 New 118.5 61.2 244.8 52.7 252.2 43.4 212.6 42.0 1£H -17' 
-37 +7 -27 +16 
-31 +21 
-32 
!NnusTru:AL Old 34.4 34.8 33-4 30.9 ~; 35-9' 38.2 37-4 34.6 +4 +10 +12 +12 
. INDU'STRI.AL + 
:HUMAN CONSOMPI'ION Old 177-5 96.4 264.3 72-7 250.1 62.5 206.4 61.3 New 154.4 61.2 283.0 52.7 289.6 43.4 247.2 42.0 1£H -13 
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Figure 5.1. F I S R S T 0 C K S U M M A R Y (, .,;k) North Sea COD (Sub-area IV) 
A 'Trends in yield and fishing mortality (F) 
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Figure 6.1. F I S H S T 0 C K SUMMARY (Stock) West of Scotland COD (Div. VIa) 
A 'Trends in yield and fishing mortality (F) 
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Figure 9 .1. F I S H S T 0 C K SUMMARY (Stock) North Sea HADDOCK 
A 'Trends in yield and fishing mortality (F) 
Yield 
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Figure 10 .1. F I S H S T 0 C K SUMMARY (Stock) HAilDOCK in Division VIa 
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Figure 13 .l. F I S H S T 0 C K S U M M A R y (l ..:k) North Sea WHITING 
A l'rends in yield a.nd fishing mortality (F) 
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Figure 14.1. F I S H S T 0 C K S U M M A R Y (Stock) WHITING in Division VIa 
'Trends in yield and fishing mortality (F) _ 8 Trends in spa-w.ning stock biomass (SSB)and l!ecruitment (R) 
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